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Abstract
This report presents a new experimental technique based on an alternative use of
the piezoelectric bulk transducer used at IMFUFA/NSM, RUC. The measurements
rely on the pyroelectric effect of the piezoceramic material that compose the spheri-
cal hollow transducer shell. In order to explain and analyze the experimental test re-
sults, an analytic model is proposed as a solution to the thermo-electro-mechanical
differential equations describing the phenomena in the transducer and what fills the
cavity inside.
Measurements involving the highly viscous 5-PPE / Santovac 5 liquid are con-
ducted in the temperature range from 248 K to 260 K near the supposed glass tran-
sition of the liquid, during which a drastic change in the physical thermodynamic
variables is documented for the liquid.
The practical test measurements and the theoretical thermo-electro-mechanical equa-
tions are compared for a discussion of the potential of the experimental technique
and possible improvements before its application in experimental glass physics are
proposed; it is concluded that the technique may be an excellent method for mea-
suring the isobaric thermal expansivity, αp, but at present it needs complementing
experiments to decrease the number of independent variables.
The report is written in English.
Resumé
Denne rapport præsenterer en ny eksperimentel teknik som en alternativ udnyt-
telse af den piezoelektriske bulktransducer, som benyttes på IMFUFA/NSM, RUC.
Målingerne baseres på den pyroelektriske effekt i transducerens sfæriske piezok-
eramiske skal. En analytisk model til beskrivelse og analyse af de eksperimentelle
måleresultater foreslås som en løsning til de termo-elektro-mekaniske ligninger,
som beskriver fænomenerne i transduceren og dens indhold.
Målinger, som involverer den meget viskøse væske 5-PPE / Santovac 5, udføres i
temperaturdomænet fra 248K til 260K nær den antagede glasovergang for væsken,
hvori drastiske ændringer af de fysiske termodynamiske variable dokumenteres.
De praktiske testmålinger og de termo-elektro-mekaniske ligninger sammenlignes
i en diskussion af potentialet af den eksperimentelle teknik samt mulige forbedringer
før dens udnyttelse i eksperimentel glasfysik. Det konkluderes at teknikken kan
blive en glimrende metode til at måle den isobare termiske udvidelseskoefficient,
αp, men for nuværende har den brug for støtteeksperimenter til at nedbringe an-
tallet af uafhængige variable.
Rapporten er skrevet på engelsk.
Preface
To experiment and develop a new measurement technique costs time, sweat, and
tears - especially if you are not aware that this is your goal when you set out to do
it. In the end however it is ever so rewarding when you finally manage to get it
done, and hopefully get it right.
When we started to work on this project we had nearly no idea of how it would
turn out. For us it seemed like an easy problem and with only one afternoon of
work we already had a very good idea of how the system worked and how our data
would look like. This should be no challenge at all.
But still, after more than a year some things remain to elude us. We’ve had
problems and doubts and things we were not quite able to explain - but not in our
measurements, which is customary. The measurements worked in almost every
fashion in the way we predicted.
Instead it’s the interpretation and explanation of the measurements that bother
us. Not in the sense that we don’t have an idea of what is going on in the measure-
ments. No, it’s the small quirks in the measurements, and considerations on the
modeling process. We ask our selves if it is the optimal (or even correct) way to
model the system, if we can find a better mix between complexity and simplicity in
order to make a model that is both comprehensible, applicable, and demonstrates
the finer subtleties in our measurements.
In short, our problem has been to find the golden description that will both give
a clear picture of our system and at the same time will be able to reproduce the
phenomena in our measurements. And it takes time.
In our rookie-ness, upon initiating this project, we underestimated the difficulty
in developing own measurement techniques and refining theory and models to in-
terpret data. If nothing else, this is something we’ve learned.
This project could not have been done without the help of our supervisor Niels
Boye Olsen who is the man behind the original idea for this project. We thank him
for his ideas and tremendous insights in experimental physics.
Also we would like to thank Tage Christensen who have been a great help in
experimental and theoretical issues throughout the process of making this project.
Finally we would like to thank the entire Glass and Time study group at IMF-
UFA. We have drawn greatly on their resources for this project.
Jesper Heebøll-Christensen, Jon Josef Papini
IMFUFA/NSM, RUC, July 2007
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The history of glasses as an artificial material used by mankind is long and we all
encounter glasses in various form in everyday life. Glasses are frequently used
in both industry and common household but glasses are also a big field in sci-
ence combining resources from advanced thermodynamics and modern material
research.
In chapter 2 we give a brief overview over some of the most important ex-
perimental facts of the field, but in essence, a glass is formed when a liquid is
cooled at a rate that prevents the liquid from relaxing into equilibrium. However,
the relaxation times of the liquid state is temperature dependent and a fundamental
understanding of this dependence is still lacking [Dyre, 2006].
At the Department of Mathematics and Physics (IMFUFA) at NSM, Roskilde
University, both theoretical and experimental research is done in the field, mostly
by DNRF Centre ‘Glass and Time’, but from time to time students are taken in to
study subproblems in the field or to conduct experiments with glass-forming ma-
terials and write reports on their conclusions; see for instance Eggert et al. [2002]
for a general introduction to glass physics at IMFUFA. The report at hand is also
written by students as their Master thesis in Physics:
A true state of the art piece of equipment developed at the institute - the piezo-
electric bulk transducer, is frequently used in the experimental research of glasses.
Figure 1.1 shows a picture of the transducer. In short it is a piezoceramic spherical
hollow shell that can be filled with liquid. It is coated (inside and outside) with a
thin layer of metal connected to electrodes which essentially makes it an electric
capacitor that transforms electric energy, through the piezoelectric properties, into
the mechanical ditto and vice versa. Typical experiments performed with the trans-
ducer recovers the mechanical response of the liquid at great many frequencies
close to the glass transition temperature.
The beautiful thing about these type of experiments is, as one varies the fre-
quency, the mechanical response of the liquid goes from being viscous to elastic -
the perturbation gets faster than the internal equilibration time. This is seen as a fre-
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Figure 1.1: A photography of the piezoelectric bulk transducer.
quency dependent glass transition when various properties of the liquid is plotted
against frequency. When doing a series of measurements of this type at different
temperatures one gets a macroscopic picture of the temperature dependence of the
relaxation behavior of supercooled liquids - which as mentioned above, is one of
the important issues in the field.
However, there are (as usual) some difficulties when performing experimen-
tal physics with this apparatus. For example, when doing measurements with the
bulk transducer, there arise some problems that require extra modeling; at low fre-
quencies the liquid has (some) time to flow in and out the pipe at the top of the
transducer - an effect that adds to the measured signal (see chapter 7). Another
problem concerns physical issues; when going from high to low frequencies the
conditions may change from adiabatic to isothermal.
The bulk transducer is only one of several devices that are used at the institute
and a number of different properties of supercooled liquids, such as the adiabatic
bulk modulus, the shear modulus and a heat capacity are measured with the help
of these. Effort is naturally made to develop the existing measuring techniques,
sometimes by using more than one devise in combination in one experiment:
Besides the above mentioned problems connected to measurements that in-
volves the bulk transducer, the inspiration to this project stems from a general in-
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terest widen the use of existing measuring equipment. The experiments described
and performed in connection with this report is actually based on a use of the trans-
ducer that differs from the normal at the institute; the piezoceramic material that
compose the transducer has another interesting property - it is pyroelectric (see
chapter 3).
The idea in the experiment is to send heat into the transducer by making a small
measurable change of temperature in the cryostat that surrounds the transducer
and as the transducer expands thermally a displacement current arise that can be
measured with high accuracy (see section 4.2). When the transducer expands it
exerts a pull on the liquid which can be seen as a piezoelectric contribution to
the measured electric potential. At the same time, as heat slowly diffuses into the
center of the sphere, the temperature of the liquid rise with thermal expansion of
the liquid as a result. Since the thermal expansivity of the liquid is greater than that
of the ceramic whilst the diffusivity is smaller, the liquid starts to exert a pressure
on the transducer after a while.
The goal of this report is to develop a model that captures the qualitative be-
havior of the described relaxation and returns numerical values of the measured
quantities that are reasonable in comparison with what is commonly accepted as
experimental facts in the field of glassy physics. Therefore the model has to be
transparent enough to give an idea of what properties that in fact are being mea-
sured.
In chapter 2 we give a very brief overview on some of the experimental facts
there are on the field in order to give a view of the properties we are interested in
measuring. In chapter 3 a brief introduction to pyroelectric phenomena as well as
a presentation of the equations that describe them is given. Chapter 4 describes the
experimental setup; it also includes a more detailed phenomenological analysis of
what is happening during measurement. In chapter 5 we model the pyroelectric be-
havior of the empty transducer; here a description of the calibration procedure and
a presentation of the results is given as well. In chapter 6 we derive the thermo-
visco-elastic equations for the liquid and in chapter 7 we solve these equations
analytically. Chapter 7 also includes the final ‘assembly’ of the model that de-
scribes the thermo-mechanical response of the liquid. In chapter 8 we present and
analyze the results of our measurements and in chapter 9 we discuss the validity
and applicability of the model.
Appendix A deals with Linear response theory and energy bond formalism.
In appendix B several important identities of the Stieltje Convolution are derived.
Appendix C involves a calibration of the electromechanical properties of the trans-
ducer and appendix D contains a complete set of computer programs developed
and used in this project (data from the measurements can be downloaded along
with a pdf-version of this report from Roskilde University Library, RUb).

Chapter 2
Experimental facts about glass
forming liquids
This chapter aims at presenting some of the basic properties of glass-forming liq-
uids. It is in no way supposed to be a detailed review on state of the art glassy
physics but more an introduction to the report and the character of phenomena that
occur in our experiment. A more fulfilling review is given by Dyre [2006].
Figure 2.1: Sketch of the volume at different cooling rates. The slower the cool-
ing, the lower the transition temperature, TG. The dotted line at TM represents
crystallization.
Glasses are formed when liquids are cooled fast enough to avoid crystallization.
When a liquid cools down its viscosity increases continuously, but eventually a
drastic change (still continuous) will take place; the liquid becomes a solid and one
says that a glass transition has taken place. However, the transition temperature
is not well defined but depends on the rate of cooling [Davies and Jones, 1953]:
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The slower the cooling, the lower the transition temperature. In figure 2.1 we have
sketched a typical plot of specific volume to temperature in which the effect of
lowering cooling rate is depicted. One should note the continuous change at the
transition points.
If one plots the derived quantity of specific volume, that is the volume ex-
pansivity, one gets another characteristic of the glass transition: A large decrease
/ increase in derived quantities occur at the transition point. When going from
liquid- to glassy state, the expansivity of the liquid becomes comparable to the
corresponding crystal expansivity [Dyre, 2006]. In figure 2.2 we have depicted a
typical continuous change in expansivity for a glass forming liquid.
Figure 2.2: Sketch of the temperature dependence of expansivity around the glass
transition. The dotted line represents crystallization.
The cooling-rate dependence mentioned above suggests a dynamic nature of
the glass transition and in fact, a glass is a system relaxing towards equilibrium;
the system is brought out of equilibrium by the fast cooling and cannot equilibrate
in a short enough time [Dyre, 2006].
The relaxation time, typically denoted τ , is related to the ability to flow. Upon
cooling the viscosity of the liquid increases and if a sudden shearing stress is ap-
plied to a viscous liquid in equilibrium, it may react as a solid. That is, it will
show an elastic response. This behavior express the relation between viscosity and
relaxation times and is essentially given by [Dyre, 2006]
τ =
η
G∞
. (2.1)
Equation 2 states that the time needed for a liquid to relax to equilibrium after
a sudden shear is proportional to the viscosity η and inversely proportional to the
instantaneous shear modulus G∞. One sees that a liquid which is examined on
experimental time scales shorter than the relaxation time will appear solid-like.
Typically the instantaneous shear modulus has a value around 109 − 1010 Pa and
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the viscosity of a liquid close to the glass transition has a value about 1012 Pa·s
[Davies and Jones, 1953].
The inverse of the relaxation time is sometimes related to the frequency of
molecular rearrangements [Dyre, 2006]. This implies that a glass is characterized
by restricted molecular motion which can be seen from experiments. If a glass
is subjected to a constant step in temperature an instantaneous volume expansion
follows (due to anharmonicity in the potentials) which in turn is followed by a
slow relaxation towards a new pseudo-equilibrium state. A sketch of this is shown
in figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: The temperature of a system is changed by a constant step and the
volume relaxes in two steps. First an instantaneous expansion followed by a slow
relaxation into a new steady state.
Glasses are liquids that are brought out of equilibrium and in principle they re-
lax towards equilibrium. Underway their properties change making a thermostatic
definition of quantities such as expansivity and heat capacity cumbersome. This is
one of the reasons for conducting experiments on liquids in the liquid phase close
to the glass transition. For a liquid in equilibrium, when perturbed by an exter-
nal (infinitesimal) load, the response is linear, although the relaxation typically is
non-exponential [Dyre, 2006].
Another interesting property is the nonlinearity of the response, even to in-
finitesimal perturbations; for a step in temperature say, the relaxation is different
from the relaxation upon a step of the same size but with another starting temper-
ature - an effect that arise as a consequence of the dependence of relaxation times
on the fictive temperature, which is different in the two cases [Dyre, 2006]. This is
depicted in figure 2.4.
As can be seen from figures 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 we are especially interested in
measurements of the time- and temperature dependency of thermodynamic vari-
ables, it is a key interest in glass science to understand how the first- and second
derivatives of the internal energy changes and relaxes near the glass transition. In
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Figure 2.4: Same size step to the same final temperature gives two different relax-
ation profiles.
short, this is the criteria for a good experiment with glass forming liquids.
This ends the brief introduction to glass phenomena. In next chapter we intro-
duce the properties of piezoelectric ceramics and define the equations of thermo-
electro-mechanical coupling effects needed to model the transducer used in our
experiments.
Chapter 3
Pyroelectric materials
In this chapter we briefly introduce the properties of a pyroelectric material and de-
fine the equations for the thermo-electro-mechanical coupling effects. The first sec-
tion (3.1) introduces some of the central concepts in a phenomenological manner
without going to deep into details such as the microscopic origin of the pyroelectric
effect. In section 3.2 we present thermodynamic differentials connecting displace-
ment current to mechanical and thermal loads. Section 3.3 introduces tensorial
notation. Furthermore a change into a matrix notation and the resulting reduction
in the number of independent moduli is introduced. The last section (3.4) presents
further reduction in the number of independent moduli due to symmetry elements
of the specific crystal class of which the transducer used in our experiments be-
longs.
This chapter is in no ways a detailed account on crystallography, and it is not
meant as a detailed review of textbook material on tensor formalism or the connec-
tion between crystal properties and symmetry elements of crystal classes. Rather it
is supposed to give a brief overview over the phenomena of which our experiment
rely on and how to describe the thermo-electro-mechanical couplings involved.
3.1 Introduction to pyroelectricity
A ceramic is a solid with crystalline structure composed of building blocks called
the unit cell. The unit cell of a crystalline structure is an array of positively and
negatively charged ions. If the centers of charges with different polarity in the unit
cell do not coincide, the unit cell is polarized - it has a dipole moment.
Crystals found in nature does not often show a macroscopic dipole moment,
even if the constituent unit cells are polarized; a crystal consists of grains, which in
turn consists of domains where the polarization vector of the constituent unit cells
are aligned, thus giving each domain a spontaneous polarization. When crystals
are formed there are several possible configurations and the resulting randomly
distributed polarizations cancels out from a macroscopic point of view [Feynman
et al., 1964].
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A ferroelectric material posses at least two equilibrium orientations of polar-
ization, and one can switch between the different states by applying an electric
field. So, if one has a ferroelectric crystalline solid whose unit cells are polarized,
and one applies a strong constant electric field, the orientation of the polarization
of all domains will align in the direction of the applied field and when the field is
turned off, the moments remain more or less aligned; this is called the poling pro-
cess which results in a material that posses a spontaneous polarization, see figure
3.1.
Figure 3.1: The process of poling.
A material with a spontaneous polarization is called pyroelectric. When a py-
roelectric material is heated the polarization changes - an effect called pyroelectric
effect. There are several mechanisms involved in pyroelectricity and they are called
primary-, secondary- and tertiary pyroelectricity. The primary effect is sometimes
called true pyroelectricity, while the others are called false owing to the fact that
they originate from thermal deformation; as a pyroelectric material expands ther-
mally, the geometry of the unit cells also deforms and the centers of charge of the
positive- and negative ions are shifted relative to each other - a change in sponta-
neous polarization arises. The secondary effect is related to uniform strain while
the tertiary effect is related to non-uniform strains, typically resulting from large
thermal gradients [Nye, 1985].
To summarize, the false effects are really piezoelectric in nature. The primary
effect on the other hand, will exist even if the material is mechanically clamped
and thus it represents a direct coupling between polarization and temperature.
3.2 Thermodynamic description of pyroelectricity
When the external loading of the material is small (i.e. small fluxes), we assume
that coupling between different physical quantities are given by linear relations
through a set of differential coefficients.
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In what follows we suppose the electric field to be constant and assume the
electrical displacement to be a function of strain and temperature, i.e. D = f1(ε, T )
and the strain to be a function of stress and temperature, i.e. ε = f2(σ, T ). For
small changes in the free variables, we have
dD =
(
∂D
∂²
)
T
d²+
(
∂D
∂T
)
²
dT , d² =
(
∂²
∂σ
)
T
dσ +
(
∂²
∂T
)
σ
dT. (3.1)
Substituting the value of d² from the second equation into the first gives
dD =
(
∂D
∂²
)
T
(
∂²
∂σ
)
T
dσ +
(
∂D
∂²
)
T
(
∂²
∂T
)
σ
dT +
(
∂D
∂T
)
²
dT. (3.2)
Writing
(
∂D
∂²
)
T
as a product of two derivatives, we have
dD =
(
∂D
∂σ
)
T
dσ +
(
∂D
∂σ
)
T
(
∂σ
∂²
)
T
(
∂²
∂T
)
σ
dT +
(
∂D
∂T
)
²
dT. (3.3)
By using the following symbols for the different derivatives, i.e. dT =
(
∂D
∂σ
)
T
,
eT =
(
∂D
∂σ
)
T
(
∂σ
∂²
)
T
, ασ =
(
∂²
∂T
)
σ
, and p² =
(
∂D
∂T
)
²
we have
dD = dTdσ + (eTασ + p²)dT, (3.4)
where the piezoelectric charge coefficient dT gives the ratio of electric charge gen-
erated per unit area to an applied force, eT is the product of the piezoelectric- and
elastic stiffness coefficient, ασ the thermal expansion coefficient and p² the pyro-
electric coefficient.
3.3 Reduction in the number of independent moduli
Matrix notation
Since crystal properties (typically) are anisotropic, equation 3.4 actually relate
changes in quantities given by tensors of various ranks. For example, stress is
described by a second rank tensor (a 3 by 3 matrix), while the electric displace-
ment is given as a first rank tensor (i.e. a vector). Thus, the coefficient relating
these quantities is a third rank tensor (one may think of it as a 3-dimensional array
consisting of three layers). For instance, if we look at the piezoelectric effect, the
i’th component of the displacement vector is thus given as [Nye, 1985]
Di = di11σ11 + di12σ12 + di13σ13
+ di21σ21 + di22σ22 + di23σ23
+ di31σ31 + di32σ32 + di33σ33. (3.5)
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There are 27 independent components in the general case where index i refers
to the i’th layer in the 3-dimensional array. The second index j refers to row number
and the third index k refers to column number.
The piezoelectric tensor is symmetric in j and k [Nye, 1985, p. 111], that is
dijk = dikj which leaves us with 18 independent components in the general case.
Now we can use a nice matrix notation, following Nye [1985, p. 113], to reduce
the number of indexes in the above expressions. If we write the coefficients of
equation 3.5 in a square array we get
di11 di12 di13
(di21) di22 di23
(di31) (di32) di33
, (3.6)
where the brackets represents the fact that the tensor is symmetrical. We now define
the symbols di1, di2, . . . , di6 and array 3.6 can now be written in terms of the new
symbols as
di1
1
2di6
1
2di5
0 di2 12di4
0 0 di3
. (3.7)
Comparing with equation 3.5 we see, for example that di1 = di11 and di4 =
2di23 etc. To summarize we have used the following scheme to transform the
indexes:
tensor notation: 11 22 33 23, 32 31, 13 12, 21
matrix notation: 1 2 3 4 5 6 .
Likewise we have the following change in notation for the stress tensor: σ11 σ12 σ13σ21 σ22 σ23
σ31 σ32 σ33
→
 σ1 σ6 σ5σ6 σ2 σ4
σ5 σ4 σ3
 , (3.8)
where we have used the symmetry of the stress tensor. In the new notation equation
3.5 becomes
Di = di1σ1 + di2σ2 + di3σ3 + di4σ4 + di5σ5 + di6σ6. (3.9)
The computation of the electric displacement due to stress now amounts to multi-
plication of a matrix with a vector:
 D1D2
D3
 =
 d11 d12 d13 d14 d15 d16d21 d22 d23 d24 d25 d26
d31 d32 d33 d34 d35 d36
 ·

σ1
σ2
σ3
σ4
σ5
σ6

. (3.10)
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The same rules of changing notation applies to the other quantities in equation
3.4 and in next section we present a further reduction in the number of independent
moduli of the different quantities of this equation.
3.4 Reduction in the number of independent moduli
Crystal class of PZT-26
The ceramic material used in our transducer is called PZT-26 and is produced by a
company based in Denmark called Ferroperm Piezoceramics A/S. The basic struc-
ture of PZT-26 (Lead-Zirconium-Titanate) is a solid solution of the binary mixture
x · PbZrO3 − (x− 1) · PbT iO3 with 0 < x < 1 (our specific sample is of course
added dopants to change various properties, such as its compressibility). The mix-
ture is in the Titanium-rich part of the spectrum and the crystal structure is that
of a tetragonal form [Ferroperm, 2003], or more exactly, the ceramic posses the
symmetry elements of the crystal class 4mm (for a more comprehensive guide to
the symmetries of crystal classes, see Nye [1985]).
In the next chapter the transducer and the whole experimental setup is de-
scribed. To proceed with the agenda of this section (reducing the number of in-
dependent moduli of equation 3.4) we only need to know that the geometry of the
transducer is a thin spherical shell. The preparation of the material is performed
at Ferroperm, including the poling process where the material is poled in the ra-
dial direction of the shell. In what follows, all quantities will thus be referred to
the principal directions conforming to a spherical coordinate system (i.e. 1 → φ,
2 → θ, 3 → r). Since the tensors involved are symmetrical all shear elements
disappear.
The division of all crystal structures into crystal classes is ruled by the invari-
ance of the local crystal structure under different symmetry operations, such as
inversion of axes or reflection through a plane [Nye, 1985]. These microscopic
symmetries in turn determine which thermo-electro-mechanical coupling effects
(such as piezoelectricity) that are exhibited by the crystal [Nye, 1985]. For exam-
ple in a crystal with a centrosymmetric structure the centers of charges of different
polarity coincide. When this type of crystal structure is deformed as a result of
applied stress, the centers of charges still coincide and there will be no resulting
change in net polarity; that is, a crystal with centrosymmetric structure cannot be
piezoelectric; see figure 3.2.
In order to reduce the number of independent moduli, for example in the elastic
compliance matrix one has to use symmetry arguments and for some crystal classes
an analytical method is necessary. In this report we will skip the arguments and
instead refer to Nye [1985]. Remembering that the strain- and stress tensors are
symmetrical and thus contain no off diagonal elements when referred to principal
directions, equation 3.4 for the crystal class 4mm, takes on the following final
reduced form:
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Figure 3.2: Centrosymmetric structure; no change in polarity upon deformation.
 dDθdDθ
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 =
 · · ·· · ·
drθ drθ drr
 ·
 dσθdσθ
dσr
+
 · · ·· · ·
drθ drθ drr

 cθθ cθφ cθrcθφ cθθ cθr
cθr cθr crr

 αθαθ
αr
 · dT +
 pθpθ
pr
 · dT, (3.11)
where dots "·" denote zero modulus. In our experimental setup we measure the
displacement current only in the radial direction where equation 3.11 will come
into play (see chapter 5 and 6).
Chapter 4
Measurement and measurement
technique
The bulk transducer has been a classic on IMFUFA, RUC, since its invention some
twenty years ago. It is commonly used for frequency dependent measurements of
the adiabatic bulk modulus and a handful of students get to do assignments about
it every year.
The classic application of the bulk transducer can be found in appendix C; we
use this method to chart the electric and mechanic response of the bulk transducer.
In this chapter we will advance this method by including a temperature dependence
in some of the parameters of the bulk transducer.
This chapter is dedicated to explain the details of our measurement technique
and the results we get from it. In our measurements we use the bulk transducer in a
new way compared to the standard, and our interest is to see what new possibilities
this will give for the use of the bulk transducer.
4.1 What is the bulk transducer?
The bulk transducer is a small sphere with a diameter of just about 2 centimeters
- the size can vary a bit depending on what you want to use it for. The sphere is
hollow and on top of it there is as small hole that enables you to pour liquid into
the inner cavity of the sphere. See figure 4.1.
The interesting part of the sphere is the shell, which is made of a piezoceramic
material that is polarized in the radial direction of the sphere. The piezoceramic
shell is coated on the inside and the outside with thin layers of metal that are con-
nected to electrical wires. When a potential difference is applied over the shell the
piezoceramic lies in an electric field and hence it will deform. This way the metal
layers function as the electrodes of a spherical capacitor, and the piezoceramic
material acts as a very special dielectric.
Normally you would induce the system with a harmonic potential on the elec-
trodes, which would make the charge carriers in the piezoceramic respond and
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Figure 4.1: The bulk transducer. To the left a photo of the specific bulk transducer
we used in our measurements. To the right a drawing of the construction of the
bulk transducer with the specific measures for the bulk transducer we used in our
measurements.
attempt to create a charge displacement to complement the potential. A charge
displacement in the piezoceramic will necessitate a volume displacement, which
means the whole shell will move.
This harmonic movement will effect the liquid inside the sphere. The liquid
will respond according to its physical thermodynamic characteristics thus hinder-
ing, or encouraging displacement in the liquid and shell. The output can be read as
a charge displacement in the piezoceramic, which makes the response function the
changing capacitance of the bulk transducer.
The bulk transducer is normally used for making these type of frequency de-
pendent measurements on glass-forming liquids. When a liquid approaches its
glass temperature it tends to increase its viscosity dramatically and thereby it will
effectively block the hole in the top of the sphere by simply flowing too slowly
compared to the frequency of the harmonic impulse. For free-flowing liquids the
hole will act as a valve to release the pressure inside the sphere, which distorts the
output signal - especially in the low frequency end. The point is, the higher the
viscosity of the liquid, the better the method will work. In chapter 7 we model the
flow in the excess liquid pipe as a Poiseuille flow that is inversely proportional to
viscosity.
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Figure 4.2: The fundamental experimental setup for our measurements with the
bulk transducer.
4.2 The experimental setup
In our experiment we use the bulk transducer in a different way. Instead of produc-
ing a volume deformation in the piezoceramic shell by means of potential change,
we change the temperature of the shell. This causes a volume deformation by
means of the thermal expansion of the ceramic and so we exploit the pyroelectric
effect of the piezoceramic.
The experimental setup we use is however quite the same. The bulk transducer
is inserted into a liquid nitrogen fueled cryostat that would normally just be used
to maintain a constant temperature, but in our experiment we will use it to change
between different levels of temperature.
The cryostat and the bulk transducer are both connected to our measuring ap-
paratus, which consists of an HP Multimeter and an LCR-meter and a switchbox
to switch between the two and finally a computer to both collect data and control
the input. Figure 4.2 is a sketch of the experimental setup.
The liquid used in our measurements is 5 PolyPhenyl Ether (5-PPE) also known
as Santovac 5 from the producer, Santovac Fluids LLC. Santovac 5 is a vacuum
diffusion pump fluid specially customized to be liable in the widest range of tem-
peratures possible, ie. it has a wide liquid range for high temperatures and a low
vapor pressure for making those high vacuum pressures. Unfortunately we know
nearly nothing about its behavior below 0◦C.
At temperatures around 300 K Santovac 5 has a density of ρ = 1204 kg/m3, a
thermal conductivity of λ = 0.1330 W/mK, a specific heat of Cv = 1460 J/kgK,
and a viscosity of η = 1.204 Pa·s. These numbers we will use in our computations
later, unfortunately we know nothing of its mechanical characteristics.
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Figure 4.3: An electric network analogue of the bulk transducer. An electric po-
tential input is supplied through the gates at the left and is stored in the capacitor,
C1, or transformed to a force through the transformer, Tf . The right side of the
transformer is the so called mechanical side, the force deforms the piezoceramic
that reacts with a Hooke’s opposing force, C2, inertia, L, and dissipation, R. The
capacitance Cmech describes the reaction from the inner cavity and changes if it is
empty or filled with liquid.
4.3 The preparations
The first measurements we perform with the bulk transducer are the calibrations of
the electrical circuit and of the bulk transducer itself. For this we use the classic
frequency dependent method. The entire method is explained in appendix C, but
here we sum up the most important parts.
When the bulk transducer is supplied with an electrical potential it functions
as a complicated capacitor. At the beginning it will have an electrical capacitance.
However the electrical field of the capacitor will deform the piezoceramic, which
means that the special properties of the piezoceramic transforms electric potential
into a mechanical force that will deform the material.
Under this deformation the piezoceramic material responds in several ways.
Firstly it will create an opposing force by means of Hooke’s law; when a material
is deformed it creates an opposing force proportional to the deformation. Secondly
the deformed material has mass and will respond with inertia. Finally some energy
is dissipated during the deformation. Typically this is illustrated with an electric
network analogue as shown in figure 4.3.
The model signified by the network in figure 4.3 can be described with a re-
sponse function of the charge to the electric potential - the electric compliance:
J(ω) = C1 +
T 2f
1
C2
− ω2L− iωR+ 1Cmech
. (4.1)
Through a method described in appendix C it is possible to estimate the values
of all the parameters of the equation by making a frequency scan of the empty
bulk transducer (see figure C.2 in appendix C). This is done in order to filter the
response of the spherical shell out from the combined response of the liquid filled
bulk transducer to end up only with the compliance response of the liquid, Cmech.
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In our experiment the classic procedure of the bulk transducer is used to deter-
mine the size of the electric capacitance of the bulk transducer. As will be explained
in chapter 5 the capacitance is important for the discharge of the piezoceramic shell,
which will be infused with charge from a pyroelectric effect.
We have made calibrations of equation 4.1 for every 5 K between tempera-
tures 240 K to 300 K, for temperatures in the domain of our measurements we
see that the frequency dependent compliance functions are fairly similar but their
compliance levels are shifted upwards with almost fixed intervals; each compliance
function is δJ higher than the previous.
This compliance shift is particularly distinguishable at the low and high fre-
quency ends where they can be mechanically read by a computer. From equation
C.4 we have
J(0) = C1 + T 2fC2 and J(∞) = C1, (4.2)
which tells us that the compliance shift comes from a temperature dependency of
C1 and C2.
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Figure 4.4: The low and high frequency compliance level of a series of measure-
ments of the frequency dependent electric compliance response of the bulk trans-
ducer at temperatures from 240 K to 300 K: A linear trend line is plotted for the
compliance levels, and even though a clear systematic deviance from the linear
fit can be detected we estimate the linear relation to be sufficient in the limited
temperature range of our measurements (240− 260 K).
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Figure 4.4 shows a plot of the compliance level at the low and high frequency
end with a linear fit of the temperature. From the figure we see that the shift is
nearly linear with temperature, we assume that it comes from the thermal depen-
dency in the dielectric constant of the piezoceramic, which is almost linear in our
temperature domain [Ferroperm, 2003]. Similar temperature dependencies apply
to both frequency ends through the thermal function of C1,
C1 = C0 + T · CT ⇒ C1 = 1.00 · 10−8F + T · 2.96 · 10−11F/K. (4.3)
This concludes the calibration of the bulk transducer for our measurements.
The classic procedure explained in appendix C is expanded with a methodical in-
vestigation of temperature dependence of the elements in figure 4.3. The next step
is the measurements.
4.4 The measurements
The procedure in our measurements is simple: Before each measurement tempera-
ture is uniform through the system and the cryostat maintain a stable temperature,
T0. When the transducer is filled with liquid the whole system is given time to an-
neal. At time t = 0we raise the temperature of the cryostat with∆T to a new level,
Tend. The temperature will not rise to the new level immediately but approach it
through a complicated function inside the cryostat (it is not a step function but re-
sembles more a critically damped oscillation). Heat will diffuse from the cryostat
through to the bulk transducer and into the inner cavity of the spherical shell. The
flow of heat heat will increase the temperature of the shell and the contents of the
cavity, which will both expand thermally.
Increase in temperature and thermal expansion from the increased temperature
will create a pyroelectric effect in the piezoceramic (see equation 3.11). This will
create a charge and a potential on the electrodes of the spherical shell, which will
discharge through the resistance coupled to the electrodes of the bulk transducer
and our measuring apparatus. This is modelled in chapter 5.
When the sphere is filled with liquid the thermal diffusion will slowly increase
the temperature in the liquid continuum, which will also expand from thermal ex-
pansion. The expansion creates a displacement inside the liquid that adds up to a
stress from the liquid on to the inner surface of the spherical shell.
The stress on the inner surface of the shell will create a piezoelectric effect in
the ceramic that combines with the pyroelectric effect and the discharge of the elec-
trodes. The resulting time-dependent electrical potential can be measured through
our measuring apparatus.
The displacement and stress in the system are complicated functions. When
the sphere is empty the displacement from thermal expansion is free but with a
liquid filled sphere thermal expansion creates a stress on the liquid that responds
with a mechanical compliance, which together with the thermal expansion of the
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liquid itself creates a complicated displacement as a function of temperatures in the
liquid and the shell. The model of the temperature, stress, and displacement field
pertaining the liquid filled bulk transducer will be presented in chapter 6.
Finally when doing the measurements we get data on electric potential and
temperature of the cryostat simultaneously. These data series we use for a fit of
our model for the system and thereby we will be able to estimate values for the
variables in the equations. In chapter 5 we fit the equations for the empty transducer
as a sort of calibration of the pyroelectric effect, and in chapter 8 we present the
final model and how it is fitted to data of the liquid filled transducer. See also
appendix D for a presentation of the programs used in the fitting algorithm.

Chapter 5
A model for the empty shell
Our measurements utilizing the pyroelectric effect of the bulk transducer are in
one way unique; as far as we know, no one has ever published work including
time-dependent measurements with the bulk transducer, or a similar instrument
before.
Therefore, in order to understand what is measured, we need to make a physical
and mathematical model of the system from scratch. We will build the model from
first principles and primary assumptions. We will attempt to keep the model simple
and make approximations and simplifications where possible. It is important for
us that the model does not become too complicated and cloud the understanding of
the system in cumbersome equations.
We will build the model in the order of ascending complexity, which is also
the way the results from the measurements will be analyzed. We start with the
equations for temperature and charge displacement of the empty bulk transducer
and the resulting model is then compared to data from measurements done on the
empty transducer, that is, we calibrate the transducer.
5.1 Phenomenology of the thermal system
Prior to the measurement rutine with the bulk transducer we have a stable tempera-
ture, T0, in the whole system - cryostat, piezoceramic shell and whatever filling the
cavity inside. At t = 0 we tell the computer to raise the temperature of the cryostat
to a new level. Heat will flow into the transducer and what fills the cavity lead-
ing to an increase in temperature. The resulting thermal expansion creates a charge
displacement in the piezoceramic shell. When we run an experiment we simultane-
ously measure the temperature in the cryostat and the voltage on the piezoceramic
shell as functions of time.
Modeling the empty transducer (the transducer is filled with air but we refer to
it as empty) comes down to finding an expression for the temperature of the shell
at all times and the resulting change in electric potential at all times. We make
two assumptions concerning the time evolution of temperature in the empty shell.
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Figure 5.1: A compartment diagram showing the flow of heat from the cryostat to
the spherical shell and on to the inner cavity of the sphere. The flow from each
compartment to the next is governed by Newton’s law of heating.
First we assume the temperature of the cryostat, shell and air-filled cavity to be
uniform in space, secondly we assume that the flow of heat between the different
media depends linearly on temperature differences. This is a simple mathematical
relation often referred to as Newton’s law of heating.
Figure 5.1 shows a diagram of the heat flow in our system - from the cryostat
to the spherical shell and on to the inner cavity of the sphere. From this diagram
we get the system of differential equations that govern the temperature of the shell,
Tshell(t), and the temperature of the inner cavity, Tinner(t),
dTshell
dt
= h1 (Tcryo − Tshell)− h2 (Tshell − Tinner)
dTinner
dt
= h3 (Tshell − Tinner) (5.1)
with the initial condition Tshell(0) = Tinner(0) = T0. Here h1, h2 and h3 are the
constants of proportionality in Newton’s law of heating. Notice that the flow from
the shell to the inner cavity marked by the second arrow in figure 5.1 is described
in equation 5.1 with two constants, h2 and h3. This comes from the fact that heat
not temperature is flowing in the system and that the temperatures of the shell and
inner cavity changes differently when heat is exchanged; we will get back to this
in the next section.
The temperature function of the cryostat, Tcryo(t), is a complicated function.
The cryostat will approach the new temperature level via a PID method (pro-
portional, integral, and derivative control) with the purpose of finding the fastest
change between two temperature levels.
The cryostat is made from a cold liquid nitrogen fueled bath, the experimental
stage, and a heater. The PID method controls the temperature in the experimen-
tal stage by means of balancing the heat outflow to the cold bath, wout(t), with
the heat effect of the heater, w(t), measured in W, such that the heat load on the
experimental stage, wL(t), will approach or be kept at an almost constant level:
w¯(t) + w¯L(t) = w¯out(t), (5.2)
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where w¯(t) represents the time average of w(t). In the standard PID method the
heater output, w(t), is determined by [Hoshino et al., 2006]
w(t) = I
1
∆t
∫ t
t−∆t
w(t′)dt′ − P (T (t)− Taim)−DdT
dt
, (5.3)
where Taim is the temperature level to approach or maintain, and P , I , D, ∆t are
constant parameters of the method.
From time to time we see irregularities in the measured temperature curve,
which leads us to conclude that this cryostat was not made for changing the tem-
peratures but rather keeping them constant. In our model we shall not use the
complicated equations above for the temperature in the cryostat. In some of our
calculations we make a numerical fit and in some cases we shall assume that the
temperature of the cryostat can be described simply by
Tcryo(t) = Tend −∆T
(
Ae−k1t + (1−A)e−k2t
)
, (5.4)
where A is a number larger than one, k1 and k2 are time-constants, and ∆T is
the difference between the end temperature, Tend, and T0. Note that constants
in this equation can be chosen in a way that makes the resulting graph resemble
that of a critically damped system; a quick look at the temperature of the cryostat
plotted against time makes this approximation reasonable (see figure 5.4). This
approximation allows easy calculations and as we shall see the error is rather small
for small temperature steps.
5.2 The temperature of the spherical shell
As we mentioned before what really flows in the modeled system is heat not tem-
perature, this is easier recognized if we describe it with an analogue to electrical
networks. In such a model, heat flow would be the current and temperature would
be the potential. The heat flow from cryostat to shell is proportional to the potential
difference (the temperature difference), so we have a resistance. The temperature
of the shell will rise proportionally to the amount of heat we put into the shell, so
we have a capacitor. Likewise for the flow from the shell to the inner cavity. In this
model we ignore the hole in top of the transducer and treat the air inside the inner
cavity as completely encapsulated by the shell. See figure 5.2.
The electrical analogue model is a crude approximation to heat diffusion; typ-
ically diffusion is modeled with chains of resistances and capacitors, which are
appropriately named diffusion chains but as mentioned above we assume uniform
temperatures.
The capacitors of the system describe the ratio of heat to temperature, this is
in essence the heat capacity. Therefore Cs is the heat capacity of the piezoceramic
and Ci is the heat capacity of the air inside the inner cavity of the bulk transducer,
Ci = 1005 J/kgK at 250 K (later on Ci will be replaced with the complicated
thermal response of the liquid inside the cavity).
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Figure 5.2: An electrical circuit as an analogue to the heat transfer. Temperature is
the potential and heat flow is the current, and the three compartments from figure
5.1 are now shown as the three nodes marked with dots.
The resistances R1 and R2 are normally considered reciprocal heat conductiv-
ities, but we assume the temperature in each of the three areas to be uniform and
so a direct translation for heat conductivity to resistance is problematic.
The first resistance, R1, describes the heat diffusion from the cryostat to the
piezoceramic shell. This heat diffuse through a layer of air separating the shell
from the cryostat, so it is fair to assume that heat conductivity of air is the dominant
factor in R1. We therefore set λair = 1R1 , with λair = 0.0204 W/mK at 250 K.
The second resistance, R2, describes the heat current from the spherical shell
to the inner cavity of the bulk transducer. Here an interpretation of the resistance
as the reciprocal heat conductivity is a problem. In our model we assume that
the temperature of the shell is uniform so a heat conductivity of the piezoceramic
should not appear in the equation, likewise for the air in the inner cavity of the shell.
Instead we choose to interpret the resistance as a fictive heat transfer coefficient
h = 1R2 .
Note that we use specific geometrical values adapted to mass and volume of
the system for both the heat capacities and the heat conductivity in our model. As
such the heat capacities, Cs and Ci, should really be interpreted as the specific
heats times the mass of the material, and the heat conductivity, λair should be
divided by the distance from the cryostat to the bulk transducer (average 2.5 mm)
and multiplied by the surface area of the transducer. These are however facts we
will reserve for our computations.
By examination of the current in the nodal points of the circuit by means of
Kirchhoff’s 1st law, in which the net current into a node of the network is identi-
cally zero, we se that
λair(Tc − Ts) = CsdTs
dt
+ h(Ts − Ti)
h(Ts − Ti) = CidTi
dt
, (5.5)
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or rewritten
dTs
dt
= −λair + h
Cs
Ts +
h
Cs
Ti +
λair
Cs
Tc
dTi
dt
=
h
Ci
Ts − h
Ci
Ti. (5.6)
This system of equations, which is mathematically identical to equation 5.1, is
recognized as a system of linear first-order inhomogeneous differential equations
which is solved in two steps by finding eigenvalues for the homogeneous part of
the system
m = −1
2
(
λair
Cs
+
h
Cs
+
h
Ci
)
± 1
2
√(
λair
Cs
+
h
Cs
+
h
Ci
)2
− 4hλair
CsCi
, (5.7)
with their respective eigenvectors,
S1 =
(
h
λair + h+ Csm1
)
, S2 =
(
h
λair + h+ Csm2
)
. (5.8)
These are inserted into the general solution formula for linear first-order inhomo-
geneous differential systems [Braun, 1993, p. 360] to achieve a general solution to
the temperature of the system,
T¯ (t) = X1
(
h
λair + h+ Csm1
)
em1t +X2
(
h
λair + h+ Csm2
)
em2t
+
(
h
λair + h+ Csm1
)
λair(λair + h+ Csm2)
C2sh(m2 −m1)
em1t
∫
e−m1tTcdt
−
(
h
λair + h+ Csm2
)
λair(λair + h+ Csm1)
C2sh(m2 −m1)
em2t
∫
e−m2tTcdt.
(5.9)
We insert the analytical expression for the temperature of the cryostat (equa-
tion 5.4) together with the initial condition T¯ (0) = T0. We thus get an analytical
expression for the temperature in the piezoceramic shell (and another equally com-
plicated expression for the temperature in the inner cavity of the bulk transducer):
Ts(t) = Tend −∆TA
m1m2 − λairCs k1
(m1 + k1)(m2 + k1)
e−k1t
− ∆T (1−A) m1m2 −
λair
Cs
k2
(m1 + k2)(m2 + k2)
e−k2t
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+
∆T
m2 −m1
(
A
m1m2 − λairCs k1
m1 + k1
+ (1−A)m1m2 −
λair
Cs
k2
m1 + k2
−m2
)
em1t
+
∆T
m1 −m2
(
A
m1m2 − λairCs k1
m2 + k1
+ (1−A)m1m2 −
λair
Cs
k2
m2 + k2
−m1
)
em2t.
(5.10)
Another somewhat simpler model for the temperature of the system can be
made by going back to the electrical analogue model of figure 5.2 and modify the
system a little bit. As we have already stated, the resistance R2 model the heat
transfer from the shell to the inner cavity, we described it with the heat transfer
coefficient h = 1R2 .
Figure 5.3: A simplified electrical circuit as an analogue to the heat transfer. Heat
is transferred via the resistance and stored on the joined capacitors.
But what if there was no resistance R2 at all, see figure 5.3, then the shell and
the inner cavity would just share the heat that is transferred from the cryostat and
we would have a simple differential equation instead of the differential system 5.6:
dTs
dt
=
λair
Cs + Ci
(Tc − Ts) , Ts(0) = T0. (5.11)
This equation is easier to solve analytically than the system of equations 5.6;
we just insert the analytical expression for the temperature in the cryostat from
equation 5.4 and follow the solution formula for linear first-order differential equa-
tions, which gives
Ts(t) = Tend −∆T A λair
λair − k1(Cs + Ci)e
−k1t −∆T (1−A) λair
λair − k2(Cs + Ci)e
−k2t
+ ∆T
(
A k1(Cs + Ci)
λair − k1(Cs + Ci) +
(1−A) k2(Cs + Ci)
λair − k2(Cs + Ci)
)
e
− λair
Cs+Ci
t
.
(5.12)
The two models above fit the temperature data from our experiments. We have
basically two ways of finding the temperature function of the shell; either by the
analytical solution or by a numerical approach.
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In our experiments we have measured the temperature of the cryostat alongside
the voltage of the bulk transducer and for each value of the voltage we know the
temperature of the cryostat. We can use this to make a numerical Euler approxima-
tion to the temperatures of the shell and inner cavity.
Analytically we can make a guess for the temperature function of the cryostat,
that is equation 5.4. If we insert this guess into anyone of the analytical solutions
to the differential models of the thermal system, equations 5.6 and 5.11, we get an
equation for the temperature of the shell.
We know the temperature rise in the shell leads to the charge displacement
via the pyroelectric effects and consequential potential difference in the shell. We
will model this shortly. When we have a combined model of the temperature of
the shell and its effect on potential difference we will be able to make a fit of the
calculated voltage function to the measured data. This will give us information on
the constants in the models and we will be able to plot the temperature functions
and compare them. Such a comparison we see on figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Temperature rise from 248 K to 250 K: A comparison of the different
solutions to the temperature function. All the models predict the same course for
the temperature of the shell. There is a small deviance between the numerical and
the analytical fit, which probably comes from a combination of the inaccuracy of
Euler’s method in the numerical fit and the fact that the temperature function in
equation 5.4 is not necessarily correct.
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5.3 The pyroelectric effect of the spherical shell
The build-up of charge on the electrodes on the spherical piezoceramic shell is a
function of temperature and stress, in the way that change in temperature or stress
will, alongside the primary pyroelectric effect, create a small volume deformation,
which in turn will displace the charge carriers in the piezoceramic to create a net
change in the charge distribution.
The piezoceramic is an anisotropic material, which will respond differently in
each direction to both changes in stress and temperature. Referring to equation
3.11 the displacement current can be calculated in three terms: The primary and
secondary pyroelectric effect and the piezoelectric effect. When the shell is empty
we assume the stress is zero, which gives us
 dDθdDθ
dDr
 =
 · · ·· · ·
a a b

 αθαθ
αr
 · dTs +
 pθpθ
pr
 · dTs, (5.13)
with αθ and αr being the isobaric thermal expansion coefficients in tangential and
radial direction for the piezoceramic and with a and b described by the compliance
and piezoelectric tensor elements, c and d,
a = drθ(cθθ + cθφ) + drrcrθ
b = 2drθcrθ + drrcrr. (5.14)
To find the total charge displacement in the shell we take the product of the
displacement current and a normal vector to the surface of the sphere multiplied
with the surface area of the shell, 4piR2. The tangential displacement current,
dDθ, will disappear in this proces,
dq
dt
= 4piR2(2aαθ + bαr + pr)
dTs
dt
. (5.15)
Regard equation 5.15 as a simple linearity between the derivatives of charge
and temperature. In our measurements we cannot fit every single coefficient in
this expression, therefore we define the effective pyroelectric coefficient, γ, which
gives the charge per temperature in the piezoceramic shell,
γ = 4piR2(2aαθ + bαr + pr). (5.16)
All in all we have the initial value problem,
dq
dt
= γ
dTs
dt
, q(0) = 0, (5.17)
which we can solve either by the numerical approach in which we find a numerical
solution to the system of differential equations 5.11 and 5.17. We can also choose
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to insert our exponential temperature function from equation 5.12 into equation
5.17:
dq
dt
= γ∆T
[
A λairk1
λair − k1(Cs + Ci)
(
e−k1t − e−
λair
Cs+Ci
t
)
+
(1−A) λairk2
λair − k2(Cs + Ci)
(
e−k2t − e−
λair
Cs+Ci
t
)]
. (5.18)
This initial value problem describes the build-up of charge on the electrodes
of the spherical piezoceramic shell. It will be quite easy to solve the differential
equation for q(t) but we will not do so yet since the description of the change in
q(t) is not yet complete. So far we have only considered build-up of charge and
we need to consider discharging of the electrodes through the electrical circuit as
well.
5.4 Discharging of the spherical shell
The electrodes of the spherical piezoceramic shell act as a capacitor; charge can be
stored on the electrodes, but when it is connected in an electrical circuit it is also
possible for the capacitor to discharge through any resistances in the circuit.
In our case the electrodes are connected to our measuring apparatus, which
basically can be thought of as a complicated voltmeter. We measure the voltage
over a known resistance, and so the charge of the spherical shell will discharge
through this resistance. Figure 5.5 shows a diagram of the electric circuit of our
experiment.
The discharging function of a capacitor through a resistance is generally an
exponential function of the reciprocal capacitance and resistance, but here we need
to take the differential approach.
Let Cx be the capacitance of the electrodes of the piezoceramic shell. Cx may
be a function of the temperature in shell, which we will find using the fitting proce-
dure for the bulk transducer, see chapter 4. With this capacitance we can calculate
the potential difference across the electrodes of the shell, U = q(t)Cx , which will
match the potential difference across the other elements of the system according to
Kirchhoff’s second rule:
U(t) = −Z · dq
dt
, (5.19)
where Z is a parallel combination of non-complex resistances in the electric circuit
(we choose the ‘complex’ name Z since R will be used for radius later on), see
figure 5.5:
1
Z
=
1
Rx
+
1
R0
, (5.20)
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Figure 5.5: The electric circuit in which we measure the voltage over the resistance
R0 = 9.8 · 107 Ω and translate into the charge on the spherical shell, signified with
Cx. Rx ≈ 1·1015 Ω is a parasite resistance of the spherical shell that allows a small
current to travel through the piezoceramic, and C0 = 1 · 10−8 F is a capacitance
in the electrical circuit that is just added to the combined capacitance of the bulk
transducer.
The capacitor in the system,C0, works as extra storage for charge in the system,
so when charge is built up in the piezoceramic shell it can be stored on both the
capacitor and the shell itself. This gives the net capacity of the system,
C = Cx + C0. (5.21)
From this we have that the discharging of the electrodes must follow a differ-
ential equation
dq
dt
= − 1
Z
1
C
q(t), (5.22)
which truly fits an exponential function.
5.5 The potential of the spherical shell
Now we have both a pyroelectric effect that produces a displacement of charge in
the piezoelectric ceramic and we have a discharging effect through the resistances
of the electric circuit of the experimental system. These two effects will in combi-
nation describe the change in potential on the piezoceramic shell:
dq
dt
= γ
dTs
dt
− 1
Z
1
C
q(t) , q(0) = 0. (5.23)
This equation governs the rise and fall of charge on the piezoelectric spherical
shell. To calculate the voltage we just divide the solution to equation 5.23 with the
capacitance of the shell, C. We solve this equation in two ways.
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The first way is to find a numerical solution to the system of differential equa-
tions 5.23 and 5.11 (or alternatively the differential system 5.6) by using the mea-
sured data of Tc(t) as a leading term and making a fit to the measured data of the
voltage of the spherical shell. By doing this we are able to get an estimate for all
the constants in the model.
The second way is to use our analytical approximation to Tc(t) and find an
analytical solution to the first order linear differential equation,
dq
dt
= γ∆T
[
A λairk1
λair − k1(Cs + Ci)
(
e−k1t − e−
λair
Cs+Ci
t
)
+
(1−A) λairk2
λair − k2(Cs + Ci)
(
e−k2t − e−
λair
Cs+Ci
t
)]
− 1
Z
1
C
q(t) , q(0) = 0; (5.24)
having already identified the form of the equation it is a simple task of applying
the correct solution formula. Set z = 1Z
1
C and h =
λair
Cs+Ci
,
q(t) = Ke−zt + γ∆T
[
A hk1
h− k1
(
1
z − k1 e
−k1t − 1
z − he
−ht
)
+
(1−A) hk2
h− k2
(
1
z − k2 e
−k2t − 1
z − he
−ht
)]
, (5.25)
where K is a constant of integration, which satisfies the initial condition, q(0) = 0.
So in the end our solution for the potential of the shell will be
U(t) =
γ∆T
C
[
A hk1
h− k1
(
1
z − k1
(
e−k1t − e−zt
)
− 1
z − h
(
e−ht − e−zt
))
+
(1−A) hk2
h− k2
(
1
z − k2
(
e−k2t − e−zt
)
− 1
z − h
(
e−ht − e−zt
))]
.
(5.26)
This equation has five unknown constants, γ, h, k1, k2 and A, which could eas-
ily be an over-parametrization and hinder a good fit. Therefore we fit the function
in two steps, first by fitting a temperature function (equation 5.4) to the measured
temperature in the cryostat, and second by fitting equation 5.26 to the measured
voltage of the piezoceramic shell, the computer programs for these fits can be found
first in appendix D.
In figure 5.6 we make a comparison between the analytical approximation and
the numerical method in relation to our measured data for the voltage on the spher-
ical shell during a temperature rise.
From such computer fits approximate values for the constants in equation 5.26
and the corresponding constants in the numerical method are found. With a com-
plete series of measurements under different circumstances we explore the stability
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Figure 5.6: Temperature rise from 248 K to 250 K: A comparison of the to different
solutions to the voltage function. We see that the analytical temperature function is
able to emulate the same kind of behavior as the measured and numerical functions,
but it is not able to make an exact fit. See figure 5.4
of the fits, or assuming that our fitting algorithm is appropriate we investigate the
change in the constants.
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show an analysis of a series of measurements. The temper-
ature step, ∆T = Tend − T0, in these measurements is ∆T = 2 K. We investigate
how the pyroelectric coefficient and the heat capacity of the shell changes with
temperature.
In figure 5.7 of the isobaric heat capacity of the shell, Cs, we see that the nu-
merical and the analytical fit deviates from each other by what seems almost like a
fixed constant (roughly 50 J/kgK). We interpret this as a sign that our fitting algo-
rithm works, the numerical and the analytical fit shows exactly the same behavior
although one is shifted compared to the other.
The deviation must come from the fact that the analytical temperature function
of the cryostat is described by a sum of exponential functions in our model but
in reality it is probably not exponential at all. We establish a functional behavior
in our temperature model, which is is in fact untrue for our system, and this error
carries on to the function of temperature in the shell forcing a lower fit of the heat
capacity.
The pyroelectric effect on the other hand is a simple constant of proportionality,
and as we see in figure 5.4 the numerical and analytical temperature functions in
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Figure 5.7: A complete series of measurements with temperature step, ∆T = 2
K: The fit of the isobaric heat capacity of the shell, Cs. The two numerical fits
are almost exactly similar, the analytical fit follows roughly the same pattern but is
about 50 J/kgK lower than the others. The fitted lines are almost parallel meaning
that the analytical and numerical fit nearly agree on the temperature dependency of
the heat capacity.
the shell are almost similar so the time-derivative of the functions must be so too
and consequently so must the effective pyroelectric modulus be, which is indeed
what we see in figure 5.8.
From figures 5.7 and 5.8 we see a temperature sensitivity in both the heat ca-
pacity and the pyroelectric coefficient, even though we treated them as constants in
the model equations. This we could do under the assumption that the variance with
temperature of these coefficients is so small that given the small temperature steps
in our measurements we can assume constant coefficients for each measurement.
In the next step of our model we are however interested in finding the tem-
perature dependency of the coefficients. When we continue with liquid inside the
spherical shell we will treat the heat capacity of the shell and the pyroelectric coef-
ficient as known functions of temperature, in order to focus on the variables of the
liquid next.
We assume a linear relationship of the coefficients with temperature and fit a
straight line to the data points in figures 5.7 and 5.8. From this linear relationship
we get the functions,
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Figure 5.8: A complete series of measurements with temperature step, ∆T = 2 K:
The fit of the universal pyroelectric coefficient, γ. Unlike the fit of Cs we see that
the numerical and analytical fit agree on the value and temperature dependency
of the pyroelectric coefficient. The fitted lines are nearly parallel although the
variance is higher for the numerical fit.
numerical fit : Cs = 1.76 · Ts − 51.5 J/kgK,
analytical fit : Cs = 1.24 · Ts + 27.5 J/kgK, (5.27)
and
numerical fit : γ = 1.25 · 10−8 · Ts − 2.23 · 10−6 C/K,
analytical fit : γ = 1.33 · 10−8 · Ts − 2.39 · 10−6 C/K. (5.28)
Equations 5.27 and 5.28 are not applicable at every temperature, when T is
low the equations are negative, but consulting figure 5.7 and 5.8 we estimate that a
linear fit is sufficient in our relatively limited temperature range.
To check our results with the result of others we have an unofficial reference
from the producent of the PZT-26 piezoceramic, Ferroperm, that the isobaric spe-
cific heat of the piezoceramic is measured to be around 420 J/kgK at ‘normal tem-
peratures’. The numerical fit of the heat capacity will reach 420 J/kgK at T = 267
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K and the analytical at T = 317 K, the first is a little low but the second a little
high for a ‘normal temperature’, the true function for the temperature dependence
of the heat capacity must be somewhere in between the two functions in equation
5.27 as one would expect.
With a similar series of 1 K temperature steps we have
numerical fit : Cs = 1.81 · Ts − 72.5 J/kgK,
analytical fit : Cs = 1.35 · Ts + 3.2 J/kgK, (5.29)
and
numerical fit : γ = 1.43 · 10−8 · TS − 2.53 · 10−6 C/K,
analytical fit : γ = 9.05 · 10−9 · Ts − 1.54 · 10−6 C/K, (5.30)
which shows basically the same temperature dependency; narrowing down the win-
dow for the true function of the heat capacity but widening the window for the
pyroelectric coefficient. We have made similar measurements for 3 K and 5 K tem-
perature steps that did not produce a similar linearity with temperature for the fitted
coefficients. We interpret this as a sign that higher temperature steps than 2 K will
move the system beyond the scope of our assumption of a uniform temperature
in the shell. Temperature gradients in the piezoceramic will add to pyroelectric
measurement through the tertiary pyroelectric effect, but this is not included in our
model. We will discuss this weakness later but for our measurements of the liquid
filled bulk transducer we shall only include temperature steps of 1 K or 2 K.
The third constant in our model: The thermal conduction between shell and
inner cavity of the first numerical fit (equation 5.6) is fairly constant with h ≈
7.3 W/mK. The two numerical models produce similar results but the first have a
weakness in the fact that we are unable to measure the temperature of the inner
cavity and therefore unable to make a fit of this temperature, and the concept of the
fictive heat transfer coefficient h is in some ways un-physical in conjunction with
the assumption of uniform temperature in the shell. As a result we abandon the
first model and concentrate on the second.
It should be mentioned however that the equations of the first model resembles
the equations for the liquid filled shell (see chapter 7). As such it is worth to keep
these relatively simple equations in mind as a reference.

Chapter 6
A model for the liquid filled shell
In this chapter we will derive a model describing our measurements with the liquid
filled bulk transducer. The model expands the concepts introduced in chapter 5
with the thermo-mechanical equations for the continuum of the inner cavity that is
the liquid.
6.1 Temperature of the liquid filled shell
Our model for the liquid filled bulk transducer is based on the simple model of
the empty bulk transducer; there heat from the cryostat diffused as a function of
temperature difference through air to the piezoceramic shell where it would raise
the temperature of the shell and inner cavity alike. This was illustrated in figure
5.3.
Figure 6.1: Electric analogue model for the heat diffusion of the liquid filled bulk
transducer. Heat is transferred to the piezoceramic shell though the air in the cryo-
stat, some of the heat is stored in the shell and some is lead on to the liquid inside
the shell. The thermal compliance function, Jliquid, of the liquid is complicated to
describe with electrical analogues, therefore it is only signified with a box.
In figure 6.1 we illustrate an expansion of the thermal system to that of the liq-
uid filled bulk transducer. The cryostat is set to a temperature Tc(t), which changes
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from an initial level T0 to a final level Tend. Heat diffuses into the piezoceramic
shell through the air of the cryostat and is stored inside the shell, thereby raising
the temperature, or is lead on to the liquid inside the shell. Note that this model
also states a boundary condition for the temperature in the liquid, T (R, t) = Ts(t),
which we will discus later.
With λair = 1R1 being the specific geometrical heat conductivity of the air
between the cryostat and the piezoceramic shell, Cs being the mass-specific iso-
baric heat capacity of the shell, as described in section 5.2, and λ the area-specific
thermal conductivity of the liquid, we have
dTs
dt
=
λair
Cs
(Tc − Ts)− λ
Cs
∂T (R, t)
∂r
, (6.1)
where −λ∂T∂r by Fourier’s law is the heat current from the piezoceramic shell to
the liquid inside the shell.
6.2 Temperature of the liquid
As opposed to the model of a uniform temperature in the piezoceramic shell we
will model the temperature of the liquid as a continuous function of t and r. For
this we need to look further into heat diffusion in spherical symmetry.
Figure 6.2: The heat flow in a differential volume. The heat change in the volume
over time must be the difference between the heat inflow and the heat outflow (if
we assume no heat is produced in the volume).
We specify a differential volume element in spherical coordinates r2 sinφdrdφdθ
in the distance r from the center and assume that heat only flows in the radial direc-
tion from the outside to the center. Notice that the heat flow by definition follows
the positive r-direction, so in our case we let−4pir2J(r) be the flow of heat inward
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through the surface of a sphere with radius r, see figure 6.2. If we assume that no
heat is produced inside the volume then the change in heat over time must be the
difference between heat inflow and heat outflow,
∆Q = −
(
(r + dr)2J(r + dr)− r2J(r)
)
4pi ·∆t, (6.2)
extend the equation with the factor r2dr,
∆Q = −(r + dr)
2J(r + dr)− r2J(r)
r2dr
4pir2dr ·∆t
= −
(
J(r + dr)− J(r)
dr
+
(
2
r
+
dr
r2
)
J(r + dr)
)
4pir2dr ·∆t, (6.3)
and let dr go to zero (notice that this will make 4pir2dr approach the volume of a
spherical shell with infinitesimal thickness, we call this V0),
∆Q = −
(
dJ(r)
dr
+
2
r
J(r)
)
V0 ·∆t. (6.4)
When we consider small changes in heat in a differential volume element with
no heat production it is fair to assume this as a thermodynamically reversible pro-
cess, and so the heat ∆Q is described by T0∆S, and furthermore we apply the
thermodynamic expansion of ∆S:
T0∆S = T0
(
∂S
∂T
)
V
∆T + T0
(
∂S
∂V
)
T
∆V = cV∆T + T0KTαp∆V, (6.5)
with cV ≡ T0
(
∂S
∂T
)
V
, KT ≡ V0
(
∂p
∂V
)
T
, and αp ≡ 1V0
(
∂V
∂T
)
p
, we get
cV∆T + T0KTαp∆V = −
(
dJ(r)
dr
+
2
r
J(r)
)
V0 ·∆t. (6.6)
T0 should be interpreted as a constant, in our calculations we will assume it to be
the starting temperature for our measurement, literally T0.
Divide equation 6.6 with V0 and let CV define the volume specific heat capac-
ity, CV = T0V0
(
∂S
∂T
)
V
,
CV∆T + T0KTαp
∆V
V0
= −
(
dJ(r)
dr
+
2
r
J(r)
)
∆t. (6.7)
Now divide the equation with ∆t and let it go to zero to obtain the differential
expression,
CV
∂T
∂t
+ T0KTαp
∂
∂t
∆V
V0
= −
(
dJ(r)
dr
+
2
r
J(r)
)
. (6.8)
Insert Fourier’s Law of heat conduction, J(r) = −λ∂T∂r ,
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CV
∂T
∂t
+ T0KTαp
∂
∂t
∆V
V0
= λ
(
∂2T
∂r2
+
2
r
∂T
∂r
)
∂2T
∂r2
+
2
r
∂T
∂r
− CV
λ
∂T
∂t
=
T0KTαp
λ
∂
∂t
∆V
V0
. (6.9)
Recognize equation 6.9 as a second order partial differential equation. We will
be able to solve this if we can find expressions for ∆VV0 , which leads us to the
mechanical equations for the liquid.
6.3 Mechanical displacement of the liquid
Specify a differential volume element in spherical coordinates r2 sinφdrdφdθ in
the distance r from the center, see figure 6.3. If u¯(r, φ, θ, t) is the displacement field
of the liquid we write the force on the differential volume by Newton’s second law,
dF¯ = dm · ∂
2u¯
∂t2
= ρdV · ∂
2u¯
∂t2
, (6.10)
with ρ = 1204 kg/m3 at 300 K of course being the density of the liquid.
Figure 6.3: The infinitesimal differential volume can be viewed as simple box
and as such the volume can be calculated as the product of three sides, dV =
r2 sinφdrdφdθ.
Invoking the theory of stress and strain tensors we assume that all force on the
differential volume is supplied by the stress tensor, σ¯(r, φ, θ, t), according to the
definition that stress times the normal vector to an area of a surface constitutes a
force on the area, σ¯ · n¯AA = F¯A.
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Figure 6.4: The force on the differential volume is supplied from the stress tensor
which specifies the drag in the volume surfaces in all possible directions.
In this way we get forces acting on all six sides of the differential volume as
shown i figure 6.4, and assuming that the spherical coordinates diagonalize the
stress tensor we have no skew forces on any surface.
Therefore we get a radial force balance on dV from the difference between
stress on the inner and outer surface of the volume,
Fr = dA(r + dr) · σrr(r + dr)− dA(r) · σrr(r)
= sinφdφdθ ·
(
(r + dr)2σrr(r + dr)− r2σrr(r)
)
, (6.11)
but the forces in the tangential directions will also have small effect on this balance
since they have a small component in the radial direction,
Fφ = 2 · dA(φ) · σφφ(r) · sin
(
1
2
dφ
)
= 2(r sinφdrdθ)σφφ(r) sin
(
1
2
dφ
)
, (6.12)
Fθ = 2 · dA(θ) · σθθ(r) · sin
(
1
2
sinφdθ
)
= 2(r drdφ)σθθ(r) sin
(
1
2
sinφdθ
)
. (6.13)
The resulting force balance will then be the difference between radial forces
plus the radial component of the tangential forces
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ρr2dr
∂2u¯
∂t2
= (r + dr)2σrr(r + dr)− r2σrr(r)
− 2r dr
(
σφφ(r)
sin(12dφ)
dφ
+ σθθ(r)
sin(12 sinφdθ)
sinφdθ
)
, (6.14)
rearrange the equation and we have
ρ
∂2u¯
∂t2
=
σrr(r + dr)− σrr(r)
dr
+
(
2
r
+
dr
r2
)
σrr(r + dr)
− 2
r
(
σφφ(r)
sin(12dφ)
dφ
+ σθθ(r)
sin(12 sinφdθ)
sinφdθ
)
. (6.15)
Now letting the infinitesimal quantities dr, dφ, and dθ go to zero we get the
result
ρ
∂2u¯
∂t2
=
∂σrr
∂r
+
2
r
σrr − 1
r
σφφ − 1
r
σθθ. (6.16)
Next step is to find expressions for the stress tensor, σ¯(r, φ, θ, t). We have
already assumed that in the spherical symmetry the stress tensor is described only
by the diagonal elements, σrr, σφφ, and σθθ, now we define pressure to be the
average of these stresses
−p = 1
3
(σrr + σφφ + σθθ) . (6.17)
The pressure changes according to the thermodynamic derivatives
∆p =
(
∂p
∂V
)
T
∆V +
(
∂p
∂T
)
V
∆T, (6.18)
by the Maxwell relations
∆p =
(
∂p
∂V
)
T
∆V +
(
∂V
∂T
)
p
(
∂p
∂V
)
T
∆T. (6.19)
Insert the definition of the isothermal bulk modulus, KT = −V0
(
∂p
∂V
)
T
, and the
isobaric expansion coefficient, αp = 1V0
(
∂V
∂T
)
p
, and write the pressure
1
3
(σrr + σφφ + σθθ) = KT
∆V
V0
+KTαp∆T. (6.20)
The relative change in volume, ∆V/V0, can be described in terms of the strain
tensor, ²¯(r, φ, θ, t). Assuming that the liquid in the cavity is an isotropic material,
the strain tensor will be diagonalized in the same spherical coordinate system as
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Figure 6.5: The diagonal elements of the strain tensor are found by considering the
displacement of the volume dV into dV ′ by the displacement field u¯(r, φ, θ, t).
the stress tensor, ²¯ is described with the diagonal elements, ²rr, ²φφ, and ²θθ, so we
get
∆V
V0
=
∆Vr +∆Vφ +∆Vθ
V0
=
∆r
r0
+
∆φ
φ0
+
∆θ
θ0
= ²rr + ²φφ + ²θθ. (6.21)
As seen from this equation the diagonal elements of ²¯ are expressed by the
relative change in length in each coordinate direction as part of a relative volume
change. In figure 6.5 the volume dV is displaced to dV ′ by u¯(r, φ, θ, t), from this
figure we get the three expressions
²rr =
((r + dr + u¯(r + dr))− (r + u¯(r)))− (r + dr − r)
(r + dr − r) =
∂u¯
∂r
, (6.22)
²φφ =
(r + u¯(r)) dφ− rdφ
rdφ
=
u¯(r)
r
, (6.23)
²θθ =
(r + u¯(r)) sinφdθ − r sinφdθ
r sinφdθ
=
u¯(r)
r
. (6.24)
Hooke’s Law defines a linear relation between stress, σ¯, and strain, ²¯, and since
we assume that both tensors are diagonalized in the same coordinate system this
becomes a set of relations between σrr - ²rr, σφφ - ²φφ, and σθθ - ²θθ. In this
relation we have both the bulk modulus, KT , that describes a volume changing but
shape maintaining deformation, and the shear modulus, G, that describes a shape
changing but volume maintaining deformation.
The first relation we simply get from equation 6.20,
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1
3
(σrr + σφφ + σθθ) = KT (²rr + ²φφ + ²θθ) +KTαp∆T. (6.25)
The other three relations we get from the shear modulus and we are able to
write one relation for each general direction [Landau and Lifshitz, 1986, p. 13]
σrr − 13 (σrr + σφφ + σθθ) = 2G
(
²rr − 13 (²rr + ²φφ + ²θθ)
)
, (6.26)
σφφ − 13 (σrr + σφφ + σθθ) = 2G
(
²φφ − 13 (²rr + ²φφ + ²θθ)
)
, (6.27)
σθθ − 13 (σrr + σφφ + σθθ) = 2G
(
²θθ − 13 (²rr + ²φφ + ²θθ)
)
. (6.28)
By combining these four relations we get
σrr =
(
KT +
4
3
G
)
²rr +
(
2KT − 43G
)
²φφ −KTαp∆T , (6.29)
σφφ = σθθ =
(
KT +
2
3
G
)
²rr +
(
2KT − 23G
)
²φφ −KTαp∆T. (6.30)
By putting these into equation 6.16 we get the following beautiful relation
ρ
∂2u¯
∂t2
=
(
KT +
4
3
G
)
∂2u¯
∂r2
+
(
2KT − 43G
)(
1
r
∂u¯
∂r
− u¯
r2
)
−KTαp∂T
∂r
+
2
r
((
KT +
4
3
G
)
∂u¯
∂r
+
(
2KT − 43G
)
u¯
r
−KTαp∆T
)
− 2
r
((
KT +
2
3
G
)
∂u¯
∂r
+
(
2KT − 23G
)
u¯
r
−KTαp∆T
)
ρ
∂2u¯
∂t2
=
(
KT +
4
3
G
)(
∂2u¯
∂r2
+
2
r
∂u¯
∂r
− 2u¯
r2
)
−KTαp∂T
∂r
, (6.31)
knowing that u¯ is displaced only in the radial direction we can write this equation
as
ρ
∂2u¯
∂t2
=
(
KT +
4
3
G
)
∇ (∇ · u¯)−KTαp∇T , (6.32)
and thus we conclude this section having found the equation that governs the dis-
placement field in the sphere.
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6.4 Combining the equations
The goal in this section is to find expressions for both the temperature T (r, t) and
the displacement field u¯(r, t) inside the liquid. When we have those we have com-
plete information about the liquid.
To start we approximate ρ∂2u¯
∂t2
≈ 0, since our sample length is much smaller
than the wavelength of sound waves in the sample, lsample ¿ λsound [Christensen
and Olsen, 1997]. This allow us to integrate equation 6.32,(
KT +
4
3
G
)
∇ · u¯ = KTαp∆T (r, t) + E(t), (6.33)
where E(t) is an integration constant that must be independent of r but may be
dependent on t still. This function must come as an external condition imposed on
the liquid and as such it can only come from the shell.
The divergence of the displacement field is equal to the relative volume change,
∇ · u¯ = ∆VV0 , and multiplied with the moduli, KT + 43G, it is a stress inside the
liquid.
We know from equation 6.32 that the gradient of (KT + 43G)∇ · u¯ is the cause
of a force per volume in the liquid, this is integrated to get an energy per volume.
Hence (KT + 43G)∇ · u¯ must be the work done per volume of the liquid.
The work on the volume is a function of the thermal expansion of the liquid
and the pressure from the shell. This pressure must come from thermal expansion
of the shell in such a way that the room the shell leaves for the inner cavity depends
on a relation between the ‘softness’ of the shell and the ‘softness’ of whatever is
inside the cavity.
If the cavity was empty (filled with air) we would say that the shell could move
freely, then the relative change in volume of the cavity would depend only on the
thermal expansion of the shell,
V − V0
V0
=
R3 −R03
R0
3 =
R0
3(1 + ²sθθ)
3 −R03
R0
3 ≈ ²sθθ = αp,θ∆Ts(t), (6.34)
where R is the inner radius of the spherical shell, ²sθθ is the tangential strain of the
shell, αp,θ is the tangential isobaric thermal expansion coefficient of the piezoce-
ramic shell.
The relative volume change causes a stress when it is multiplied with the
isothermal bulk modulus of the shell, KsT . This is our E(t) function, and when
we divide equation 6.33 with the moduli KT + 43G, we get a relation between
‘softness’ of the shell and liquid,
∇ · u¯ = KTαp
KT + 43G
∆T (r, t) +
KsTαp,θ
KT + 43G
∆Ts(t). (6.35)
With equation 6.35 we can complete the equation for the temperature in the
liquid. Insert equation 6.35 into equation 6.9 to get
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∂2T
∂r2
+
2
r
∂T
∂r
− CV
λ
∂T
∂t
=
T0KTαp
λ
(
KTαp
KT + 43G
∂T
∂t
+
KsTαp,θ
KT + 43G
dTs
dt
)
∂2T
∂r2
+
2
r
∂T
∂r
−
(
CV
λ
+
1
λ
T0K
2
Tα
2
p
KT + 43G
)
∂T
∂t
=
T0KTαp
λ
KsTαp,θ
KT + 43G
dTs
dt
, (6.36)
which will allow us to make a numerical solution to the temperature of the liquid,
and perhaps under the right assumptions for Ts(t) even an analytical solution.
But equation 6.35 has more uses. From this equation we are also able to find
the displacement field of the liquid simply by integrating the divergence,
∇ · u¯ = 1
r2
∂
∂r
(
r2u¯(r, t)
)
=
KTαp
KT + 43G
∆T (r, t) +
KsTαp,θ
KT + 43G
∆Ts(t)
u¯(r, t) =
KTαp
KT + 43G
1
r2
∫
∆T (r, t)r2dr +
KsTαp,θ
KT + 43G
r
3
∆Ts(t). (6.37)
Insert u¯(r, t) into equation 6.29 and we will also be able to find a relation for the
radial stress,
σrr(r, t) =
(
KT +
4
3
G
)
∂u¯
∂r
+
(
2KT − 43G
)
u¯
r
−KTαp∆T
=
−4G
KT + 43G
KTαp
1
r3
∫
∆Tr2dr +KT
KsTαp,θ
KT + 43G
∆Ts. (6.38)
Insert the inner radius R of the shell into equation 6.38 to get the radial stress
on the boundary between the liquid and the shell, this is effectively the pull of the
liquid on the shell.
The pull of σrr(R, t) is an excess pull to the hydrostatic pressure, which effects
the shell on the outside boundary, referring to equation 3.11 this constitutes an extra
term to the displacement current in the shell from the piezoelectric effect.
The radial stress from the liquid translates into an inner stress in the shell and
deforms the piezoceramic. The deformation is found by the elastic tensor elements
from Poisson’s ratio, ν = sθrsrr , which tells that when ²
s
r(t) = srrσrr(R, t) is the
deformation of the shell in the radial direction then ²sθ(t) = sθrσrr(R, t) is the
deformation of the shell in the tangential direction.
The tangential strain of the shell changes the radial position of the shell, in
particular it changes the inner radius of the sphere, R = R0(1 + ²sθ(t)). The radial
strain changes the thickness of the shell and must be the largest contributor to the
charge displacement.
The inner stress involved in this deformation is found by the rigidity tensor,
σsr(t) = (2sθrcθr + srrcrr)σrr(R, t), (6.39)
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σsθ(t) = (sθr(cθθ + cθφ) + srrcθr)σrr(R, t). (6.40)
Equation 3.11 identifies the displacement current to have three sources; pri-
mary and secondary pyroelectric effect and the piezoelectric effect. In equation
5.15 in chapter 5 we identify both the primary and secondary pyroelectric effect
by the expression that charge build-up is proportional to the time-derivative of the
temperature, whereas from equation 5.22 we know that the negative change is pro-
portional to the charge itself.
The third source for the displacement current comes into play when we have
a liquid inside the shell, we see in equation 3.11 that the piezoelectric effect is
proportional to the time-derivative of the stress,
dq
dt
= 4piR2
(
2drθ
d
dt
σsθ(t) + drr
d
dt
σsr(t)
)
, (6.41)
which is once again just a proportionality between time-derivatives of charge and
the external stress, we name δ the effective constant for the piezoelectric effect
giving the ratio of charge per stress in the shell,
dq
dt
= δ
d
dt
σrr(R, t). (6.42)
All in all we get the combined charge on the spherical shell,
dq
dt
= γ
d
dt
Ts(t) + δ
d
dt
σrr(R, t)− 1
Z
1
C
q(t) , Q(0) = 0. (6.43)
With this we conclude this chapter having found the thermo-mechanical equa-
tions for the liquid and how it effects the shell. Next we have to make the calcula-
tions.

Chapter 7
An analytical solution to the
model for the liquid filled shell
In this chapter we find an analytical solution to the equations for the liquid filled
bulk transducer presented in chapter 6. The crucial step is to find a combined set
of temperature-functions that solve the thermo-mechanical differential equations
for the liquid and the spherical shell given by equation 6.36 and 6.1. From these
equations we can derive stress in the liquid and consequentially the combined pyro-
and piezoelectric effect via equation 6.43.
7.1 Thermo-mechanical solution for the liquid
To find the temperature profile in the liquid, T (r, t), at times t > 0 one has to
solve the initial boundary value problem consisting of an inhomogeneous partial
differential equation subjected to carefully chosen initial- and boundary conditions.
First of all we will demand that a solution is bounded for r = 0 and since we
assume that heat only flows in the radial direction of the spherically symmetric
system there can be no flux of heat at the center of the liquid, i.e. dTdr (0, t) = 0.
At the outer boundary we assume continuity of temperature, ie T (R, t) = Ts(t),
where Ts(t) is the temperature of the bulk transducer, which is assumed to be a
perfect conductor of heat and as such having uniform temperature. We define the
so called longitudinal heat capacity as CL ≡
(
CV +
T0K2Tα
2
p
KT+
4
3
G
)
[Christensen and
Olsen, 1998] and the thermo-mechanical coupling coefficient between shell and
liquid B ≡ T0KTαp K
s
Tαp,θ
KT+
4
3
G
and insert these into equation 6.36 derived earlier,
which leads to the following initial- boundary value problem with inhomogeneous
boundary terms:
∂T
∂t
− λ
CL
(
∂2T
∂r2
+
2
r
∂T
∂r
)
= − B
CL
dTs
dt
, t > 0, 0 < r < R, (7.1)
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dT
dr
(0, t) = 0 ∧ T (R, t) = Ts(t), t > 0, (7.2)
T (r, 0) = T0, 0 < r < R, t > 0. (7.3)
This problem is solved most easily by making a transformation that leads to the
corresponding problem of one dimensional heat conduction in a rod of length R.
Unfortunately it is difficult to guess a solution and one has to go through a, possibly
horrifying lot of mathematical technicalities, but nevertheless we proceed as fol-
lows. If one sets U(r, t) ≡ r(T (r, t)− Ts(t)) it is easily seen that the transformed
problem becomes that of a one dimensional conduction problem:
∂U
∂t
− λ
CL
∂2U
∂r2
= −r
(
1 +
B
CL
)
dTs
dt
, t > 0, 0 < r < R, (7.4)
U(0, t) = U(R, t) = 0, t > 0, (7.5)
U(r, 0) = 0, 0 < r < R, t > 0. (7.6)
In order to solve this problem we assume that the solution separates, that is
U(r, t) = Θ(t)Ψ(r). If we insert this into the homogeneous (i.e. without source
term) equation corresponding to equation 7.4 and into equations 7.5 and 7.6, we
have after some rearranging,
CL
λ
Θ′(t)
Θ(t)
=
Ψ′′(r)
Ψ(r)
. (7.7)
Since the left hand side of equation 7.7 is only a function of t while the right
hand side is only a function of r, both sides must be constant and we write
CL
λ
Θ′(t)
Θ(t)
=
Ψ′′(r)
Ψ(r)
= −β2, (7.8)
where the minus sign is a matter of convenience and the squared β secures (as
we will see) solutions that are non-divergent. The solution to the time-dependent
problem is simply exponential:
Θ(t) = Θ0e
− λ
CL
β2t
, (7.9)
with Θ0 being a constant of integration. The r-dependent equation becomes that
of a singular Sturm-Liouville Problem:
d2Ψ(r)
dr2
= −β2Ψ(r), 0 < r < R (7.10)
Ψ(0) = 0 ∧ Ψ(R) = 0, (7.11)
where we have separated the boundary conditions as well. The general solution is
easily found as
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Ψn(r) = a sin(βnr) + b cos(βnr). (7.12)
The boundary conditions excludes the second term (i.e. b = 0) and determines
the eigenvalues as βn = npiR . Now we let the eigenfunctions compose the kernel
Ψn(r) = K(βn, r) = sin(βnr) of the following finite integral transform (see for
example Özisik [1968] for a general account on the use of integral transforms). Let
quantities with bars on top (i.e. U¯ ) refer to transformed quantities:
U¯(βn, t) ≡
∫ R
0
K(βn, r′)U(r′, t)dr′, (7.13)
with its inversion formula defined as
U(r, t) ≡
∞∑
n=1
K(βn, r)U¯(βn, t). (7.14)
We can now solve the problem by applying the integral transform (equation
7.13) to the inhomogeneous equation 7.4 which will lead us to an ordinary differ-
ential equation in t:
∫ R
0
K(βn, r′)
dU(r′, t)
dt
dr′ − λ
CL
∫ R
0
K(βn, r′)
∂2U(r′, t)
∂r2
dr′
= −
(
1 +
B
CL
)
dTs
dt
∫ R
0
rK(βn, r′)dr′. (7.15)
Notice how the transformation does not affect the time-derivatives, if we inte-
grate the right hand side of equation 7.15 by parts we thus get:
dU¯(βn, t)
dt
− λ
CL
∫ R
0
K(βn, r′)
∂2U(r′, t)
∂r2
dr′ =
(
1 +
B
CL
)
R2
npi
cos(npi)
dTs(t)
dt
.
(7.16)
Now the second term on the left hand side of equation (7.16) can be evaluated
by performing integration by parts twice:
∫ R
0
K(βn, r′)
∂2U(r′, t)
∂r′2
dr′
=
[
K(βn, r′)
∂U(r′, t)
∂r′
]R
0
−
∫ R
0
dK(βn, r′)
dr′
∂U(r′, t)
∂r′
dr′
= −
[
dK(βn, r′)
dr′
U(r′, t)
]R
0
+
∫ R
0
d2K(βn, r′)
dr′2
U(r′, t)dr′
= −β2n
∫ R
0
K(βn, r′)U(r′, t)dr′ = −β2nU¯(βn, t), (7.17)
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where we have used that the boundary terms are zero due to the boundary condi-
tions (equation 7.5) and the fact that the kernel is zero on the boundaries (equation
7.11) as well as the fact that the kernel is a solution to the Sturm-Liouville Problem
(equation 7.10), the last equality comes from the definition of the integral trans-
formation (equation 7.13). Substituting this into equation 7.16 gives a linear first
order differential equation in t:
dU¯(βn, t)
dt
+
λ
CL
β2nU¯(βn, r) =
(
1 +
B
CL
)
R2
npi
cos(npi)
dTs
dt
, (7.18)
whose initial condition is obtained by taking the integral transform of the initial
condition 7.6,
U¯(βn, t)|t=0 = 0. (7.19)
The solution to equation 7.18 is easily found by multiplying it through by the
integrating factor (e
λ
CL
βnt) and then integrating; subjected to the transformed initial
condition 7.19 the solution is, as can be checked by differentiation,
U¯(βn, t) =
R2
pi
(
1 +
B
CL
)
cos(npi)
n
e
− λ
CL
β2nt
∫ t
0
e
λ
CL
β2nτ dTs(τ)
dτ
dτ. (7.20)
Using the inversion formula (equation 7.14) where we now use the normalized
eigenfunctions, i.e. KN (βn, r) = 2R sin(βnr) we have
U(r, t) ≡
∞∑
n=1
KN (βn, r)U¯(r, t)
=
2R
pi
(
1 +
B
CL
) ∞∑
n=1
cos(npi)
n
sin(βnr)e
− λ
CL
β2nt
∫ t
0
e
λ
CL
β2nτ dTs(τ)
dτ
dτ.
(7.21)
Transforming back to the original problem using T (r, t) = U(r,t)r + Ts(t) gives
the temperature profile in the liquid sphere where the eigenvalues are given as
βn = npiR :
T (r, t) =
2R
pi
(
1 +
B
CL
) ∞∑
n=1
cos(npi)
n
sin(βnr)
r
∫ t
0
e
− λ
CL
β2n(t−τ)dTs(τ)
dτ
dτ + Ts(t)
=
2R
pi
(
1 +
B
CL
) ∞∑
n=1
(−1)n
n
sin(βnr)
r
∫ t
0
e
− λ
CL
β2n(t−τ)dTs(τ)
dτ
dτ + Ts(t).
(7.22)
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It should be noted that the sum term is always negative for r < R, and further-
more it is interesting to note that the above expression is merely the convolution
of the linear temperature response function of the liquid, T˜ (r, t) with the temper-
ature of the shell Ts(t) (see appendix A and B for an account of convolutions and
linear-response theory) where the response function is given as
T˜ (r, t) =
2R
pi
(
1 +
B
CL
) ∞∑
n=1
(−1)n
n
sin(βnr)
r
e
− λ
CL
β2nt + 1. (7.23)
7.2 Thermal solution for the shell
Next step in the solution procedure is to find a solution to the equation describing
the time evolution of the temperature in the bulk transducer, Ts(t), when it is filled
with liquid. Equation 6.1 describes the change in temperature in the shell with
a leak of heat to the liquid proportional to the gradient of the temperature in the
liquid at r = R;
∂T (R, t)
∂r
=
2
R
(
1 +
B
CL
) ∞∑
n=1
∫ t
0
e
− λ
CL
β2n(t−τ)dTs(τ)
dτ
dτ, (7.24)
with this result we rewrite equation 6.1,
dTs
dt
=
λair
Cs
(Tc − Ts)− λ
Cs
2
R
(
1 +
B
CL
) ∞∑
n=1
∫ t
0
e
− λ
CL
β2n(t−τ)dTs(τ)
dτ
dτ.
(7.25)
Equation 7.25 is problematic, for what function is equal to the sum of convo-
lutions of its own derivative with an exponential function minus its own derivative
and an inhomogeneous term, Tc(t)? The equation is non-linear; the sum of convo-
lutions may be a linear operation as proven by equation B.8, but that does not mean
that we can find a solution for a single n and then take the sum afterwards, instead
we need to find a complete solution to the equation as a whole. This differential
equation is a menace.
To simplify the problem we transform the equation using the Laplace transform
and invoke the convolution theorem that the Laplace transform of a convolution is
the product of the Laplace transformed functions [Logan, 2001],
sTˆs − T0 = λair
Cs
Tˆc − λair
Cs
Tˆs − λ
Cs
2
R
(
1 +
B
CL
)(
sTˆs − T0
) ∞∑
n=1
1
s+ λCLβ
2
n
,
(7.26)
where s is the Laplace frequency and where Tˆs and Tˆc symbolize the Laplace
transform of the temperature in the shell and cryostat respectively. The system is
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still non-linear so in order to solve it we are forced to make an assumption that
linearize the system; notice that in the Laplace transform the sum is a bit easier to
get a grasp on, it looks like a crossbreed between a general harmonic series and a
p-series with p = 2. Let us assume that we can approximate the sum with
∞∑
n=1
1
s+ λCLβ
2
n
=
∞∑
n=1
1
s+ pi2λ
R2CL
1
n2
=
1
s+ pi2λ
R2CL
ζ(2) =
1
s+ pi2λ
R2CL
pi2
6
, (7.27)
where ζ(p) is the Riemann zeta-function, which is the convergence function for any
p-series with p > 1. We insert the Laplace transform of the analytical expression
for the temperature in the cryostat (equation 5.4);
(
s2 +
(
λair
Cs
+ pi
2λ
R2CL
+ λCs
2
R
pi2
6
(
1 + BCL
))
s+ λairCs
pi2λ
R2CL
)
Tˆs =(
s+ pi
2λ
R2CL
)
T0 + λCs
2
R
pi2
6
(
1 + BCL
)
T0 +
λair
Cs
(
s+ pi
2λ
R2CL
) (
Tend
s −∆TA 1s+k1 −∆T (1−A) 1s+k2
)
. (7.28)
From this mess we get the solution; notice that the parenthesis in front of Tˆs is
in fact the characteristic polynomial of the linear differential system corresponding
to equation 7.25 by our assumption in equation 7.27. By dividing the equation with
the polynomial and finding its roots we get the solution:
Tns (t) = Tend +∆T
(λairCs +m2)e
m1t − (λairCs +m1)em2t
m1 −m2
− ∆TA
(
m1(λairCs +m2)e
m1t −m2(λairCs +m1)em2t
m1 −m2 ◦ e
−k1t
)
− ∆T (1−A)
(
m1(λairCs +m2)e
m1t −m2(λairCs +m1)em2t
m1 −m2 ◦ e
−k2t
)
,
(7.29)
where the symbol ◦ denotes the Riemann convolution between the two functions
(the Stieltje convolution described in appendix B is in fact the derivative of the
Riemann convolution) and where the eigenvalues, m1 and m2, are defined as
m1,2 = −12
(
λair
Cs
+
pi2λ
R2CL
+
λ
Cs
2
R
pi2
6
(
1 +
B
CL
))
± 1
2
√(
λair
Cs
+
pi2λ
R2CL
+
λ
Cs
2
R
pi2
6
(
1 +
B
CL
))2
− 4λair
Cs
pi2λ
R2CL
.(7.30)
Notice the likeness of equation 7.29 for the temperature of the shell with equa-
tion 5.10 for the first analytical model of the empty shell; they are almost identical
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at first glance but with further investigation they show small differences that orig-
inate in the assumption of the inner boundary condition for the shell. In equation
7.29 we assume a continuous temperature gradient whereas the temperature gradi-
ent at the inner boundary in equation 5.10 is defined as the temperature difference
from shell to inner cavity.
Completing the convolutions in equation 7.29 we have
Ts(t) = Tend +
∆T
m1 −m2
((
λair
Cs
+m2
)
em1t −
(
λair
Cs
+m1
)
em2t
)
+ A
∆T
m1 −m2
m1(λairCs +m2)
m1 + k1
(
e−k1t − em1t
)
− A ∆T
m1 −m2
m2(λairCs +m1)
m2 + k1
(
e−k1t − em2t
)
+ (1−A) ∆T
m1 −m2
m1(λairCs +m2)
m1 + k2
(
e−k2t − em1t
)
− (1−A) ∆T
m1 −m2
m2(λairCs +m1)
m2 + k2
(
e−k2t − em2t
)
. (7.31)
Notice that this function can be defined by means of the Stieltje convolution; we
define the temperature response function of the shell as
T˜s(t) = 1 +
(λairCs +m2)e
m1t − (λairCs +m1)em2t
m1 −m2 . (7.32)
It is then easily seen that equation 7.31 is found by the convolution
Ts(t) = T˜c(t) ? T˜s(t) + Tend =
∫ t
0
T˜c(t− τ)dTs(τ)
dτ
dτ + Tend, (7.33)
where T˜c(t) = Tc(t)−T0. By the commutativity of the Stieltje convolution (equa-
tion B.13) and the properties T˜c(0) = 0 and Rs(0) = 0 we have the relation
Ts(t) = T˜s(t) ? T˜c(t) + Tend. (7.34)
The temperature in the shell is simply defined as the response to the temperature
input from the cryostat. This leads by means of equation 7.23 to the fact that the
temperature in the liquid can be found as
T (r, t) = T˜ (r, t) ?
(
T˜s(t) ? T˜c(t)
)
+ Tend. (7.35)
When looking on the length of equation 7.31 we can only imagine the length of
equation 7.35 if we were to write the explicit function. Therefore it pays to write it
in terms of convolutions and then leave the explicit expressions to imagination as
we move on.
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7.3 Solution for the thermo-electro-mechanical coupling
Knowing the temperature in the shell and liquid alike we continue with the thermo-
electro-mechanical coupling in the combined pyro- and piezoelectric effect. Equa-
tion 6.43 states that charge on the electrodes of the transducer is a function of the
derivatives of the temperature in the shell and of the stress from the liquid on the
shell. With equation 6.38 we have a differential equation of the radial stress in the
liquid,
∂
∂t
σrr(r, t) =
−4G
KT + 43G
KTαp
1
r3
∫ r
0
∂T (r′, t)
∂t
r′2dr′ +KT
KsTαp,θ
KT + 43G
dTs(t)
dt
.
(7.36)
The integral of T (r, t) will become a simple integral of r sin(βnr) when inserting
equation 7.22. We take the integral from 0 to R to get
∂
∂t
σrr(R, t) =
4GKTαp
KT + 43G
(
1 +
B
CL
) ∞∑
n=1
2
(npi)2
d
dt
∫ t
0
e
− λ
CL
β2n(t−τ)dTs(τ)
dτ
dτ
+
(
KTK
s
Tαp,θ
KT + 43G
−
4
3GKTαp
KT + 43G
)
dTs(t)
dt
. (7.37)
We could integrate this equation to get the stress from the liquid on the shell
but there is no need, instead we insert the equation along with the expression for
Ts(t) into equation 6.43,
dq
dt
= − 1
Z
1
C
q(t) +
(
γ + δ
KTK
s
Tαp,θ
KT + 43G
− δ
4
3GKTαp
KT + 43G
)
dTs(t)
dt
+ δ
4GKTαp
KT + 43G
(
1 +
B
CL
) ∞∑
n=1
2
(npi)2
d
dt
∫ t
0
e
− λ
CL
β2n(t−τ)dTs(τ)
dτ
dτ.
(7.38)
From here it is a simple matter of applying the correct linear differential solu-
tion formula. With q(0) = 0we get an analytical expression for the time-dependent
charge on the electrodes of the piezoceramic shell:
q(t) =∫ t
0
e−
1
Z
1
C
(t−τ)δ
4GKTαp
(
1 + BCL
)
KT + 43G
∞∑
n=1
2
(npi)2
d
dτ
∫ τ
0
e
− λ
CL
β2n(τ−s)dTs(s)
ds
dsdτ
+
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0
e−
1
Z
1
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γ + δ
KTK
s
Tαp,θ
KT + 43G
− δ
4
3GKTαp
KT + 43G
)
dTs(τ)
dτ
dτ. (7.39)
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Again this looks rather a lot like the Stieltje convolution of response and input
functions and in fact it is if we just make sure that the input is zero at time zero, but
since the input in both terms comes from dTsdt there can be no doubt: The charge
found on the electrodes of the bulk transducer is simply the combined response to
a temperature and stress input on the piezoceramic.
In a moment we shall identify the thermo-electro-mechanical response function
of the bulk transducer but first we need to concentrate a little extra on the stress
function for the liquid.
7.4 Implementation of the excess liquid pipe
The bulk transducer is fitted with a hole at the top of the shell that allows for filling
of the inner cavity with liquid and on top of this hole there is a glass pipe able
to contain excess liquid (see figure 4.1). This is useful when the liquid is cooled
down in the cryostat; it will contract proportionally to the temperature change given
by αp = 1V0
(
∂V
∂T
)
p
. This will create an under-pressure in the liquid given by
KT = V0
(
∂p
∂V
)
T
. The hole in the shell and excess liquid pipe allows extra liquid
to flow into the inner cavity to relieve the pressure, which otherwise would get so
low that it could cause the piezoceramic to break.
In our measurement the changing temperature of the cryostat is the input and so
this will change the pressure in the liquid, which is the basic idea in the experiment.
Furthermore it will cause the liquid to flow through the hole to relieve this pressure.
The excess liquid pipe acts as a pressure valve in our experiment, which is a cause
for relief of pressure or pressure discharge.
It can be assumed that the flow through the pipe is a Poiseuille flow, ie. it is pro-
portional to the pressure difference (inside minus outside), ∆p, and it is inversely
proportional to the viscosity of the liquid giving the volume flow rate [Lautrup,
2005, p. 251],
Q =
pia4
8η
∆p
L
, (7.40)
where a ≈ 0.5 mm is the radius of the hole and L ≈ 10 mm is the length of the
glass pipe (or the column of liquid inside it). η is the viscosity of the liquid, with
η = 1.2 Pa·s at T = 300 K and η = 0.02 Pa·s at T = 370 K. Unfortunately we
do not have any data on viscosity at temperatures in the range actually present in
our measurements. This is a major problem since viscosity (and relaxation times)
do not follow an Arrhenius behavior for most liquids [Dyre, 2006], thus making
any extrapolation from existing data problematic. Nevertheless we assume nearly
Arrhenius behavior (strong liquid) and note that the measurement techniques we
use should ideally be complemented with measurements on the temperature depen-
dence of viscosity. With this (crude) approximation we have
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η(T ) = η0e
TA
T = 1.5 · 10−10Pa·s · e 6846KT , (7.41)
which yields viscosities from 40 Pa·s to 359 Pa·s in our temperature regime from
240 K to 260 K. These are, as expected, values far from typical values (1012 Pa·s)
on viscosity of liquids close to the glassy state [Dyre, 2006].
Interpret Q as the volume velocity of the flow and divide with the volume of
the inner cavity to get the relative volume velocity,
d
dt
∆V
V
=
pia4
8η
1
LV
∆p, (7.42)
with the bulk relation of strain to stress of equation 6.20 we have a differential
equation of the stress relief by the excess liquid pipe (with a minus to indicate
direction):
d
dt
(σrr + 2σθθ) = −pia
4
8η
KT
LV
(σrr + 2σθθ). (7.43)
For simplicity let us just assume that this relation applies directly to σrr(R, t),
d
dt
σrr(R, t) = −pia
4
8η
KT
LV
σrr(R, t). (7.44)
Equation 7.44 is a discharge relation analogous to the electrical discharge in
equation 5.22, stress is relieved through the excess liquid pipe proportionally to its
own size. It adds to the expression in equation 7.38 and allows us to find the radial
stress as the convolution of temperature inputs with the stress response:
σrr(R, t) =∫ t
0
e−p(t−τ)
4GKTαp
(
1 + BCL
)
KT + 43G
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n=1
2
(npi)2
d
dτ
∫ τ
0
e
− λ
CL
β2n(τ−s)dTs(s)
dτ
dsdτ
+
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e−p(t−τ)
(
KTK
s
Tαp,θ
KT + 43G
−
4
3GKTαp
KT + 43G
)
dTs(τ)
dτ
dτ, (7.45)
where p is the Poiseuille factor,
p =
pia4
8η
KT
LV
. (7.46)
With equation 7.45 we can rewrite the expression for the electrical charge on
the electrodes of the bulk transducer, but perhaps now it is time for a more formal-
ized solution of our model.
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7.5 The solution in terms of linear response theory
Equation 7.35 shows temperature of the liquid as the response to the temperature
in the shell, which in turn is a response to the temperature input from the cryo-
stat. Equation 7.39 shows charge on the electrodes as the response to temperature
and stress on the shell and with the implementation of Poiseuille flow, equation
7.45 demonstrates that stress can be calculated as the response to temperature in-
puts from the shell and liquid. A pattern has revealed itself and this reveals the
applicability of linear response theory to the problem in our experiment.
To conclude the analytical solution for our model we will give the complete
linear response matrix of our system in a simplified version of the multidimen-
sional linear response theory (briefly introduced in appendix A). The charge on the
electrodes can be calculated as the response to temperature and stress in the shell.
Let E˜T (t) and E˜σ(t) be the electric response to thermal and mechanical inputs
respectively, then
E˜T (t) = γe−
1
Z
1
C
t, (7.47)
E˜σ(t) = δe
1
Z
1
Z
t. (7.48)
The radial stress exerted by the liquid on the inner surface of the shell is cal-
culated as the sum of a response to the temperature in the shell and a slightly more
complicated response to the temperature in the liquid. Let M˜s(t) and M˜l(t) be the
mechanical response to the temperature inputs from the shell and liquid respec-
tively,
M˜s(t) =
KTK
s
Tαp,θ
KT + 43G
e
−pia4
8η
KT
L·V t, (7.49)
M˜l(t) =
−4GKTαp
KT + 43G
e
−pia4
8η
KT
L·V t 1
R3
∫ R
0
r2 . . . dr, (7.50)
where the dotted field indicates the place where the input function should go.
From equations 7.23 and 7.32 we already have the response functions from the
liquid and shell,
T˜ (r, t) = 1 +
2R
pi
(
1 +
B
CL
) ∞∑
n=1
(−1)n
n
sin(βnr)
r
e
− λ
CL
β2nt, (7.51)
T˜s(t) = 1 +
(λairCs +m2)e
m1t − (λairCs +m1)em2t
m1 −m2 , (7.52)
and with the temperature input from the cryostat,
T˜c(t) = ∆T −∆TAe−k1t −∆T (1−A)e−k2t, (7.53)
we get the final output from the system:
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q(t) = E˜T (t) ?
(
T˜s(t) ? T˜c(t)
)
+ E˜σ(t) ?
(
M˜s(t) ?
(
T˜s(t) ? T˜c(t)
))
+ E˜σ(t) ?
(
M˜l(t) ?
(
T˜l(t) ?
(
T˜s(t) ? T˜c(t)
)))
. (7.54)
In the end equation 7.54 is the solution to our model, who would have guessed
from the looks of the earlier equations that the solutions could be written in such
an aesthetic manner. Off course when we put the equations into a computer this
linear response formalism is of no use, so at any hand we are forced to get down to
the nitty gritty of the explicit equations. Here you will be spared but take a look at
appendix D to get at glimpse of the horror.
Chapter 8
Results and analysis
This chapter is devoted to the treatment of our measurement data and analysis in
relation to the model presented in chapters 5, 6, and 7. Our measurement data
consist of two arrays of numbers; one for the temperature measured in the cryostat
and one for the voltage measured on the electrodes of the bulk transducer. The
temperature is considered as the input and the voltage as output in our model and
both are measurement over time with 2000 data points roughly corresponding to
2200 seconds.
The analysis of the output, i.e. the voltage function, is the key concern of this
chapter. Graphs showing the calculated temperature profiles in the liquid and shell,
as well as the evolution of radial stress on the shell will be included, in order to
illustrate the thermo-mechanical coupling phenomena arising during measurement.
From the looks and shape of these graphs and the voltage function we hope to gain
information about the liquid inside the bulk transducer; the shape of the voltage
graph is the result of the various effects whose influence on the voltage carries
trough at four stages.
First of all the discharge of the transducer through the electrical resistances of
the measuring circuit is present as an underlying effect, being proportional to the
charge at al times (see equation 5.22). Now, the first stage is largely dominated
by the thermal expansion of the shell where the voltage changes through the pyro-
electric effect. In figure 5.6 we see how charge on the empty transducer is built up
at a rate that exceeds the rate of discharge during the first 200 seconds, say. This
compares well with the temperature evolution of the transducer during the same
period of time (figure 5.4); the rate of change in temperature is small at later times
and the voltage falls.
In this context it is interesting to see what happens when the transducer is
filled with liquid, especially at low temperatures where the liquid flow is reduced
because of the high viscosity. In figure 8.1 we see, that the lower the temperature,
the greater a build-up rate of charge on the transducer. This of course stem from
the piezoelectric effect; when the shell expands and the liquid is unable to keep
pace due to its high viscosity, it exerts a stress on the shell, and the more viscous
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Figure 8.1: A presentation of a series of measurements with temperature steps
∆T = 1 K from 248 K to 256 K. The curves are nicely spaced on account of their
temperatures but notice how the voltage curves have very different paths depend-
ing on the starting temperature, the later curves cuts off before making negative
voltage.
the greater stress - piezoelectric charge is added to the pyroelectric ditto. Later
in figure 8.3 we see the stress on the shell plotted against time and one sees that
initially there is a positive stress on the shell during the first 150 seconds, say.
The second stage is mostly governed by the discharge of the electrodes; during
this stage the pyroelectric effect to some extent cancels the opposing piezoelectric
effect.
The third stage is only seen at low temperatures (see figure 8.1); here the
change of temperature in the shell is small thus limiting the pyroelectric contri-
bution (which we illustrate later in figure 8.4). What governs this stage is instead
the increasing negative stress on the shell and the temperature dependence of this
stress is crucial. The higher the temperature the higher an expansivity of the liquid
and the earlier the stress on the shell turns negative. This is seen in figure 8.1 where
the graph cuts the line of zero voltage earlier at higher temperatures, when it does
so! This only happens when the rate of pressure released through the pipe on top
of the transducer is slow due to high viscosity, and at the lowest temperatures the
effect is most clear, especially if one enters the glass transition. The expansivity
falls with falling temperature while the viscosity increases which gives a later point
of infliction as well as a greater negative amplitude.
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At high temperatures the effect can be hard to identify since the effect gets
camouflaged by the discharge and also the pressure will be relived with a rate
comparable to the thermal expansion.
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Figure 8.2: A presentation of a series of measurements with temperature steps
∆T = 2 K from 248 K to 260 K. The curves here demonstrates that the initial
build up of voltage on the electrodes depends highly on the temperature step but
already at 254 K the voltage level is the same as that of the empty transducer.
As can be seen on the figures a very clear picture of temperature dependency
forms in these measurements. The lower the temperature the higher the initial
build-up of charge on the electrodes, the later the cross-over from positive to neg-
ative potential, and the greater the negative potential. When the temperature is
sufficiently high, around 251 − 252 K, the potential will stay positive through the
whole time span of the measurement, as the curve will cut off before reaching
negative potential.
With higher temperatures the viscosity falls dramatically and the Poiseuille
flow will carry a larger effect in the discharge of the pressure inside the liquid,
already at about 254 K the Poiseuille flow is capable to keep up with the pressure
changes inside the liquid and as a result the charge build-up will be comparable to
that of the of the empty transducer, which is particularly demonstrated on figure
8.2.
A lot more can be said about these measurements when we know how they
compare to our model, we will get back to analyzing the voltage functions later in
this chapter but first let us discuss the nature of our treatment of the measured data.
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8.1 The numerical method
Our numerical method follows Euler’s equations for a numerical approach to so-
lutions of differential equations. This is a rather cumbersome and time consuming
computational method but the nature of our input (the measured temperature in
the cryostat) forces us to maintain a constant time step between data points, which
excludes advanced methods such as higher-order Runge-Kutta algorithms.
In this numerical approach we calculate data points stepwise through a numer-
ical forecast of the differential equations 6.1 and 6.36, which gives us information
to calculate the stepwise piezo- and pyroelectric effect through equation 6.43 with
equation 6.38 for the stress relation.
The crucial point in this calculation is the implementation of the spatial dimen-
sion, since the time dimension is straight forward in Euler’s method, as well as the
mechanical coupling between the expansivity of the shell and the stress relation of
the liquid. The spatial dimensions is completely described by the r-vector, dividing
the inner radius of the sphere into a fixed array of length m allow us to describe
the liquid in select distances from the centre. Write the first- and second spatial
derivatives of the temperature function
dTn
dr
=
1
2 (Tn+1 − Tn−1)
∆r
,
d2Tn
dr2
=
2Tn − Tn−1 − Tn+1
∆r2
, (8.1)
where n is the position index in the r-array and∆r is the physical distance between
two positions of the r-array. The spatial derivatives complete the composition of
the time forecast of temperature in the liquid making the solution a matrix of space
and time.
The mechanical coupling between the liquid and shell and their respective tem-
peratures needs to be calculated at a feed-back mechanism where the mechanical
conditions for the next time forecast is calculated on the basis of the previous. In
particular the right term in equation 6.36 must be calculated before each forecast
of the temperature in the liquid, and in the same way equation 6.1 depends on the
gradient of the temperature in the liquid, thereby hindering a simultaneous forecast
of the equations.
We choose to make each forecast rutine in three steps: First we calculate the
temperature in the shell on the basis of the previous forecast, then we calculate the
temperature in the liquid with the newly calculated value of Ts as input, and finally
on the basis of those two forecasts we calculate the potential on the spherical shell
following a forecast of equation 6.43.
In chapter 5 the numerical method yielded the best fit to the functions of the
empty bulk transducer and showed most promise as it was derived directly from
first principles, in particular it did not involve the rather questionable analytical
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temperature function for the cryostat (equation 5.4). Sadly for the numerical al-
gorithm for the liquid filled bulk transducer the computational demands for a suc-
cessful fit far supersedes the capacity of any computer at our disposition, with a
computation time of more than a week for the fit of a single measurement; we dare
not think how long it will take to treat a whole measurement series, and so we are
forced to cancel this approach and instead concentrate on the analytical method.
8.2 The analytical method
Our analytical solution to the thermo-electro-mechanical equations is described in
detail in chapter 7, the rest of the analytical method is straight forward. Insert the
equations into a computer, insert the input function of the analytical temperature
of the cryostat, give the computer a nice set of values for the constants included in
the model, and the computer will calculate the temperature, stress, potential, and
other functions you may wish for.
Using MatLab our program is designed to fit the piezoelectric coefficient, δ, of
the piezoceramic together with select material parameters of the liquid, preferably
the thermal conductivity, λ, the volume specific heat capacity, CV , the isothermal
bulk modulus, KT , the shear modulus, G, and the isobaric thermal expansivity,
αp, given values of the isobaric heat capacity of the ceramic, Cs, and the pyro-
electric coefficient, γ, from the fit of the empty transducer and given the physical
dimensions of the bulk transducer and our data for the electrical discharge. The fit
is made simply from approaching a calculated curve to the measured curve of the
voltage on the electrodes of the transducer and minimizing their differencens from
the method of least squares. The program can be found last in appendix D.
As it appears this fitting algorithm has two problems: Firstly the computation
time is still very long, as one might imagine from the convolutions in equation
7.54 the explicit equations are very long and cumbersome and the computation
of a single measurement still takes a fair amount of time, although considerably
shorter than the numerical approach. When making a fit of the parameters of the
liquid each cycle takes somewhere around 5 to 10 seconds and about 10.000 cycles
is required to make the fit.
Secondly the number of fitted constants is quite large, which both prolongs the
computation time and add to the uncertainty of the fit; with the complexity of the
explicit functions it is near impossible to discern the many possibilities of differ-
ent sets of fitted variables that each yield a satisfactory fit compared to our fitting
criteria. The probabilities for the acceptable sets of fits is very evenly distributed
and we have no means to say one fit is better than the other as long as the fitted
variables have at least a fairly reasonable value. All in all the problem is that our
program is under-determined, we simply know to little about the liquid. This will
be discussed in chapter 9.
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8.3 The fit
We have built the model, we have explained the measurements, we have procedure
of our data treatment, now we need see how model and measurements compare.
As mentioned above the number of fitted variables is too large to yield a sat-
isfactory fit within a short time, therefore we are forced to lessen the number of
fitted variables and shorten the number of computations in the algorithm. In our
experience the thermal conductivity changes very little with temperature, and so
we find it reasonable to have λ as a constant in the algorithm and concentrate on
the others, which is still quite a lot.
With these settings of variables and the discharge function described in chapter
5 we have experimented with the values of all the variables until we have found
a fairly good set of values to make a good initial guess for the fitting algorithm.
Figure 8.1 shows a measurement series with eight consecutive measurements with
temperature steps of 1 K, the first of these is a temperature step from 248 K to 249
K, which reportedly is near the glass transition of the liquid. We have made a fit of
our model to this measurement, the function is plotted in figure 8.3.
The figure demonstrates that the model actually fits to the measured curve,
meaning it is good. However the parameters fitted are not what we had expected.
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Figure 8.3: The voltage measured on the electrodes of the liquid filled bulk trans-
ducer in a temperature rise from 248 K to 249 K. The fitted curve is close to the
measured but not exactly alike in the same way the analytical function deviated in
the fit of the empty transducer, see figure 5.6
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Figure 8.4: The temperature evolution of the shell and liquid during a temperature
rise from 248 K to 249 K, the very low diffusivity of the liquid inhibits the heat
from reaching the center during the time of the experiment.
If we divide the set of fitted variables into three groups; a thermal group (CV
and λ), a mechanical group (KT , G, and αp), and the piezoelectric group (δ), we
can se - to our surprise - that the problem is not with the mechanical or piezoelectric
group as we would have expected. What we see instead is that the fit of CV (and
also the constant value we are forced to choose for λ) is much different from the
values we have from the liquid (see section 4.2), in short it seems that the values
we have from the liquid dictate a much too fast diffusion compared to what our
experiments show. On that account the fitted values for λ is 10−2 times the listed
value, λfit = 0.00133 W/mK, and the fitted value for CV is almost 10 times larger
than the listed value, CV,fit = 1.24 · 104 J/kgK, which basically means that in the
time frame of the measurement the temperature of the liquid will not change very
much, see figure 8.4.
In that figure it is illustrated how the very low diffusivity of the liquid will
inhibit heat to even reach the center of the sphere in the time frame of the measure-
ment, instead temperature changes according to the mechanical pressure changes
that travel much faster than the heat. We believe that the thermal diffusion in this fit
might be erroneous, true when inspecting the graph in figure 8.3 it is clear that the
diffusivity must be low in order for the voltage function to fit, but a heat capacity
of CV,fit = 1.24 · 104 J/kgK seems a but out of the ordinary. It is however clear
that something happens for the thermal group at low temperatures.
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The rest of the fit seems more reasonable with KT,fit = 1.33 · 1010 Pa, Gfit =
3.13 ·1011 Pa, αp,fit = 3.79 ·10−5 K−1, and δfit = 3.45 ·10−11 C/Pa. In figure 8.3
we have included a normalized plot of the stress from the liquid on the inner surface
of the shell as a further sign that the fit is working, at first the stress is positive for
a short while and then it shifts to negative as the liquid begins to expand, exactly
as we had expected.
In the other end of our measurement series we have a totally different behavior
of the liquid as can be seen on figure 8.1 and as a demonstration we have made a
fit of the last measurement in this series with a temperature step from 255 K to 256
K, the function is plotted in figure 8.5.
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Figure 8.5: The voltage measured on the electrodes of the liquid filled bulk trans-
ducer in a temperature rise from 255 K to 256 K.
In this figure a completely other picture of the phenomena in the liquid is seen,
first of all it would seem that now the fit have no problem with finding reasonable
values for the thermal properties of the liquid, with the thermal conductivity locked
at λfit = 0.1330 W/mK (the listed value for the liquid) and the heat capacity fitted
to CV,fit = 358 J/kgK, which is a bit low but interestingly very near to the heat
capacity of the shell.
The rest of the parameters are also fitted very nicely, KT,fit = 3.69 · 109 Pa,
Gfit = 7.98 · 1011 Pa, αp,fit = 2.74 · 10−6 K−1, and δfit = 1.05 · 10−10 C/Pa. In
the figure we have once again included the normalized stress on the inner surface
of the shell and we see that in this example the stress is negative almost right from
the start, which will make the pyroelectric and the piezoelectric effect oppose each
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other through the whole measurement to create the curve shown. For this fit we
have not included the temperature function, instead we refer to figure 5.4, the shell
and the liquid will both keep pace with the temperature rise in the cryostat, so it
will not look so different from the temperature rise of the empty shell.
These two fits are very different from each other, the mechanical and piezo-
electric coefficients can be tolerated, they are not identical but at least in the same
general regime, but the big question is why the thermal properties seem to be so
different. When we look on the fitted parameters of the whole measurement series,
see figure 8.6, we see clearly that the thermal properties is a big problem for our
fitting algorithm, especially the fit of the heat capacity is problematic.
Figure 8.6 represent a fit of the whole series portrayed in figure 8.1 where we
have fitted all the variables in the equation, including the thermal conductivity, λ,
and the viscosity, η. of all the different approaches to the fit of an entire series,
this is the best, it is made by making a guess of the average value for all variables
taken over all measurements, but it seems that the variable changes in the course
of this small temperature range is to great for the algorithm to fit the measurements
properly.
Our fitting algorithm is not designed to make fits of several measurements at
once with the same general guess for all the variables in figure 8.6 and for the
viscosity for that matter, the two fits above we have made simply by trial and error
of all the variables until we have found a set that seemed to fit reasonably well, this
set we used as a guess in the algorithm. For the series we have used average values,
which seem to make the fit harder especially for the thermal coefficients.
Again however the fit of the mechanical coefficients do seem to exercise less
variance, and actually when inspecting the proposed curves in figure 8.6 it would
appear as though the variables change according to the depicted changes in a glass
transition. Especially the fit of the thermal expansivity is interesting to us, and
referring to figure 2.2 we see that the fitted points for αp does in fact follow the
same general course as the figure from chapter 2. Is this just coincidence or do we
in fact see a glass transition?
Overall it seems however that the measurements portray two very different
behaviors of the liquid in the low- and high temperature end respectively, in the
lower temperature end the fit is very erratic with a high variance in the variable
values, in the high temperature end it is more calm. Is this because of a glass
transition in the liquid or is it just because our model is flawed? We will go on to
answer questions like this in the next chapter.
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Figure 8.6: The illustration of a complete measuring series with ∆T = 1 K from
248 K to 256 K, from the top left it is λ, CV , KT , G, αp, and δ. This figure illus-
trates perfectly the inadequacy of our model to calculate whole measuring series,
notice however that bothKT , G, and αp do seem to behave in the manner we would
expect in a glass transition.
Chapter 9
Discussion and final remarks
Succeeding the analysis of our measurements a number of questions that need an-
swering arise: Is it fair to assume that thermodynamic second-derivatives of the
internal energy are constant when other experiments clearly demonstrate a time de-
pendency of for instance the bulk modulus [Christensen and Olsen, 1994] or heat
capacity [Christensen and Olsen, 1998]? Is it reasonable to use equilibrium ther-
modynamics when the phenomena we model is clearly non-equilibrium in nature?
What about the temperature dependence of the piezoelectric coefficients [Ferrop-
erm, 2003]? Is it fair to assume a uniform temperature in the piezoceramic shell
and thereby rule out the existence and contribution of the tertiary pyroelectric ef-
fect? What are we in fact measuring; properties of a glass or of a highly viscous
liquid? What thermodynamic variables are we eligible to conclude about with this
experimental technique? Finally, is it a good measuring technique?
This chapter is devoted to bring answers to these questions - answers that may
not be final as there is much to discuss. Nevertheless we will discuss these ques-
tions one at the time, to the best of our knowledge, bearing in mind that some of
them are closely related. Hopefully we will wrap the whole discussion up in the
end.
9.1 Time dependency of the variables
Non-equilibrium thermodynamics
In the making of our model we assume that the relations of equilibrium thermo-
dynamics are applicable to our situation at all times, even though in our hearts
we know that the experiment is not an equilibrium situation. The very idea in the
experiment is to have an inflow of heat that brings the system out of equilibrium.
The use of equilibrium relations, for instance in equations 6.6 or 6.18, should
not be seen as a statement that we believe that the system is in thermodynamic
equilibrium; the liquid inside the transducer is possibly far from the regime of in-
finitesimal deviations from equilibrium. Nevertheless we assume validity of linear-
response coefficients. This choice should instead be seen as a statement that we try
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to find the simplest possible description of the system at hand.
In fact it seems as the system is able to keep the pace of the temperature change
in the cryostat as long as the temperature change in the cryostat is smaller than
∆T = 2 K. This we have seen for the empty bulk transducer in chapter 5 and from
the looks of the curves in figure 8.1 and 8.1 we would say that the liquid seems to
behave nicely too.
Along the same line of reasoning other researches point to a time dependency
of most of the thermodynamic second-derivatives of the energy, especially when
the liquid closes to its glass-transition. We know for a fact that both the volume-
specific heat capacity, CV , and the isothermal bulk modulus, KT , have time depen-
dencies from measurements conducted at IMFUFA, RUC [Christensen and Olsen,
1994, 1998] (the first of these is even made using the bulk transducer) and from
other reports that thermal expansivity changes when the liquid nears its glass-
transition [Dyre, 2006] and is generally believed to be time dependent as well
[Christensen and Olsen, 1997] although very few experiments have been conducted
to confirm that.
Time dependency of these variables is, however, definitely within the reach of
our model. One simply has to replace every multiplication with the variables into a
convolution following equation B.5. The problem is that in order to complete such
a convolution you need to know both the input and response explicit functional
relations. Unfortunately we are not able to fit functional relations in our fitting
algorithm, only numbers. By making assumptions about the functional time de-
pendencies of the variables we could work these convolutions into our program but
this would only complicate matters more and make computational demands even
higher, and by no means are we guaranteed that this would be more correct than
assuming a constant time dependency.
To sum up our answer to these questions, the simplification of the measure-
ments to a time invariant thermodynamic equilibrium model is a matter of neces-
sity; the model is built from the assumption of a linear response and even though
the model supports convolutions of time dependent variables our computations do
not.
This flaw of the model is however a field for improvement of the experimental
technique; if by some means it was possible to measure the functional time depen-
dencies of some of the variables, the model could be improved by assuming those
functions to be fixed thus reducing the number of variables to be fitted. Particu-
larly the functional relation for the adiabatic bulk modulus is measured with the
frequency dependent measurements with the bulk transducer and in some way this
must be useful to determine the time dependency of some of the variables in the
model.
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9.2 The tertiary pyroelectric effect
In the model of the piezoceramic shell we assume that the temperature of the ce-
ramic is uniform thus discarding the possibility of a contribution to the displace-
ment current due to the tertiary pyroelectric effect. It should be noted that we know
from an unofficial reference that the thermal conductivity has been measured to
only 1.8 W/mK at ‘normal temperatures’, which is a lot less than we had imagined
(the producer Ferroperm Piezoelectrics A/S says in an e-mail that another com-
pany has measured these quantities, but also that they think that the given numbers
should not be considered as fully reliable).
The spherical pyroelectric shell is however only 0.5 mm thick which gives a
much shorter diffusion time than that of the liquid. We have actually made an
attempt to make a model with a thermal gradient inside the shell; the model equa-
tions will get to look a lot like the spherical symmetric equations for the temper-
ature inside the liquid with the exceptions that the outer boundary condition is a
flux-condition that tells about the amount of heat coming in from the cryostat, and
of course the shell has an inner boundary as well. The differential equations would
have the same appearance but for the shell they would just be a little more com-
plicated, this would make our model even more cumbersome but perhaps it would
make some of our later assumptions for the solution of the differential equations
easier, since diffusion in a two-component system is a well known concept that can
be found in many textbooks.
So again our choice of a shell with uniform temperature is a choice in favor of
simplicity, we have no reference to the importance of the tertiary pyroelectric effect
and therefore no idea if the assumption is justified, but in retrospect we see in our
measurements that at least with the lower temperatures a temperature gradient in
the shell may be accountable for some of the phenomena, given the fitted thermal
properties of the liquid.
Perhaps this will make a good problem for other students some other time, it
is certainly in our interest to know what effect the tertiary pyroelectric effect will
have on these measurements, if any.
9.3 What is measured?
More relevant to our situation is the question of what is exactly measured with this
pyroelectric experiment. When we look at the fits our our measurements we see
that nearly all thinkable variables are included in the equations, even the viscosity
seems to have a very important influence on the phenomena.
However, some variables do have more significance than others, that is, the
model and the fit responds greater to a change in some parameters than others;
for instance the bulk modulus, KT , seems to have very little significance to the
change in the voltage measured on the electrodes of the transducer, as can be seen
in equations 7.39 and 7.45 the factor KT
KT+
4
3
G
is present in all terms of the stress-
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and charge functions, it will therefore not alter the overall course of the functions,
only their ‘amplitudes’. Of course KT is also a factor elsewhere, such as in the
constants CL and B defined in chapter 7, but it is typically not the most significant
factor there either and so KT works in much the same way as δ in our model.
In the other end the thermal variables, λ and CV , have a very large significance
to the course of the voltage function, λ more than CV . It is only reasonable that the
diffusivity of the liquid has a major influence on our measurements, after all it is
the diffusivity that is the cause for the phenomena - heat flows slowly through the
liquid causing it to expand delayed in comparison to the earlier thermal expansion
of the shell. In our fits we see that the thermal variables undergo a very radical
change and they are by far the hardest variables to fit, we have reason to doubt the
listed values from the liquid or at least conclude that at temperatures below 0◦C
the liquid does not demonstrate thermal behavior that can found by extrapolating
known behavior. In fact the fitted value of the specific heat grows drastically when
going down to the lowest temperature (at least when we fit ‘by hand’ like in figure
8.3); when approaching the glass transition it should be the other way around - the
specific heat should fall.
The problem with the drastic change of the thermal coefficients when going
from high to low temperatures may however, in part, be explained by the magnitude
of the temperature steps done at the start of each measurement, and in combination
with the assumption of a uniform temperature of the shell and the linearization
done when solving the heat equation for the shell, it could surely be a source of
uncertainty.
However, in our model we have all along assumed that the diffusivity of the
liquid was known to us and that it was this knowledge that allowed us to make the
measurements, it would seem perhaps that we were wrong in that first assumption
but that is another matter. Therefore we would say that the thermal variables is not
what we measure, this would not be a very good measurement of thermal diffusivity
at any rate.
We are left with the shear modulus, G, and the thermal expansivity, αp, which
both have large influence on the looks of the voltage function. For a given thermal
diffusivity of the liquid these two variables control the sign of the stress function
and thereby the piezoelectric effect in the shell. At present state it is very hard to
separate these two variables, αp of course controls the expansion of the liquid and
thereby directly connects the heat diffusion of the liquid to the stress on the inner
surface of the shell, G on the other hand controls the response of the liquid to the
thermal expansion of the shell, and as our model demonstrates the stress on the
inner surface of the shell is also indirectly a function of the volume strain of the
shell.
With supportive experiments to this experimental technique it might however
be possible to obtain some more detailed information about the shear modulus, at
IMFUFA, RUC, an experiment for measurement of the shear modulus has been
in use for some time now, with this information it will be possible to separate the
phenomena due to the thermal expansivity from the effects of the shear modulus,
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and with that this might be a very good method for measurement of the thermal
expansivity, αp.
9.4 Conclusion to the measurement technique
In the end we need to consider the overall evaluation of the experimental technique,
is this in fact useful technique? Does it require improvement to work properly? Or
is it just complete utter rubbish?
We will have to say yes, this is a resourceful technique, only it needs some
more work to be useful. The technique is flawed at present, mainly because of the
large number of independent variables in the fitting procedure. This number should
be brought down if the technique is going to be used in experimental glass physics
at some point in the future.
A simple way to reduce the number of fitted variables is to perform measure-
ments on a well known liquid before performing measurements on a glass form-
ing liquid in the same temperature domain. With a well known liquid it should
be possible to get a good fit of the effective piezoelectric coefficient, δ, so that
all the variables of the shell is accounted for when making the measurement on
glasses. Actually it is not very wise to investigate an unknown experimental tech-
nique straight away by measuring the variable changes in an only partially un-
derstood glass transition, it would have been better to separate the problems; first
understand the experimental technique, then use it with the glass transition.
Also, as we have mentioned before, it would be a good idea to investigate
whether the classic measurements of the adiabatic bulk modulus, KS , conducted
with the bulk transducer can be of any use for the elimination of independent vari-
ables for this experimental technique. Finally measurements of the diffusivity and
viscosity of the liquid at different temperatures in the temperature domain is nec-
essary, since listed values of neither λ, CV , or η is of any use in or near the glass
transition.
One may argue that the use of constant variables and the uniform temperature
in the shell counts towards the weakness of the method as well, which is true at
least for measurements near a liquid’s glass transition, becoming explicitly appar-
ent through the fitted values of the heat capacity. But as we have explained earlier
those simplifications of the model are necessary in order to complete the fit. Fur-
thermore referring to figures 8.3 and 8.5 it is clear that not only is the model able
to make voltage functions that fit the measured function reasonably well but also
the stress function in the figures describe a reasonable functional behavior, that is
the model is able to qualitatively reproduce the measured functions.
We may ask our selves do we really measure the liquid, Santovac 5, in or near
its glass transition, or have we just made so many assumptions and approxima-
tions that our model is no longer able to make precision fits of the measurements.
The linearization in section 7.2 is of considerable concern to us, we are unsure how
much damage this assumption have brought to our solution of the differential equa-
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tions; can this assumption be the reason we see such diversity in fitted variables, or
are we really experiencing a glass transition.
In the beginning of chapter 8 we explain how the voltage curves change appear-
ance with higher temperatures and we argue how the curves become comparable
to those of the empty bulk transducer around the temperature of 254 K because the
viscosity becomes so low that the Poiseuille flow through the liquid pipe becomes
a factor in the discharge of the pressure, and possibly also because the diffusivity
of the liquid becomes comparable to that of the shell. With that we mean to say
that the measurements from then on and up through temperatures will be like so,
that is below the temperature of 254 K we are in the vicinity of the glass transition
for Santovac 5.
Therefore we believe our measurements demonstrate a glass transition and
demonstrate how the thermodynamic variables change very radically in the range
of only very few degrees of temperature, as we have shown our model is able to
reproduce the measured voltage function both above and below this glass transition
temperature, in short, this is a very good model.
9.5 Final remarks
Finally, we reach the end in our discussion and we must conclude whether this
measurement technique is of any use, whether it can be used with experimental
glass physics, what recommendations we have for its improvement. We have been
through all of these questions in this chapter so this will most of all have the char-
acter of a recapitulation.
We are impressed by the beauty and systematicallity of the measurements done
with this experimental technique they demonstrate a clear functional behavior that
utilize both the pyroelectric as well as the piezoelectric effect of the piezoceramic
spherical shell of the bulk transducer. The piezoelectric contribution to the function
comes from stress developed from the thermal diffusion and expansivity of the
liquid inside the inner cavity of the transducer.
The experimental technique is definitely applicable to the field of experimental
glass physics, it is currently not perfect and will need some more work but it shows
great potential as a method for measuring the isobaric thermal expansivity, αp,
given the knowledge of the diffusivity of the liquid in the measured temperature
domain, and of the viscosity and possibly the shear modulus.
We have demonstrated that the experimental technique does in fact work in the
vicinity of a glass transition of the measured liquid. The glass transition causes
some computational problems in the fitting algorithm that will need some more
work, but we have demonstrated that the proposed model is applicable both above
and below the glass transition.
Our recommendations to the improvement of the technique is first and foremost
the reduction of independent variables in the fitting algorithm, at present the algo-
rithm handles 6 or 7 variables (depending on how you view the viscosity), this is
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far too many for a reliable fit. With the calibration of the piezoelectric effect using
a well known liquid and the classic frequency dependent measurements of the bulk
transducer it may be possible to decrease the number of independent variables.
Other recommendations for the improvement include the expansion of the model
with a graduated temperature in the spherical shell of the bulk transducer and pos-
sibly with a functional relaxation behavior of the model variables, and considerably
more computational power.
All in all our conclusion is that this experimental technique shows a lot of
promise, with a little more work it will prove an excellent experimental technique
and utilization of the renowned piezo- and pyroelectric bulk transducer.
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Appendix A
Linear response theory and
energy bond formalism
Much of the theory and experiments of this project is based in the fundamentals
of linear response theory. This theory alongside the formalism of energy bond
networks form a well-used practice at IMFUFA, RUC, where students are trained
in its uses and strengths in analyzing system properties and behavior.
Here we try to present only the simplest version of the theory, and we have
disclosed certain topics and details that seem irrelevant to our problem. For fur-
ther depth in the linear response theory and energy bond formalism we refer to
Christiansen [1979, 1993], or in English Christiansen [2003].
A.1 Linear response theory
In linear response theory, or alternatively linear time-invariant (LTI) system theory,
we consider a system where it is possible to measure the response of the system to
an effect you either control or have knowledge of already. Our interest lies in the
relationship between input φ(t) and output γ(t).
It is implied in the name of the theory that we assume that the relationship be-
tween φ(t) and γ(t) is a linear one, but this is typically only something that applies
to small influences of the system. It is important to be aware of this limitation on
the theory.
In this theory we say that the system interacts with its surroundings through
so called ‘energy bonds’. To each energy bond are associated two variables; a
generalized current f (flow) and a generalized potential e (effort).
For each energy bond it is essential to identify the generalized current and
potential. The product of f and e gives the energy that is lead through the energy
bond per time. The current is usually recognized by the fact that it will change
signs if time is reversed, while the potential stays the same, exactly like regular
current and potential.
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Figure A.1: A drawing of a simple system where energy flows from component
A to component B. On top is an example of how the system would be illustrated
following the rules of energy bond formalism, below is an example of the same
system following the conventions of electrical networks. On the right is an example
of how this system could look in the electrical analogue.
In addition two extra variables are defined; the generalized displacement q,
which is the time-integral of the current, and the generalized momentum p, which
is the time-integral of the potential. Sometimes it will be easier to work with one
of these than with current or potential.
A.2 Energy bond models
When you want to setup a energy bond model of a system you start by identifying
all the components of the system and all the energy bonds between them. By
components we mean parts of the system that either generate, store or dissipate
energy, a component can either be an energy source, an energy storage, or an energy
sink. You draw the components as boxes and the energy bonds as lines connecting
the boxes to get a perspective of how energy is transferred through the system. The
same systems can however be drawn with the conventions of electrical networks,
which is more widely known and understood. See figure A.1.
Since every energy bond contains two variables we can let one be the input to
the system while the other variable is the output, which we read from the system.
As mentioned our interest is to find the function that connects our input to the
output from the system, but since we can have different input and output functions
the response functions are also different.
The variables are paired, so if the input is either the generalized current f or
displacement q the output will have to be the generalized potential e or impulse p,
and vice versa. This yields exactly eight possible input-output combinations but
the relation between current and potential is the same as the relation between dis-
placement and impulse, therefore we are left with six possible response functions:
[Christiansen, 2003, p. 6]
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J The compliance q = J ◦ e
Y The admittance f = Y ◦ e or q = Y ◦ p
F The susceptibility f = F ◦ p
G The rigidity e = G ◦ q
Z The impedance e = Z ◦ f or p = Z ◦ q
M The inertance p =M ◦ f
The symbol ◦ so far only means ‘applied to’. As mentioned before we assume
the response functions to be linear, and so this gives us the relation,
J ◦G = Y ◦ Z = F ◦M = H, (A.1)
where H is a Heaviside function of time. With this relation and our knowledge of
the relation between f and q and between e and p we see that it is only necessary to
find one of the six response functions to get a characterization of the system. The
reason then that we have six response functions and not just one is that in certain
experimental situations it will be easier to consider one function rather than the
others.
A.3 System memory
The relationship between input φ(t) and output γ(t) will always be one of the six
response functions depending on what we choose as φ(t) and γ(t), but even if the
responses are linear there can still be a delay or a so called ‘after effect’.
Specify the change in φ at time t′ called dφ(t′), this gives a contribution to the
change of γ at time t called dγ(t), given by the response function R. We assume
by time-invariance that this contribution to the change in dγ(t) only depends on
the time gap t− t′, [Christiansen, 1979, p. 21]
dγ(t) = R(t, t′)dφ(t′) = R(t− t′)dφ(t′) (A.2)
Causality states that response must come after stimuli and thereforeR(t−t′) =
0 for t < t′. By integrating all the contributions from t′ = −∞ to t′ = t we get the
complete response γ(t) at time t, [Christiansen, 1979, p. 20]
γ(t) =
∫ t
−∞
R(t− t′)dφ(t′) =
∫ t
−∞
R(t− t′)dφ(t
′)
dt′
dt′. (A.3)
Equation A.3 is recognized as a ‘Stieltje integral’ and states that γ(t) depends
on φ(t) by the linear operation ‘convolution with the time-derivative’ or ‘Stieltje
convolution’, γ(t) = R(t) ? φ(t), which we treat in detail in appendix B.
If we let input be a Heaviside function with a step at time t = 0:
φ(t) = φ0H(t) =
{
0 , t < 0
φ0 , t > 0
, (A.4)
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then the time-derivative of φ(t) will be the delta function, φ′(t) = φ0δ(t), and so
the output γ(t) will be
γ(t) =
∫ t
−∞
R(t− t′)φ0δ(t′)dt′ = φ0R(t). (A.5)
Output at time t is simply the response function itself when the input is a simple
step function at time t = 0. We exploit the fact that the Heaviside function is the
neutral function of the Stieltje convolution, this is an easy way to find the response
function if it is possible.
In many other cases it can however be very difficult to come through with this
convolution simply because the integral in equation A.3 can become very compli-
cated. Therefore it is standard procedure to try to avoid this solution method.
A.4 The frequency domain
By a Fourier transformation of the problem, the convolution is made into a product,
differentiation is made into multiplication with −iω, and integration is made into
division with −iω, where i is the complex unit and ω is the frequency. Therefore
it will typically be much easier to work in the frequency domain.
Let input be φ(t) = φωe−iωt and calculate the output by the substitution t′′ =
t− t′,
γ(t) =
∫ t
−∞
R(t− t′)(−iω)φωe−iωt′dt′
=
∫ ∞
0
R(t′′)(−iω)φωe−iω(t−t′′)dt′′
= −iωφωe−iωt
∫ ∞
0
R(t′′)eiωt
′′
dt′′ (A.6)
Consider the output a periodic function in the same manner as the input, γ(t) =
γωe
−iωt
, and notice that γω = R˜(ω)φω with
R˜(ω) = −iωF{R(t), ω}, (A.7)
where F{R(t), ω} is the Fourier transform of R(t). (remember that we already
defined R(t) = 0 for t < 0),
F{R(t), ω} =
∫ ∞
−∞
R(t)eiωtdt. (A.8)
R˜(ω) is called the frequency response function and is the resulting measure-
ment in an experiment with varying input and output. From the definition of R˜(ω)
we see that R˜(ω) has the same dimension as R(t) despite that equation A.7 de-
scribe R˜(ω) as the derivative of the Fourier transform of R(t).
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Letting ω → 0 for R˜(ω) corresponds to letting the period go towards infinity,
which is the same as letting t → ∞ for R(t). On the other hand if we let ω → ∞
for R˜(ω) this corresponds to letting t→ 0 for R(t).
If we write the frequency response function as a function of modulus and argu-
ment, R˜(ω) =
∣∣∣R˜(ω)∣∣∣ eiθω , we can write the output as, γ(t) = ∣∣∣R˜(ω)∣∣∣φωe−i(ωt−θω),
which shows that θω gives the number of radians that γ(t) is delayed compared to
φ(t), while
∣∣∣R˜(ω)∣∣∣ gives a relation between amplitudes, |γω ||φω | .
In the frequency domain the relationship between the response functions is
much easier to work with, the relation given by equation A.1 translates in the fre-
quency domain to a simple pairing of inverse response functions,
J˜ =
1
G˜
, Y˜ =
1
Z˜
, F˜ =
1
M˜
, (A.9)
and besides we have the following simple relation, which cannot be found equally
simple in the time domain, [Christiansen, 1979, p. 84]
J˜ =
1
−iω Y˜ =
1
(−iω)2 F˜ , M˜ =
1
−iω Z˜ =
1
(−iω)2 G˜. (A.10)
A.5 Generalized linear response theory
So far all we have discussed is the linear response theory for systems that have
only one energy bond to their surroundings, such energy bonds that let us stimulate
the system with input and measure an output are typically called gateways to the
system, now we will generalize the linear response theory to systems with many
gateways that will let us stimulate the system with several simultaneous inputs.
Suppose a system have several energy bonds and receives several simultaneous
inputs, some of these inputs are currents, f , and some are potentials, e. We need
to keep track of all these inputs at once and we need a system that can handle both
current and potential inputs without loss of generality.
For this we specify two types of energy bonds; a scalar bond, which is what
we have talked about in all the previous sections, and a pseudoscalar bond. The
scalar bond keeps the sign of e but changes the sign of f when time is reversed,
for the pseudoscalar bond it is the sign of e that changes while f is unchanged
[Christiansen, 1993, p. 18].
Next we expand the interpretation of complex energy bonds. In section A.4 we
make use of complex energy bond variables for the purpose of easier calculations
but we make no assumptions about the meaning of a complex energy bond. The
fact of the matter is that a complex energy bond can always be split up into a
real and an imaginary energy bond and that each energy bond contributes to the
energy transport per time. An imaginary energy bond changes the roles of current
and potential, in fact a real scalar energy bond is an imaginary pseudoscalar bond
[Christiansen, 1993, p. 25].
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These two characteristics of an energy bond are described as the ‘genus’ relat-
ing to the bond, with this we are able to combine several one-dimensional energy
bonds into a single vectorial energy bond with energy flow,w(t), equal to the scalar
product of potential and current vectors, provided we establish a genus tensor to
keep track of the individual potential-current relations of the vector elements,
w(t) = Re(e(t) ∗ f(t)) = Re(ei(t) · gij · fj(t)), (A.11)
where gij is the elements of the hermitic genus tensor, G¯, which is real and sym-
metric if the energy bonds are all real scalar bonds [Christiansen, 1979, p. 34].
As an example specify a system with d energy bonds where the inputs through
p bonds are currents and through d − p bonds are potentials, these energy bonds
can be combined to a single d-dimensional energy bond with a current input.
For the d-dimensional energy bond is specified a symmetric genus tensor with
p ‘ones’ and d− p ‘minus ones’ in the diagonal,
G¯ =

1 0 · · · 0
0 1 · · · 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 0 · · · −1
 . (A.12)
By choice the vector input into the system is a current that produce a potential
output through the use of a response matrix, R¯(t), such that
ei(t) = Rij(t) ◦ fj(t), (A.13)
where Rij(t) is symmetric [Christiansen, 1993, p. 53].
The expansion of the theory is made in such a way that once you have estab-
lished the response matrix it follows the same rules as described above for one-
dimensional systems; the output vector is found by letting the response matrix act
on the input vector, as per matrix multiplication, either in frequency or time domain
as you choose.
For each vectorial energy bond is associated a d-dimensional input and output
variable and a genus tensor. The purpose of the tensor is to keep track of the nature
of each input in the vector related to the nature of the vector itself (even though the
input vector is a current it can have potential components), but the genus tensor is
also used when transforming energy bond variables from one energy bond constel-
lation to another in the general energy bond theory, which we have not included
here.
This is in short the linear response theory that enables us to make an exper-
imental analysis of complex systems by setting up an energy bond model of the
system and theoretically base the fundamentals for the response of the system to
different input.
Appendix B
Stieltje Convolution
When operating in the time domain with input functions and response functions
that change in time, we have to be careful. We can no longer assume that linear-
ity between input and output means that we can just multiply the input with the
response to get the output.
A good example of this problem is the expansion of Hooke’s Law. We get to
use Hooke’s Law and analogues of it in our modelling so it seems like a good idea
to introduce it here. Normally this law would state a linearity between the force,
F on a spring and the deformation, x, of the spring by means of the product of the
deformation with the spring constant, k, with a minus to indicate that the direction
of the force is opposite to the deformation. Like so,
F (t) = −k · x(t). (B.1)
Now suppose the spring constant is a function of time. Lets say that both k(t)
and x(t) depend on time to the power one, then their product, the force, would
depend on time to the power two, which means that force and deformation would
not be a linearly related.
So which is the fundamental understanding of Hooke’s Law, is it equation B.1
or is it the statement that deformation and the resulting force should always be lin-
early related? The correct answer is the latter, and so we must change the equation.
The simple equation must still be satisfied when k(t) is a constant function,
and we would also like the equation to hold in some way when we go to infinites-
imal time steps, so that the infinitesimal build-up in force at time t comes from an
infinitesimal change in deformation at time τ before t, like so,
dF (t) = −k(t, τ) · dx(τ) (B.2)
From the looks of equation B.2 it seems like a good idea to take the integral
over time on both sides of the equation to add up the individual contributions to the
force at time t. This will satisfy our simple demands of a linear relation between
deformation and force since the integral is a linear operation, and it also satisfies
equation B.1 when k(t) is constant. But what does the integrals actually mean?
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There are two arguments here; causality and time-invariance. Time-invariance
states that this system must not depend on any specific time, and so the only time
in question is the time gap between now and before, t − τ . Causality tells us that
the output at time t can only depend on inputs at times τ before t, ie. −∞ < τ ≤ t.
With these arguments equation B.2 becomes
dF (t) = −k(t− τ) · dx(τ), (B.3)
which we integrate to get
F (t) = −
∫
x
k(t− τ)dx(τ) = −
∫ t
−∞
k(t− τ)dx
dτ
dτ. (B.4)
Notice that the time direction of the spring constant has been inverted and shifted
so that the time runs from opposite ends of the integral for k(t) and x(t). In this
way the response at time t will be made from all inputs at times before t.
B.1 Definition of the Stieltje Convolution
The integral in equation B.4 is called Stieltje’s Integral and the operation between
k(t) and x(t) is called a convolution. Hence the name Stieltje Convolution. Nor-
mally this will be an integral between k(t− τ) and dx(τ) over all inputs, but since
we only work with ‘continuous functions’ of x(t) we let dx(τ) be the time deriva-
tive of x(t) and take the integral over τ .
The Stieltje Convolution between functions f(t) and g(t) is defined,
f(t) ? g(t) =
∫ t
−∞
f(t− τ)dg(τ)
dτ
dτ. (B.5)
The functions f(t) and g(t) in this convolution must lie within the space for
the operation. But what does that mean exactly? There are both physical and
mathematical arguments. Physically, the functions need to be what we call input
functions, that is they are zero at all times before t = 0. Mathematically, the
functions need to be differentiable (C1) at all times after t = 0. But the functions
can actually be discontinuous exactly at t = 0. This behavior is somewhat similar
to the behavior of the Heaviside function, therefore we say that the functions must
lie in the function space H1.
Notice that the convolution f(t) ? g(t) is a function of time. Sometimes we
also write (f ? g)(t). If we assume f(t) = 0 for t /∈ A ⊆ R and dg(t)dt = 0 for
t /∈ B ⊆ R then f(t− τ)dg(τ)dτ 6= 0 must imply that t− τ ∈ A and τ ∈ B, which
means that t = (t− τ) + τ ∈ A+B = {a+ b|a ∈ A, b ∈ B}. So for t /∈ A+B
the function τ → f(t− τ)dg(τ)dτ will be zero, and thus
f(t) ? g(t) = 0 for t ∈ I ⇒ f(t) = 0 ∨ g(t) = constant, (B.6)
in particular
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f(t) = 0 ∨ g(t) = 0 for t ∈ I ⇒ f(t) ? g(t) = 0 for t ∈ I. (B.7)
This, along with the fact that the integral of a continuous function isC1, proves
that the convolution is a closed operation on the function spaceH1, if f(t) and g(t)
belong to H1 then so will f(t) ? g(t).
The convolution is distributive since the integral is distributive
f(t) ? (g(t) + h(t)) =
∫ t
−∞
f(t− τ)
(
dg(τ)
dτ
+
dh(τ)
dτ
)
dτ
=
∫ t
−∞
f(t− τ)dg(τ)
dτ
dτ +
∫ t
−∞
f(t− τ)dh(τ)
dτ
dτ
= f(t) ? g(t) + f(t) ? h(t). (B.8)
The convolution is distributive with respect to multiplication with scalar con-
stants, in fact the multiplication with a constant is the same as the convolution with
the constant (even though constant functions do not belong to H1).
a(f(t) ? g(t)) = a
∫ t
−∞
f(t− τ)dg(τ)
dτ
dτ
=
∫ t
−∞
af(t− τ)dg(τ)
dτ
dτ = af(t) ? g(t)
=
∫ t
−∞
f(t− τ)adg(τ)
dτ
dτ = f(t) ? ag(t). (B.9)
This proves the linearity of the Stieltje Convolution.
f(t) ? (ag(t) + bh(t)) = a(f(t) ? g(t)) + b(f(t) ? h(t)). (B.10)
With this function behavior we can rewrite the definition of the Stieltje Con-
volution. Let us define the function g˜(t) = g(t) − g(0)H(t) with H(t) being the
Heaviside function. g˜(t) is a continuous function on the interval from −∞ to t,
where g(t) and H(t) are not. The Stieltje Convolution f(t) ? g(t) can then be
written
f(t) ? g(t) = f(t) ? (g˜(t) + g(0)H(t))
=
∫ t
−∞
f(t− τ)dg˜(τ)
dτ
dτ + g(0)
∫ t
−∞
f(t− τ)dH(τ)
dτ
dτ
=
∫ 0
−∞
f(t− τ)dg˜(τ)
dτ
dτ +
∫ t
0
f(t− τ)dg˜(τ)
dτ
dτ
+g(0)
∫ 0
−∞
f(t− τ)δ(τ)dτ + g(0)
∫ t
0
f(t− τ)dH(τ)
dτ
dτ
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= g(0)f(t) +
∫ t
0
f(t− τ)
(
dg˜(τ)
dτ
+ g(0)
dH(τ)
dτ
)
dτ
= g(0)f(t) +
∫ t
0
f(t− τ)dg(τ)
dτ
dτ. (B.11)
B.2 Further properties of the Stieltje Convolution
We now have a good grasp at the Stieltje Convolution, we have a definition and we
have seen that it fulfills our expectations to a linear operation between input and
response functions. And now with equation B.11 we have found a way to define
the operation such that we can make calculations and understand their meaning.
We will continue with this new definition through the rest to find some further
properties of the Stieltje Convolution.
With this definition of the Stieltje Convolution we can make some less restric-
tive assumptions than before. It is true that the functions f(t) and g(t) must still
belong to H1 but it is not so important anymore. We can actually extend our func-
tion space and still get a meaningful expression from the convolution. This is why
we could talk about the convolution of a function with a constant before, a constant
does not belong to H1 since it is not zero at times before zero, but with this new
definition we don’t really consider times before zero, so
c ? f(t) = cf(0) +
∫ t
0
c
df(τ)
dτ
dτ = cf(0) + cf(t)− cf(0) = cf(t), (B.12)
the convolution with a constant is the same as the multiplication with the constant.
This means, if we turn back to the example with Hooke’s Law, that the law reverts
back to the original Hooke’s Law when k(t) is just a constant, as it should.
Furthermore this new definition makes it easy for us to see that the convolution
is also commutative, just apply integration by parts,
f(t) ? g(t) = f(t)g(0) +
∫ t
0
f(t− τ)dg(τ)
dτ
dτ
= f(t)g(0) + g(t)f(0)− f(t)g(0) +
∫ t
0
df(t− τ)
dτ
g(τ)dτ
= g(t)f(0) +
∫ t
0
g(t− τ)df(τ)
dτ
dτ
= g(t) ? f(t). (B.13)
With the new definition of the Stieltje Convolution and the knowledge that the
convolution is commutative we can make an easy proof of the existence of a neutral
function in H1. Let us call this function H(t),
H(t) ? f(t) = f(t) ? H(t) = f(t)H(0) +
∫ t
0
f(t− τ)dH(τ)
dτ
dτ
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= f(t)H(0) +
∫ t
0
f(t− τ)δ(τ)dτ = f(t)H(0) + f(t).(B.14)
From this equation it can be seen that H(t) must be the Heaviside function, for
its derivative is the delta function, and it must take the value H(0) = 0. Such a
function will belong to H1.
To complete our search for the properties of the Stieltje Convolution we need
to see that the convolution is associative. This is a little more complicated but
it can be shown by calculating the expressions for both f(t) ? (g(t) ? h(t)) and
(f(t) ? g(t)) ? h(t) and comparing them,
f(t) ? (g(t) ? h(t)) = (g(t) ? h(t)) ? f(t)
=
(
g(t)h(0) +
∫ t
0
g(t− τ)dh(τ)
dτ
dτ
)
? f(t)
= g(t)h(0)f(0) + h(0)
∫ t
0
g(t− τ)df(τ)
dτ
dτ
+f(0)
∫ t
0
g(t− τ)dh(τ)
dτ
dτ
+
∫ t
0
∫ t−τ
0
g(t− τ − s)dh(s)
ds
ds
df(τ)
dτ
dτ,(B.15)
(f(t) ? g(t)) ? h(t) = (g(t) ? f(t)) ? h(t)
=
(
g(t)f(0) +
∫ t
0
g(t− τ)df(τ ]
dτ
dτ
)
? h(t)
= g(t)f(0)h(0) + f(0)
∫ t
0
g(t− τ)dh(τ)
dτ
dτ
+h(0)
∫ t
0
g(t− τ)df(τ)
dτ
dτ
+
∫ t
0
∫ t−τ
0
g(t− τ − s)df(s)
ds
ds
dh(τ)
dτ
dτ.(B.16)
From the look of these two equations we see that the first three terms are exactly
identical, only the fourth terms differ. But it can be easily demonstrated by inter-
changing integration variables that
∫ t
0
∫ t−τ
0
g(t−τ−s)dh(s)
ds
df(τ)
dτ
dsdτ =
∫ t
0
∫ t−s
0
g(t−τ−s)dh(s)
ds
df(τ)
dτ
dτds,
(B.17)
and so this proves that the Stieltje Convolution is associative.
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B.3 Derivative of the Stieltje Convolution
To investigate the derivative of the Stieltje Convolution we need to make certain
that the convolution is at all differentiable. This could prove a little problem since
by definition of the space H1 neither f(t) nor g(t) need be differentiable at t = 0.
However in many of the previous equations we have taken derivatives without
hesitation, and we shall do so still and hold to the fact that we mainly consider
times after t = 0 where the functions belong to C1 by definition, and as long as
we can define the limit limt→0+ df(t)dt we will consider this as the true derivative at
t = 0.
So to find the derivative of the Stieltje Convolution we apply Leibniz’s Formula
for differentiation of parameter dependent integrals and find,
d
dt
(f(t) ? g(t)) =
d
dt
(
f(t)g(0) +
∫ t
0
f(t− τ)dg(τ)
dτ
dτ
)
=
df(t)
dt
g(0) +
d
dt
∫ t
0
f(t− τ)dg(τ)
dτ
dτ
=
df(t)
dt
g(0) + f(0)
dg(t)
dt
+
∫ t
0
d
dt
(
f(t− τ)dg(τ)
dτ
)
dτ
=
df(t)
dt
g(0) + f(0)
dg(t)
dt
+
∫ t
0
∂f(t− τ)
∂t
dg(τ)
dτ
dτ. (B.18)
From this equation we see that it is sufficient to have the functions lie in H1
since only first derivatives are used in equation B.18. But when we look at the
result of the derivative we see that it looks almost as if we could just differentiate
f(t) and then make the convolution with g(t), only the small term f(0)dg(t)dt is
unaccounted for.
It would be convenient to make further restrictions on our function space H1
to make sure that the derivative is even more beautiful than equation B.18, and
in fact many articles and text books does so. Consider for instance the subspace
of H1 consisting of functions that are two times differentiable in all of the interval
]−∞; t], these functions must all take the value f(0) = 0 in order to be continuous,
and so the term f(0)dg(t)dt disappears and we are left with only the derivative of f(t)
convoluted with g(t). Together with the commutativity of the Stieltje Convolution
this yields a beautiful rule for finding derivatives,
d
dt
(f(t) ? g(t)) =
df(t)
dt
? g(t) = f(t) ?
dg(t)
dt
, f(t), g(t) ∈ H˜2, (B.19)
where H˜2 is the subspace of H1 consisting of two times differentiable functions
that are continuous at t = 0.
But notice that the Heaviside function, in particular the neutral function, is
not part of the function space H˜2, this may pose some problems later on. Instead
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we propose another function space H20 ⊂ H1 of all the two-time differentiable
functions of H1 that take the value 0 at t = 0. This function space will have the
necessary requirements to satisfy equation B.19, f(0) = 0, but functions need not
be continuous at t = 0 and so it will contain the neutral function.
B.4 Existence of the Stieltje Inverse
Finally in our treatment of the Stieltje Convolution we would like to know for
which functions there exist an inverse function such that the convolution of a func-
tion with its inverse equals the neutral function, f(t) ? f−1(t) = H(t).
It must hold that if f(t) ? g(t) = h(t) then f−1(t) ? h(t) = g(t), since if we
assume that f(t) ? g(t) = h(t) holds then
h(t)?f−1(t) = (g(t) ? f(t))?f−1(t) = g(t)?
(
f(t) ? f−1(t)
)
= g(t)?H(t) = g(t).
(B.20)
The uniqueness of the inverse follows by assuming we have two functions g(t)
and h(t), which are both inverse functions to f(t), then f(t)?g(t) = f(t)?h(t) =
H(t). Subtract one from the other and use the distributivity, f(t) ? g(t) − f(t) ?
h(t) = f(t) ? (g(t)− h(t)) = 0, then by means of equation B.7, g(t)− h(t) = 0,
g(t) and h(t) are identical.
To prove the existence of the inverse it will be sufficient to demonstrate the
existence of a function g(t) in H1 or our chosen subspace such that g(t) ? f(t) =
H(t),
g(t)f(0) +
∫ t
0
g(t− τ)df(τ)
dτ
dτ = H(t) ⇒
f(0)g(0) = 0 ∧
∫ t
0
df(t− τ)
dτ
g(τ)dτ = 1 for t > 0 (B.21)
The second line in equation B.21 divides the problem into two. First of all we
see that a necessary condition for the existence of the inverse is that the product of
f(t) and g(t) at time t = 0 must be zero, which means that either f(0) or g(0) or
perhaps both must be zero.
The second part of the problem in equation B.21 is a Volterra integral equation
of the first kind and the appropriate existence theorem assures the existence of a
solution g(t) that is at leastC0 for t > 0. Assume that f(t) lies inC2 for t > 0 then
the integral lies in C1 and the same must be true for g(t) [Gurting and Sternberg,
1962].
So to sum it up, if we assume that f(t) is two-times differentiable and f(0) =
0, in other words f(t) belongs to H20 , then we know that f−1(t) exists. We do not
know if f−1(t) belongs to the same subset however.

Appendix C
The bulk transducer
The bulk transducer consists of a thin spherical shell made from a piezoceramic
material covered with a metal microlayer inside and outside. Electrodes are fixed
to these metal layers making it possible to subject them to an electrical poten-
tial thereby deforming the piezoceramic due to the electrical field produced. A
schematic drawing of the bulk transducer can be found in figure 4.1 in chapter 4.
The bulk transducer functions as an electrical capacitor whose capacitance can
be measured as a function of the frequency of the potential input. The piezoceramic
will respond to the potential and its charge carriers will deform the material thereby
changing the distance between the metal layers, resulting in a changed capacitance.
By measuring the charge on the bulk transducer it is possible to calculate the
deformation of the piezoceramic and thereby also of a liquid inside the bulk trans-
ducer. In this way an electric capacitance is coupled to a mechanical ‘deformation-
resistance’, we call the mechanical creep-function.
We are interested in the capacitance of the system and therefore it is the com-
pliance response or creep-function J˜ we measure (see appendix A). This gives the
relation between the potential input, U , and the charge output, q. But after these
signals are transformed into mechanical signals by the piezoceramic, the general-
ized potential is interpreted as a pressure, −p, and the generalized displacement is
the volume deformation in the bulk transducer, ∆V .
What we measure with the bulk transducer is then a volume response to a pres-
sure change, ∂V∂p , which in relation to the absolute volume is the thermodynamic
compressibility.
The bulk transducer has a small hole at the top and it is relevant to consider
if liquid will flow out of this when pressure is applied to it. This would distort
the signal such that the response only partially comes from the compressibility.
Generally the experiments are carried out at high frequencies compared to the flow
time of the liquid (given by the liquid’s viscosity), so the liquid has no time to move
and the hole will only have minimal effect.
The same argument can be used in relation to transportation of the heat released
by the compression of the liquid. The experiment is carried out at high frequencies,
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which inhibits heat transport in the course of one period to be of consequence. By
approximation we say that the heat is held constant and as such we conclude that it
is the adiabatic compressibility, κs, that is being measured [Christensen and Olsen,
1993, p. 4].
C.1 The model of the bulk transducer
The bulk transducer is a complicated capacitor. Electric potential is the input and
charge is the output. The potential that is subjected to the capacitor is also the
effort that deforms the piezoceramic, in the language of electrical analogues this
means we have a parallel connection between the electrical capacitance and the
mechanical response.
Linking the electrical potential and charge to the mechanical pressure and vol-
ume deformation we have the piezoelectric effect. We symbolize this with a trans-
former in the electrical analogue.
The piezoceramic contracts and expands due to the reaction of its asymmetric
charge distribution to the electric field of the capacitor. The entire piezoceramic
is displaced in the field, which means that mass is moved. This is the cause for
inertia, which can be signified with a self-inductor in the electrical analogue.
Furthermore when the ceramic contracts or expands the distance between atoms
in the material changes. It is reasonable to assume that an opposing pressure is cre-
ated from these changes in inter-atomic distances, as an approximation we assume
that this opposing pressure follows Hooke’s law. This can be signified with a ca-
pacitor in the electrical analogue.
Finally the inter-atomic displacements of the piezoceramic will also cause some
dissipation of energy into heat in the ceramic. This is signified with an electrical
resistance.
The pressure and volume deformation of the piezoceramic shell is transferred
onto the inner cavity of the bulk transducer, which will respond with its own creep-
function depending on the substance inside the cavity. This we signify with Cmech
in the electrical analogue.
Figure C.1: The electrical analogue network for the bulk transducer.
The final electrical analogue network of the bulk transducer can be seen on
figure C.1. The creep-function of this network will look like this:
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Figure C.2: The creep-function of the empty bulk transducer at temperature T =
250 K in the frequency window from 1 · 104 HZ to 1 · 106 Hz.
J(ω) = C1 +
T 2f
1
C2
− ω2L− iωR+ 1Cmech
. (C.1)
C.2 Calibrating the bulk transducer
We are really interested in finding the response of a liquid inside the cavity, signi-
fied by Cmech, but first we need to calibrate all the other components of the system
such that we are able to sort them out of the equation of the complete response of
the liquid filled bulk transducer.
To do this we measure the response of an empty bulk transducer. When there is
no liquid inside the cavity of the bulk transducer to interfere with the deformation
of the piezoceramic shell, the deformation is free. This means that the right gate at
figure C.1 is short circuited, Cmech =∞.
We make measurements of the compliance response or creep-function of the
bulk transducer in the frequency interval from 1 · 10−2 Hz to 1 · 106 Hz. The result
of one such measurement can be seen on figure C.2. The response is also a function
of the temperature of the shell, but for now we shall assume that the temperature is
constant.
In figure C.2 we see a few interesting things. First of all it is clear to see that the
bulk transducer has a resonance frequency just under 100 kHz, this resonance must
stem from the LCR-term of the circuit and from this we know that the resonance
frequency must be ω0 =
√
1
LC2
. With this we are able to rewrite equation C.1,
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J(ω) = C1 +
T 2fC2
1− ω2LC2 − iωRC2 , (C.2)
and then insert ω0
J(ω) = C1 +
T 2fC2
1− ω2
ω20
− iωRC2
. (C.3)
Furthermore we see in figure C.2 that when frequency goes to zero the creep-
function goes to a constant level, which we call J0, and when frequency goes to
infinity the creep-function goes to another level, which we can call J∞.
When we look at equation C.3 it is however clear to see that at infinite fre-
quency the fraction goes to zero such that J∞ = C1. While at zero frequency the
denominator is equal to one such that J0 = C1 + T 2fC2. With this we rewrite
equation C.3 again,
J(ω) = J∞ +
J0 − J∞
1− ω2
ω20
− iωRC2
. (C.4)
Finally we have the quality Q of the LCR-term defined as Q = 1R
√
L
C2
. The
quality is a measure of the damping per oscillation of the LCR-term and is typi-
cally found by measuring the width of the half hight of the resonance peak on the
plot of the imaginary part of the creep-function. With the quality we make a final
adjustment of equation C.4,
J = J∞ +
J0 − J∞
1− ω2
ω20
− i ωω0 1Q
. (C.5)
With equation C.5 we have rewritten equation C.1 into a form where we are
able to make a relatively good guess for each of the parameters in the creep-
function of the bulk transducer. All the four parameters can be read directly from
figure C.2 with some uncertainty as to the exact values.
Our guess need not be completely exact however, we will use it to fuel a com-
putational fitting algorithm in MatLab, which by the method of least squares will
find the optimal set of coefficients to fit the creep-function of the bulk transducer.
In the example plot given above in figure C.2 we read ω0 = 9.3 · 104 Hz,
J0 = 2.31 · 10−8 F, J∞ = 1.73 · 10−8 F, and Q is read with some uncertainty
as ω0∆ω where ∆ω is the breadth of the half height at the resonance peak on the
imaginary curve, our guess Q ≈ 7.
The fitting algorithm for determining the parameters for equation C.5 can be
found in appendix D, on figure C.3 we show the real part of the creep-function
from figure C.2 together with the fitted function.
From the fitting algorithm we get the fitted parameters ω0 = 9.49 · 104 Hz,
J0 = 2.32 · 10−8 F, J∞ = 1.68 · 10−8 F, and Q = 15.6. We can see that our
guess were fairly reasonable only Q differs largely from the guess, which was to
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Figure C.3: The real part of the creep-function of the empty bulk transducer at
temperature T = 250 K in the frequency window from 1 · 104 HZ to 1 · 106 Hz.
be expected since we have only a few data points to estimate the width of the
resonance top.
From these parameters we are able to go back to the original equation C.1,
we only have a slight problem since in the original equation we had 5 parameters
whereas now we only have 4. To go back to the original equation we will have to
make a guess for L, the inertia of the piezoceramic shell.
In the mechanical analogue L gives the relation of the generalized potential,
the pressure −p, to the derivative of the generalized current, the double-derivative
of the volume V¨ . Pressure we write as force per area, p = dFdA , with the force
dF = a · dm, integrated over the surface of the shell we have p = a·mA . Assumed
that the displacement is sufficiently small we approximate the acceleration times
the surface area of the sphere to V¨ , which gives us
L =
p
V¨
=
a·m
A
a ·A =
m
A2
. (C.6)
We know the density of the piezoceramic ρpz = 7.63 g/cm3, the diameter of
the sphere d = 19 mm, and the thickness of the piezoceramic shell ∆x = 0.5 mm.
This gives a surface area A = 1.13 · 10−3 m2 and a mass m = 4.14 · 10−3 kg. All
in all
L = 3.22 · 103 kg
m4
. (C.7)
With this we are able to calculate the other parameters,
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C1 = J∞ = 1.68 · 10−8 F (C.8)
C2 =
1
Lω20
= 3.44 · 10−14 m
3
Pa
(C.9)
R =
1
Q
√
L
C2
= 1.96 · 107 Pa · s
m3
(C.10)
Tf =
√
J0 − C1
C2
= 4.31 · 102 C
m3
(C.11)
This will then constitute the calibration of the bulk transducer.
Appendix D
Data programs
In this appendix we supply some of the programs used in our computations of the
model, each program will have a small introductory text describing what they do.
We start with a range of the programs for the empty transducer:
Pyro.m
% Pyro.m
% Treats and displays data of the pyroelectric effect of the bulk transducer.
% When running the program it will ask for the names of the files to be treated.
% Or the information can be given as input when running the program.
function fitdata = pyro(varargin)
% Logical input commands, choosing temperature jump and the index number of the measurement to be evaluated.
if length(varargin) == 0
degree = round(input(’Choose which temperature jump to treat : ’));
else
degree = varargin(1);
end
% For a temperature jump of 2 degrees up and down measurements can be chosen.
if degree == 2
updown = input(’For the temperature jump of 2 degrees choose 2 degrees up (1) or down (2) : ’);
end
% Choosing the file number
if length(varargin) < 2
file = round(input(’Choose which file to treat (type 0 for all files) : ’));
else
file = varargin(2);
end
% If file number 0 has been chosen (meaning all files of the temperature group)\\
% the number of available files will be set. If not the number of files will be set to 1.\\
if file == 0
if degree == 1
numberoffiles = 15;
end
if degree == 2
numberoffiles = 10;
end
if degree == 3
numberoffiles = 10;
end
if degree == 5
numberoffiles = 13;
end
else
numberoffiles = 1;
end
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% Measurement characteristics
frequency = 10; % The frequency of each measurement of a measurement series.
delay = 1; % The delay between measurements in a measurement series.
C_x = 1.1e-8;%1.65e-8; % The capacitance level of the piezoceramic bulk transducer.
C_T = 3.04e-11; % The temperature dependence of the capacitance.
R_0 = 9.8e7; % Resistance of the switch box (calibrated earlier).
C_0 = 1e-8; % Capacitance of the switch box (calibrated earlier).
R_x = 1e15; % Parasite resistance of the piezoceramic shells, very large.
Z = 1/(1/R_0 + 1/R_x); % Calculated impedance.
% Physical characteristics of the bulk transducer.
density = 7.70*10^3; % The density of the piezoceramic (in kg/m^3).
weight = 4.337*10^-3; % The wieght of the transducer (in kg).
diameter = 18.81*10^-3; % The outside diameter of the transducer (in m).
thickness = 0.5*10^-3; % The thickness of the spherical shell (in m).
volume = (4/3)*pi*(diameter/2-thickness)^3; % The inside volume of the transducer (in m^3).
shell_volume = (4/3)*pi*(diameter/2)^3-volume; % The volume of the shell (in m^3)
area_outside = 4*pi*(diameter/2)^2; % The outside area of the shell (in m^2).
area_inside = 4*pi*(diameter/2-thickness)^2; % The inside area (in m^2).
% Model parameters of the bulk transducer.
distance = 0.0025; % Distance from the cryostat to the piezoceramic shell (in m).
permittivity = 1.33e3; % Relative permittivity for pz26.
dielectric = 1250; % Relative dielectric constant for pz26.
heatconductivity_shell = 1.8; % [W/mK] heat conductivity for pz26 - reference Ferroperm.
heatcapacity_shell = 420; % [J/kgK] heat capacity of pz26 - reference Ferroperm.
alpha_r = 1.5e-6; % radial alpha for pz26 [1/K], reference Ferroperm.
alpha_t = 4.0e-6; % tangential alpha for pz26 [1/K], reference Ferroperm.
% Thermal properties of air.
heatconductivity_air = 0.0204; % [W/mK] heat conductivity for air at 250 K.
heatcapacity_air = 1005; % [J/kgK] specific isobaric heat capacity for air at 250 K.
density_air = 1.342; % [kg/m^3] density of air at 260 K.
permittivity_air = 8.854e-12; % electric permittivity of air [F/m]
parameters = zeros(3,5);
% Execute the evaluation of the data files.
% Starts by loading the files and fitting them according to the function files called in the program.
if numberoffiles == 1
if degree == 1
[V,T,parameters] = datatreatdif2files(strcat(’1-grads-måling\mop-1o-’,num2str(file),’.atm’),
strcat(’1-grads-måling\temp-1o-’,num2str(file),’.atm’),C_x+C_0,C_T,Z);
[T,tp] = temperaturetreat(strcat(’1-grads-måling\temp-1o-’,num2str(file),’.atm’),T(1),
(1/11)*sum(T(end-10:end)));
[V,parameters(3,:)] = datatreatexp(strcat(’1-grads-måling\mop-1o-’,num2str(file),’.atm’),
tp(1),tp(2),tp(3),C_x+C_0,C_T,Z,T(1),(1/11)*sum(T(end-10:end)));
end
if degree == 2
if updown == 1
[V,T,parameters] = datatreatdif2files(strcat(’2-graders-måling\mop-2o-’,num2str(file),’.atm’),
strcat(’2-graders-måling\temp-2o-’,num2str(file),’.atm’),C_x+C_0,C_T,Z);
[T,tp] = temperaturetreat(strcat(’2-graders-måling\temp-2o-’,num2str(file),’.atm’),T(1),
(1/11)*sum(T(end-10:end)));
[V,parameters(3,:)] = datatreatexp(strcat(’2-graders-måling\mop-2o-’,num2str(file),’.atm’),
tp(1),tp(2),tp(3),C_x+C_0,C_T,Z,T(1),(1/11)*sum(T(end-10:end)));
end
if updown == 2
[V,T,parameters] = datatreatdif2files(strcat(’2-graders-måling\mop-2n-’,num2str(file),’.atm’),
strcat(’2-graders-måling\temp-2n-’,num2str(file),’.atm’),C_x+C_0,C_T,Z);
end
end
if degree == 3
[V,T,parameters] = datatreatdif(strcat(’3-graders-måling\mop-3o-’,num2str(file),’.atm’),C_x+C_0,C_T,Z);
end
if degree == 5
[V,T,parameters] = datatreatdif(strcat(’5-graders-måling\nymop-5o-’,num2str(file),’.atm’),C_x+C_0,C_T,Z);
end
time = ((delay+1/frequency) * [1:length(T)])’;
% Fitted parameters
gamma = parameters(:,1);
C_s = parameters(:,2);
h = parameters(:,3);
% Heat transfer coefficients
h_1 = heatconductivity_air.*area_outside./(C_s.*weight.*distance);
h_2 = h.*area_inside./(C_s.*weight);
h_3 = h.*area_inside./(heatcapacity_air.*volume.*density_air);
new_h = heatconductivity_air.*area_outside./(distance.*(C_s.*weight+heatcapacity_air.*volume.*density_air));
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% Draw a figure of the temperature
figure(1)
hold on
title(’The Temperature of the cryostat and piezoceramic shell as a function of time’)
xlabel(’Time (seconds)’)
ylabel(’Temperature (degree Kelvin)’)
plot(time,T,’r’)
dt = delay+1/frequency;
T_s = T(1);
T_i = T(1);
T_simple = T(1);
dT_s = 0;
dT_simple = 0;
for t=2:length(time)
dT_s(t) = h_1(1)*(T(t-1)-T_s(t-1)) - h_2(1)*(T_s(t-1)-T_i(t-1));
T_s(t) = T_s(t-1) + dT_s(t)*dt;
dT_i = h_3(1)*(T_s(t-1)-T_i(t-1));
T_i(t) = T_i(t-1) + dT_i*dt;
dT_simple(t) = new_h(2)*(T(t-1)-T_simple(t-1));
T_simple(t) = T_simple(t-1) + dT_simple(t)*dt;
end
plot(time,T_s,’b--’)
plot(time,T_simple,’m-.’)
% Draw a figure of the voltage on the piezoceramic shells
figure(2)
hold on
title(’The pyroeletric effect of the piezoceramic bulk transducer’)
xlabel(’Time (seconds)’)
ylabel(’Average voltage of the spherical shell (volts)’)
plot(time,V,’r’)
q = 0;
q_simple = 0;
V_simple = 0;
capacitance = C_0 + C_x + C_T.*T_s;
c = 1./(Z.*capacitance);
for t=2:length(time)
dq = gamma(1)*(T_s(t)-T_s(t-1))/dt - c(t-1)*q(t-1);
q(t) = q(t-1)+dq*dt;
dq_simple = gamma(2)*(T_simple(t)-T_simple(t-1))/dt - (1./(Z.*(C_0+C_x+C_T*T_simple(t-1))))*q_simple(t-1);
q_simple(t) = q_simple(t-1)+dq_simple*dt;
V_simple(t) = q_simple(t)./(C_0+C_x+C_T*T_simple(t-1));
end
plot(time,q./capacitance,’b--’)
plot(time,V_simple,’m-.’)
% For temperatures of 1 or 2 degrees we have an exponential fit as well.
% Here these functions are calculated and plotted into the figures above.
if length(gamma) > 2
k_1 = tp(1);
k_2 = tp(2);
A = tp(3);
endtemperature = (1/11)*sum(T(end-10:end));
DT = endtemperature-T(1);
T_expcryo = endtemperature - DT.*(A.*exp(-k_1.*time)+(1-A).*exp(-k_2.*time));
X_1 = new_h(3)/(new_h(3)-k_1);
X_2 = new_h(3)/(new_h(3)-k_2);
X_3 = k_1/(new_h(3)-k_1);
X_4 = k_2/(new_h(3)-k_2);
T_expbulk = endtemperature - DT.*A.*X_1.*exp(-k_1.*time) - DT.*(1-A).*X_2.*exp(-k_2.*time)
+ DT.*(A.*X_3+(1-A).*X_4).*exp(-new_h(3).*time);
capacitance_exp = C_0 + C_x + C_T.*T_expbulk;
c_exp = 1./(Z.*capacitance_exp);
figure(1)
plot(time,T_expcryo,’k-.’,time,T_expbulk,’k:’)
Z_1 = new_h(3)./(c_exp-k_1);
Z_2 = new_h(3)./(c_exp-k_2);
Z_3 = new_h(3)./(c_exp-new_h(3));
V_exp = (gamma(3)./capacitance_exp)
.*(A.*X_3.*(Z_1.*(exp(-k_1.*time)-exp(-c_exp.*time))-Z_3.*(exp(-new_h(3).*time)-exp(-c_exp.*time))
+(1-A).*X_4.*(Z_2.*(exp(-k_1.*time)-exp(-c_exp.*time))-Z_3.*(exp(-new_h(3).*time)-exp(-c_exp.*time)))));
figure(2)
plot(time,V_exp,’k:’)
end
end
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% Execute the data evaluation of several measurements from the same temperature group
% Once again the data is read and fitted to a differential model.
% The fitted parameters are collected into an array to make a comparison.
if numberoffiles > 1
for f = 1:numberoffiles
if degree == 1
[V,T,parameters] = datatreatdif2files(strcat(’1-grads-måling\mop-1o-’,num2str(f),’.atm’),
strcat(’1-grads-måling\temp-1o-’,num2str(f),’.atm’),C_x+C_0,C_T,Z);
[G,tp(f,:)] = temperaturetreat(strcat(’1-grads-måling\temp-1o-’,num2str(f),’.atm’),T(1),
(1/11)*sum(T(end-10:end)));
[G,parameters3(f,:)] = datatreatexp(strcat(’1-grads-måling\mop-1o-’,num2str(f),’.atm’),
tp(f,1),tp(f,2),tp(f,3),C_x+C_0,C_T,Z,T(f,1),(1/11)*sum(T(end-10:end)));
parameters1(f,:) = parameters(1,:);
parameters2(f,:) = parameters(2,:);
temperature(f) = 244+f;
elseif degree == 2
if updown == 1
[V,T,parameters] = datatreatdif2files(strcat(’2-graders-måling\mop-2o-’,num2str(f),’.atm’),
strcat(’2-graders-måling\temp-2o-’,num2str(f),’.atm’),C_x+C_0,C_T,Z);
[G,tp(f,:)] = temperaturetreat(strcat(’2-graders-måling\temp-2o-’,num2str(f),’.atm’),T(1),
(1/11)*sum(T(end-10:end)));
[G,parameters3(f,:)] = datatreatexp(strcat(’2-graders-måling\mop-2o-’,num2str(f),’.atm’),
tp(f,1),tp(f,2),tp(f,3),C_x+C_0,C_T,Z,T(f,1),(1/11)*sum(T(end-10:end)));
parameters1(f,:) = parameters(1,:);
parameters2(f,:) = parameters(2,:);
temperature(f) = 238+2*f;
else
[V(f,:),T(f,:),parameters] = datatreatdif2files(strcat(’2-graders-måling\mop-2n-’,num2str(f),’.atm’),
strcat(’2-graders-måling\temp-2n-’,num2str(f),’.atm’),C_x+C_0,C_T,Z);
parameters1(f,:) = parameters(1,:);
parameters2(f,:) = parameters(2,:);
temperature(f) = 240+2*f;
end
elseif degree == 3
[V(f,:),T(f,:),parameters] = datatreatdif(strcat(’3-graders-måling\mop-3o-’,num2str(f),’.atm’),
C_x+C_0,C_T,Z);
temperature(f) = 238+3*f;
parameters1(f,:) = parameters(1,:);
parameters2(f,:) = parameters(2,:);
else
[V(f,:),T(f,:),parameters] = datatreatdif(strcat(’5-graders-måling\nymop-5o-’,num2str(f),’.atm’),
C_x+C_0,C_T,Z);
temperature(f) = 240+5*f;
parameters1(f,:) = parameters(1,:);
parameters2(f,:) = parameters(2,:);
end
end
time = ((delay+1/frequency) * [1:length(V(1,:))])’;
% Make a figure of the pyroelectric modulus
figure(3)
hold on
title(’Size of the pyroelectric modulus (\gamma) as a function of temperature’)
xlabel(’Starting temperature for each measurement (degree Kelvin)’)
ylabel(’The pyroelectric modulus (Coulomb / Kelvin)’)
plot(temperature,parameters1(:,1),’k*’)
plot(temperature,parameters2(:,1),’r^’)
if degree < 3
plot(temperature,parameters3(:,1),’bo’)
end
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Datatreatdif.m
% Datatreatdif.m
% A program to treat and evaluate measurements of the pyroelectric moduli of the piezoelectric bulk transducer.
% Reads a file containing both the data for the temperature of the cryostat and the voltage of the bulk transducer.
% Fits parameters of a model of differential equations to the evaluated data according to the least squares method.
% Remember that the path to the data file should be given as input, if the file is in a subfolder to ’Måleresultater’.
function [V,T,parameters] =
datatreatdif(filename,C_x,C_T,Z,varargin) format long e
% Error catching
if ~isstr(filename)
error(’Write the name of the file you want to be evaluated.’)
end if length(varargin)==0
frequency = 10;
delay = 1;
else
frequency = varargin(1);
delay = varargin(2);
end
% Reads data
[datar,datai] = textread(strcat(’C:\Documents and Settings\Jesper\Dokumenter\Universitet\Speciale\Måleresultater\’,filename),
’%f %*[ + ] %f %*[i]’);
data = gendan(datar + i.* datai);
% Voltage, temperature, and time
V = data(1,:); T = data(2,:);
time = ((delay+1/frequency)*[1:length(data)])’;
% Make a guess for the parameters to use in the fitting procedure.
% Physical characteristics of the bulk transducer.
density = 7.70*10^3; % The density of the piezoceramic (in kg/m^3).
weight = 4.337*10^-3; % The weight of the transducer (in kg).
diameter = 18.81*10^-3; % The outside diameter of the transducer (in m).
thickness = 0.5*10^-3; % The thickness of the spherical shell (in m).
volume = (4/3)*pi*(diameter/2-thickness)^3; % The inside volume of the transducer (in m^3).
shell_volume = (4/3)*pi*(diameter/2)^3-volume; % The volume of the shell (in m^3)
area_outside = 4*pi*(diameter/2)^2; % The outside area of the shell (in m^2).
area_inside = 4*pi*(diameter/2-thickness)^2; % The inside area (in m^2).
distance = 0.0025; % Distance from the cryostat to the piezoceramic shell (in m).
% Thermal properties of air.
heatconductivity_air = 0.0204; % [W/mK] heat conductivity for air at 250 K.
heatcapacity_air = 1005; % [J/kgK] specific isobaric heat capacity for air at 250 K.
density_air = 1.342; % [kg/m^3] density of air at 260 K.
% Thermal properties of the piezoceramic.
heatconductivity_shell = 1.8; % [W/mK] heat conductivity for pz26 - reference Ferroperm.
heatcapacity_shell = 420; % [J/kgK] heat capacity of pz26 - reference Ferroperm.
alpha_r = 1.5e-6; % radial alpha for pz26 [1/K], reference Ferroperm.
alpha_t = 4.0e-6; % tangential alpha for pz26 [1/K], reference Ferroperm.
permittivity = 1.33e3; % Relative permittivity for pz26.
dielectric = 1250; % Relative dielectric constant for pz26.
% Guess for gamma
% Gamma is the piezoelectric modulus given by charge per temperature.
% It is a fictive parameter made from several material parameters.
gamma = 2.098510625491558e-008; % This number we take from an earlier fit
% Guess for C_s
% C_s is the heat capacity of the piezoceramic shell.
C_s = heatcapacity_shell;
% Guess for h
% h is the heat transfer from the piezoceramic shell to the inner cavity.
% We have no real idea, what it should be, but we will make our guess from an
% average between the heat conductivity of air and of the shell.
factor = 8; % Multiplication factor [1/m]
h = factor*(heatconductivity_shell+heatconductivity_air)/2;
% Writing the guesses
guess = [gamma,C_s,h];
% Writing the constants
constants = [frequency,delay,C_x,C_T,Z];
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% Call the function ’fitset1’ to fit the parameters to the data
param1 = fitset1(guess,T(1:600),V(1:600),constants);
% Call the function ’fitset2’ to fit the parameters to the data
param2 = fitset2([gamma,C_s],T(1:600),V(1:600),constants);
% Output
parameters = [param1;[param2 0]];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% fitset1
% This program finds the best parameters to fit a function to a data series
function estimate = fitset1(guess,input,output,constants)
% The optimset command lets you choose a number of settings for the fminsearch command
options =
optimset(’Display’,’final’,’tolx’,1e-15,’tolfun’,1e-15,’MaxFunEvals’,1e5,’MaxIter’,1e4);
% The program calls the function fminsearch to search for the best parameters of the function Vfit.
% Vfit contains the function we want to fit and works according to the least squares method.
estimate =
fminsearch(’Vfitdif’,guess,options,input,output,constants);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% fitset2
% This program finds the best parameters to fit a function to a data series
function estimate = fitset2(guess,input,output,constants)
% The optimset command lets you choose a number of settings for the fminsearch command
options =
optimset(’Display’,’final’,’tolx’,1e-15,’tolfun’,1e-15,’MaxFunEvals’,1e5,’MaxIter’,1e4);
% The program calls the function fminsearch to search for the best parameters of the function Vfit.
% Vfit contains the function we want to fit and works according to the least squares method.
estimate =
fminsearch(’Vfitdifsimple’,guess,options,input,output,constants);
Datatreatexp.m
% Datatreatexp.m
% A program to treat and evaluate measurements of the pyroelectric moduli of the piezoelectric bulk transducer.
% This program reads a data file containing the voltage of the piezoceramic shells of the bulk transducer.
% In addition it assumes an exponential rise of the cryostat temperature and it will need the exponential
% coefficient (and the temperature interval) to reconstruct the temperature function.
% The syntax for giving this information is first the filename of the data file, then the coefficient and
% finally the start and end temperatures.
% The program will fit parameters of a complicated exponential function to the voltage data.
% Remember that the path to the data file should be given as input, if the file is in a subfolder to ’Måleresultater’.
function [V,parameters] =
datatreatexp(filename,k_1,k_2,A,C_x,C_T,Z,starttemperature,endtemperature,varargin)
format long e
% Error catching
if ~isstr(filename)
error(’Write the name of the file you want to be evaluated.’)
end if length(varargin)==0
frequency = 10;
delay = 1;
else
frequency = varargin(1);
delay = varargin(2);
end
% Reads data
[datar,datai] = textread(strcat(’C:\Documents and Settings\Jesper\Dokumenter\Universitet\Speciale\Måleresultater\’,
filename),’%f %*[ + ] %f %*[i]’);
V = gendan(datar + i.* datai);
time = ((delay+1/frequency) * [1:length(V)])’;
% Make a guess for the parameters to use in the fitting procedure
% Physical characteristics of the bulk transducer.
density = 7.70*10^3; % The density of the piezoceramic (in kg/m^3).
weight = 4.337*10^-3; % The wieght of the transducer (in kg).
diameter = 18.81*10^-3; % The outside diameter of the transducer (in m).
thickness = 0.5*10^-3; % The thickness of the spherical shell (in m).
volume = (4/3)*pi*(diameter/2-thickness)^3; % The inside volume of the transducer (in m^3).
shell_volume = (4/3)*pi*(diameter/2)^3-volume; % The volume of the shell (in m^3)
area_outside = 4*pi*(diameter/2)^2; % The outside area of the shell (in m^2).
area_inside = 4*pi*(diameter/2-thickness)^2; % The inside area (in m^2).
distance = 0.0025; % Distance from the cryostat to the piezoceramic shell (in m).
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% Thermal properties of air.
heatconductivity_air = 0.0204; % [W/mK] heat conductivity for air at 250 K.
heatcapacity_air = 1005; % [J/kgK] specific isobaric heat capacity for air at 250 K.
density_air = 1.342; % [kg/m^3] density of air at 260 K.
% Thermal properties of the piezoceramic.
heatconductivity_shell = 1.8; % [W/mK] heat conductivity for pz26 - reference Ferroperm.
heatcapacity_shell = 420; % [J/kgK] heat capacity of pz26 - reference Ferroperm.
alpha_r = 1.5e-6; % radial alpha for pz26 [1/K], reference Ferroperm
alpha_t = 4.0e-6; % tangential alpha for pz26 [1/K], reference Ferroperm
permittivity = 1.33e3; % Relative permittivity for pz26.
dielectric = 1250; % Relative dielectric constant for pz26.
% Guess for gamma
% Gamma is the piezoelectric modulus given by charge per temperature.
% It is a fictive parameter made from several material parameters.
gamma = 2.098510625491558e-008; % This number we take from an earlier fit
% Guess for C_s
% C_s is the heat capacity of the piezoceramic shell.
C_s = heatcapacity_shell;
% Writing the guesses
guess = [gamma,C_s];
% Writing the constants
constants = [k_1,k_2,A,starttemperature,endtemperature,C_x,C_T,Z];
% Call the function ’fitset’ to fit the parameters to the data
parameters = fitset(guess,time([1:500]),V([1:500]),constants);
parameters = [parameters 0];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% fitset
% This program finds the best parameters to fit a function to a data series
function estimate = fitset(guess,input,output,constants)
% The optimset command lets you choose a number of settings for the fminsearch command
options =
optimset(’Display’,’final’,’tolx’,1e-15,’tolfun’,1e-15,’MaxFunEvals’,1e5,’MaxIter’,1e4);
% The program calls the function fminsearch to search for the best parameters of the function Vfit2.
% Vfit2 contains the function we want to fit and works according to the least squares method.
estimate =
fminsearch(’Vfitexp’,guess,options,input,output,constants);
Vfitdif.m
% Vfitdif.m
% Calculates the square distance between a data series and a given function.
% The parameters are fitted to a differential model made by a Euler loop.
function square_distance =
Vfitdif(parameters,input,output,constants) format long e
% Physical characteristics of the bulk transducer.
density = 7.70*10^3; % The density of the piezoceramic (in kg/m^3).
weight = 4.337*10^-3; % The wieght of the transducer (in kg).
diameter = 18.81*10^-3; % The outside diameter of the transducer (in m).
thickness = 0.5*10^-3; % The thickness of the spherical shell (in m).
volume = (4/3)*pi*(diameter/2-thickness)^3; % The inside volume of the transducer (in m^3).
shell_volume = (4/3)*pi*(diameter/2)^3-volume; % The volume of the shell (in m^3)
area_outside = 4*pi*(diameter/2)^2; % The outside area of the shell (in m^2).
area_inside = 4*pi*(diameter/2-thickness)^2; % The inside area (in m^2).
distance = 0.0025; % Distance from the cryostat to the piezoceramic shell (in m).
% Thermal properties of air.
heatconductivity_air = 0.0204; % [W/mK] heat conductivity for air at 250 K.
heatcapacity_air = 1005; % [J/kgK] specific isobaric heat capacity for air at 250 K.
density_air = 1.342; % [kg/m^3] density of air at 260 K.
% Constants
frequency = constants(1); delay = constants(2); C_x =
constants(3); C_T = constants(4); Z = constants(5);
% Parameters
gamma = parameters(1); C_s = parameters(2); h = parameters(3);
% Heat transfer coefficients
h_1 = heatconductivity_air*area_outside/(C_s*weight*distance); h_2
= h*area_inside/(C_s*weight); h_3 =
h*area_inside/(heatcapacity_air*volume*density_air);
%new_h = heatconductivity_air*area_outside/(distance*(C_s*weight+heatcapacity_air*volume*density_air));
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% Initializing
dt = delay+1/frequency; q = 0; T_s = input(1); T_i = input(1); C =
C_x + C_T.*input(1); c = 1./(Z.*C);
% Running an Euler loop to calculate temperature and charge.
for t=2:length(output)
dT_s = h_1*(input(t-1)-T_s(t-1)) - h_2*(T_s(t-1)-T_i(t-1));
T_s(t) = T_s(t-1) + dT_s*dt;
dT_i = h_3*(T_s(t-1)-T_i(t-1));
T_i(t) = T_i(t-1) + dT_i*dt;
C(t) = C_x + C_T.*T_s(t);
c(t) = 1./(Z.*C(t));
dq = gamma*(T_s(t)-T_s(t-1))/dt - c(t-1)*q(t-1);
q(t) = q(t-1)+dq*dt;
end
% The square distance between the function and the data series.
square_distance = sum((q - output.*C).^2);
Vfitdifsimple.m
% Vfitdifsimple.m
% Calculates the square distance between a data series and a given function.
% The parameters are fitted to a differential model made by a Euler loop.
function square_distance =
Vfitdifsimple(parameters,input,output,constants) format long e
% Physical characteristics of the bulk transducer.
density = 7.70*10^3; % The density of the piezoceramic (in kg/m^3).
weight = 4.337*10^-3; % The wieght of the transducer (in kg).
diameter = 18.81*10^-3; % The outside diameter of the transducer (in m).
thickness = 0.5*10^-3; % The thickness of the spherical shell (in m).
volume = (4/3)*pi*(diameter/2-thickness)^3; % The inside volume of the transducer (in m^3).
shell_volume = (4/3)*pi*(diameter/2)^3-volume; % The volume of the shell (in m^3)
area_outside = 4*pi*(diameter/2)^2; % The outside area of the shell (in m^2).
area_inside = 4*pi*(diameter/2-thickness)^2; % The inside area (in m^2).
distance = 0.0025; % Distance from the cryostat to the piezoceramic shell (in m).
% Thermal properties of air.
heatconductivity_air = 0.0204; % [W/mK] heat conductivity for air at 250 K.
heatcapacity_air = 1005; % [J/kgK] specific isobaric heat capacity for air at 250 K.
density_air = 1.342; % [kg/m^3] density of air at 260 K.
% Constants
frequency = constants(1); delay = constants(2); C_x =
constants(3); C_T = constants(4); Z = constants(5);
% Parameters
gamma = parameters(1); C_s = parameters(2);
% Heat transfer coefficients
new_h =
heatconductivity_air*area_outside/(distance*(C_s*weight+heatcapacity_air*volume*density_air));
% Initializing
dt = delay+1/frequency; q = 0; T_s = input(1); C = C_x +
C_T.*input(1); c = 1./(Z.*C);
% Running an Euler loop to calculate temperature and charge.
for t=2:length(output)
dT_s = new_h*(input(t-1)-T_s(t-1));
T_s(t) = T_s(t-1) + dT_s*dt;
C(t) = C_x + C_T.*T_s(t);
c(t) = 1./(Z.*C(t));
dq = gamma*(T_s(t)-T_s(t-1))/dt - c(t-1)*q(t-1);
q(t) = q(t-1)+dq*dt;
end
% The square distance between the function and the data series.
square_distance = sum((q - output.*C).^2);
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Vfitexp.m
% Vfitexp.m
% Calculates the square distance between a data series and a given function
% The parameters are fitted to an exponetial function of the input
function square_distance =
Vfitexp(parameters,input,output,constants) format long e
% Physical characteristics of the bulk transducer.
density = 7.70*10^3; % The density of the piezoceramic (in kg/m^3).
weight = 4.337*10^-3; % The wieght of the transducer (in kg).
diameter = 18.81*10^-3; % The outside diameter of the transducer (in m).
thickness = 0.5*10^-3; % The thickness of the spherical shell (in m).
volume = (4/3)*pi*(diameter/2-thickness)^3; % The inside volume of the transducer (in m^3).
shell_volume = (4/3)*pi*(diameter/2)^3-volume; % The volume of the shell (in m^3)
area_outside = 4*pi*(diameter/2)^2; % The outside area of the shell (in m^2).
area_inside = 4*pi*(diameter/2-thickness)^2; % The inside area (in m^2).
distance = 0.0025; % Distance from the cryostat to the piezoceramic shell (in m).
% Thermal properties of air.
heatconductivity_air = 0.0204; % [W/mK] heat conductivity for air at 250 K.
heatcapacity_air = 1005; % [J/kgK] specific isobaric heat capacity for air at 250 K.
density_air = 1.342; % [kg/m^3] density of air at 260 K.
% Constants
k_1 = constants(1); k_2 = constants(2); A = constants(3); Tstart =
constants(4); Tend = constants(5); DT = Tend-Tstart; C_x =
constants(6); C_T = constants(7); Z = constants(8);
% Parameters
gamma = parameters(1); C_s = parameters(2);
%k_1 = parameters(3);
%k_2 = parameters(4);
%A = parameters(5);
% Heat transfer coefficients
h_1 =
heatconductivity_air.*area_outside./(distance.*(C_s.*weight+heatcapacity_air.*volume.*density_air));
% Temperature in the shell
X_1 = h_1/(h_1-k_1); X_2 = h_1/(h_1-k_2); X_3 = k_1/(h_1-k_1); X_4
= k_2/(h_1-k_2); T = Tend - DT.*A.*X_1.*exp(-k_1.*input) -
DT.*(1-A).*X_2.*exp(-k_2.*input) +
DT.*(A.*X_3+(1-A).*X_4).*exp(-h_1.*input);
% Temperature dependent capacitance
C = C_x + C_T.*T; c = 1./(Z.*C);
% Voltage on the shell electrodes
Z_1 = h_1./(c-k_1); Z_2 = h_1./(c-k_2); Z_3 = h_1./(c-h_1); V =
(gamma./C).*(A.*X_3.*(Z_1.*(exp(-k_1.*input)-exp(-c.*input))-Z_3.*(exp(-h_1.*input)-exp(-c.*input))
+(1-A).*X_4.*(Z_2.*(exp(-k_1.*input)-exp(-c.*input))-Z_3.*(exp(-h_1.*input)-exp(-c.*input)))));
% The square distance between the function and the data series
square_distance = sum((V - output).^2);
Temperaturetreat.m
% Temperaturetreat.m
% A simple program to fit an exponential temperature curve to a temperature data series
% Remember that the path to the data file should be given as input, if the file is in a subfolder to ’Måleresultater’.
function [T,k_fit] =
temperaturetreat(filename,starttemperature,endtemperature,varargin)
% Error catching
if ~isstr(filename)
error(’Write the name of the temperature file you want to be evaluated.’)
end if length(varargin)==0
frequency = 10;
delay = 1;
else
frequency = varargin(1);
delay = varargin(2);
end
% Reads data
T = gendan(load(strcat(’C:\Documents and
Settings\Jesper\Dokumenter\Universitet\Speciale\Måleresultater\’,filename)));
time = ((delay+1/frequency) * [1:length(T)])’;
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% Guess for k1 and k2
% k1 is completely independent of the bulk transducer. It must be the same for all measurements.
% On our measurement data files we can se that after approximately 50 seconds the temperature
% of the cryostate reach the maximum of the overshoot. Therefore we set the halflife to 10 seconds.
halflife_k1 = 10; k1 = (-log(1/2)/halflife_k1);
% For k2 we look for the time when the cryostat reaches its new level. This takes about 150 seconds.
% Therefore we set the halflife equal to 30 seconds.
halflife_k2 = 30; k2 = (-log(1/2)/halflife_k2);
% Guess for A
% A is our constant that weighs the two exponential functions to each other. We know that A must be
% larger than 1 in order to make a temperature overshoot.
A = 1.02;%1.15;
% Call the function ’fitset’ to fit the parameters to the data
parameters =
fitset([k1,k2],time,T,[starttemperature,endtemperature,A]);
%A = parameters(3);
% Output
k_fit = [parameters(1),parameters(2),A];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% fitset
% This program finds the best parameters to fit a function to a data series
function estimate = fitset(guess,input,output,constants)
% The optimset command lets you choose a number of settings for the fminsearch command
options =
optimset(’Display’,’final’,’tolx’,1e-10,’tolfun’,1e-10,’MaxFunEvals’,1e5,’MaxIter’,1e4);
% The program calls the function fminsearch to search for the best parameters of the function Tfit.
% Tfit contains the function we want to fit and works according to the least squares method.
estimate =
fminsearch(’Tfit’,guess,options,input,output,constants);
Tfit.m
% Tfit.m
% Calculates the square distance between a data series and a given function
% The temparature function is an exponential approach to an end temperature
function square_distance = Tfit(parameters,input,output,constants)
% Constants
Tstart = constants(1);
Tend = constants(2);
DT = Tend-Tstart;
A = constants(3);
k1 = parameters(1);
k2 = parameters(2);
T = Tend - DT.*(A.*exp(-k1.*input) + (1-A).*exp(-k2.*input));
% The square distance between the function and the data series
square_distance = sum((T - output).^2);
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The next three programs are the programs to make the fit of the liquid filled
bulk transducer, note that these programs utilize some of the already presented
programs:
liquid.m
% liquid.m
% treats the measurements of the liquid filled bulk transducer.
% the program calls the programs liquidtreat.m and liquidfitexp.m
% to make the fit of the analytical model to the measurements.
% Delay and frequency are the same for all measurements
delay = 1; frequency = 10;
% Choosing the temperature step to treat
degree = input(’Choose which temperature step to display (1 for 1
degree step, 2 for 2 degree step) : ’);
% Choosing the 1 degree series to treat
if degree == 1
series = input (’Choose which 1 degree step data series to display (series 0-3, 3 is default) : ’);
if series ~= [0 1 2 3]
series = 3;
end
end
% Choosing the file number
file = round(input(’Choose which file to treat (type 0 for all files) : ’));
% If file number 0 has been chosen (meaning all files of the temperature group)
% the number of available files will be set. If not the number of files will be set to 1.
if file == 0
if degree == 1
if series == 0
numberoffiles = 3;
end
if series == 1
numberoffiles = 6;
end
if series == 2
numberoffiles = 3;
end
if series == 3
numberoffiles = 8;
end
end
if degree == 2
numberoffiles = 6;
end
else
numberoffiles = 1;
end
% Measurement characteristics
frequency = 10; % The frequency of each measurement of a measurement series.
delay = 1; % The delay between measurements in a measurement series.
C_x = 1.1e-8; % The capacitance level of the piezoceramic bulk transducer.
C_T = 3.04e-11; % The temperature dependence of the capacitance.
R_0 = 9.8e7; % Resistance of the switch box (calibrated earlier).
C_0 = 1e-8; % Capacitance of the switch box (calibrated earlier).
R_x = 1e15; % Parasite resistance of the piezoceramic shells, very little.
Z = 1/(1/R_0 + 1/R_x); % Calculated impedance.
% Physical characteristics of the bulk transducer.
density = 7.70*10^3; % The density of the piezoceramic (in kg/m^3).
weight = 4.337*10^-3; % The weight of the transducer (in kg).
diameter = 18.81*10^-3; % The outside diameter of the transducer (in m).
thickness = 0.5*10^-3; % The thickness of the spherical shell (in m).
volume = (4/3)*pi*(diameter/2-thickness)^3; % The inside volume of the transducer (in m^3).
shell_volume = (4/3)*pi*(diameter/2)^3-volume; % The volume of the shell (in m^3)
area_outside = 4*pi*(diameter/2)^2; % The outside area of the shell (in m^2).
area_inside = 4*pi*(diameter/2-thickness)^2; % The inside area (in m^2).
% Model parameters of the bulk transducer.
distance = 0.0025; % Distance from the cryostat to the piezoceramic shell (in m).
permittivity = 1.33e3; % Relative permittivity for pz26.
dielectric = 1250; % Relative dielectric constant for pz26.
alpha_r = 1.5e-6; % radial alpha for pz26 [1/K], reference Ferroperm
alpha_t = 4.0e-6; % tangential alpha for pz26 [1/K], reference Ferroperm
gamma = 8.8677e-7; % From the fit of the empty transducer
C_s = 358; % From the fit of the empty transducer
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s_11 = 1.30e-11; % Elastic compliance of the piezoceramic
s_12 = -4.35e-12; % Elastic compliance of the piezoceramic
s_13 = -7.05e-12; % Elastic compliance of the piezoceramic
s_33 = 1.96e-11; % Elastic compliance of the piezoceramic
c_11 = 1.68e11; % Elastic stiffness of the piezoceramic
c_12 = 1.10e11; % Elastic stiffness of the piezoceramic
c_13 = 9.99e10; % Elastic stiffness of the piezoceramic
c_33 = 1.23e11; % Elastic stiffness of the piezoceramic
bulkmodulus = 1/(2*s_11+2*s_12+4*s_13+s_33); % The bulk modulus for the piezoceramic
beta = 2*c_13*alpha_t+c_33*alpha_r; % Temperature to stress coefficient.
poisson = s_13/s_33; % Poisson ratio of tangential to radial strain
% Thermal properties of air.
heatconductivity_air = 0.0204; % [W/mK] heat conductivity for air at 250 K.
heatcapacity_air = 1005; % [J/kgK] specific isobaric heat capacity for air at 250 K.
density_air = 1.342; % [kg/m^3] density of air at 260 K.
permittivity_air = 8.854e-12; % electric permittivity of air [F/m]
% Execute the evaluation of the data files.
% Starts by loading the files and fitting them according to the function files called in the program.
if numberoffiles == 1
if degree == 1
[V,T,parameters] = liquidtreat(strcat(’1-grads-måling (fyldt)\mop-1o-s’,num2str(series),’-’,
num2str(file),’.atm’),C_x+C_0,C_T,Z);
end
if degree == 2
[V,T,parameters] = liquidtreat(strcat(’2-graders-måling (fyldt)\mop-2o-’,num2str(file),’.atm’),
C_x+C_0,C_T,Z);
end
time = ((delay+1/frequency) * [1:length(T)])’;
% Parameters
lambda = 0.1330; % Thermal conductivity of the liquid at 300 K.
C_v = 1460; % Specific heat for the liquid at 300 K.
rho = 1.204*10^3; % Density of the liquid at 300 K [kg/m^3].
viscosity = 1.5e-10 * exp(6846/T(1)); % Viscosity of the liquid [Pa s].
delta = 3e-12; % Piezoelectric coefficient.
lambda = parameters(1);
C_v = parameters(2);
K_T = parameters(3);
alpha = parameters(4);
G = parameters(5);
delta = parameters(6);
% estimating the cryostat temperature
halflife_k1 = 10; k_1 = (-log(1/2)/halflife_k1);
halflife_k2 = 30; k_2 = (-log(1/2)/halflife_k2);
A = 1.15;
T_end = (1/11)*sum(T(end-10:end));
options = optimset(’Display’,’final’,’tolx’,1e-10,’tolfun’,1e-10,’MaxFunEvals’,1e5,’MaxIter’,1e4);
estimate = fminsearch(’Tfit’,[k_1,k_2],options,time,T’,[T(1),T_end,A]);
k_1 = estimate(1); k_2 = estimate(2); % [1/s]
% Model constants
T_end = (1/11)*sum(T(end-10:end));
DT = T_end-T(1);
R = diameter/2-thickness;
r_partition = 100;
r = (1:r_partition)*(R/r_partition);
n = 1:10;
% Simplified coefficients
nn = n./n; % Unit vector
tt = time./time; % Unit vector
rr = r./r; % Unit vector
zeta = pi^2/6; % From the sum of 1/n^2
M_T = K_T+(4/3)*G; % [Pa]
C_s = 1.291153397700358e+000 * T(1) + 1.532878795971905e+001;
C_l = rho*C_v + T(1)*K_T^2*alpha^2/M_T; % [J/m^3K]
C_A = T(1)*K_T*alpha*beta/M_T; % [J/m^3K]
B_n = n.*pi./R; % [1/m]
X_n = -2*R*cos(n*pi)./(n*pi) * (1+C_A/C_l); % [m]
h_1 = heatconductivity_air*area_outside/(C_s*weight*distance); % [1/s]
h_2 = ((lambda*area_inside)/(C_s*weight))*(2/R)*(1+C_A/C_l)*zeta; % [1/s]
h_3 = (lambda/C_l).*B_n.^2; % [1/s]
h_3b = lambda*pi^2/(C_l*R^2); % h_3 without n
m_1 = -0.5 * (h_1+h_2+h_3b) + 0.5 * sqrt((h_1+h_2+h_3b).^2 -4*h_1*h_3b); % [1/s]
m_2 = -0.5 * (h_1+h_2+h_3b) - 0.5 * sqrt((h_1+h_2+h_3b).^2 -4*h_1*h_3b); % [1/s]
p = pi*thickness^4*K_T/(8*0.01*volume*viscosity); % [1/s] Poiseuille factor
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% Temperature in the shell
l_1 = DT * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* ((h_1+m_2) .* exp(time*m_1) - (h_1+m_1) .* exp(time*m_2));
l_2 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_1) .* (exp(time*m_1)-exp(-time*k_1));
l_3 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_1) .* (exp(time*m_2)-exp(-time*k_1));
l_4 = DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_2) .* (exp(time*m_1)-exp(-time*k_2));
l_5 = DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_2) .* (exp(time*m_2)-exp(-time*k_2));
T_s = T_end + (l_1 - l_2 + l_3 - l_4 + l_5);
% Temperature in the liquid
R_sum = (X_n’*(1./r)) .* sin(B_n’*r);
L_1 = DT * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (h_1+m_2) * tt*(m_1./(m_1+h_3)) .* (exp(time*nn*m_1)-exp(-time*h_3)) * R_sum;
L_2 = DT * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (h_1+m_1) * tt*(m_2./(m_2+h_3)) .* (exp(time*nn*m_2)-exp(-time*h_3)) * R_sum;
L_3 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_1) * tt*(m_1./(m_1+h_3)) .*
(exp(time*nn*m_1)-exp(-time*h_3)) * R_sum;
L_4 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_1) * tt*(k_1./(k_1-h_3)) .*
(exp(-time*nn*k_1)-exp(-time*h_3)) * R_sum;
L_5 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_1) * tt*(m_2./(m_2+h_3)) .*
(exp(time*nn*m_2)-exp(-time*h_3)) * R_sum;
L_6 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_1) * tt*(k_1./(k_1-h_3)) .*
(exp(-time*nn*k_1)-exp(-time*h_3)) * R_sum;
L_7 = DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_2) * tt*(m_1./(m_1+h_3)) .*
(exp(time*nn*m_1)-exp(-time*h_3)) * R_sum;
L_8 = DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_2) * tt*(k_2./(k_2-h_3)) .*
(exp(-time*nn*k_2)-exp(-time*h_3)) * R_sum;
L_9 = DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_2) * tt*(m_2./(m_2+h_3)) .*
(exp(time*nn*m_2)-exp(-time*h_3)) * R_sum;
L_10= DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_2) * tt*(k_2./(k_2-h_3)) .*
(exp(-time*nn*k_2)-exp(-time*h_3)) * R_sum;
T_l = T_s*rr - (L_1 - L_2 - L_3 + L_4 + L_5 - L_6 - L_7 + L_8 + L_9 - L_10);
% Stress from the liquid on the shell
Sl_1 = DT * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* ((h_1+m_2) .* (m_1/(m_1+p)) .* (exp(time*m_1)-exp(-time*p)) -
(h_1+m_1) .* (m_2/(m_2+p)) .* (exp(time*m_2)-exp(-time*p)));
Sl_2 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_1) .* (m_1/(m_1+p) .* (exp(time*m_1)-exp(-time*p)) -
k_1/(k_1-p) .* (exp(-time*k_1)-exp(-time*p)));
Sl_3 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_1) .* (m_2/(m_2+p) .* (exp(time*m_2)-exp(-time*p)) -
k_1/(k_1-p) .* (exp(-time*k_1)-exp(-time*p)));
Sl_4 = DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_2) .* (m_1/(m_1+p) .* (exp(time*m_1)-exp(-time*p)) -
k_2/(k_2-p) .* (exp(-time*k_2)-exp(-time*p)));
Sl_5 = DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_2) .* (m_2/(m_2+p) .* (exp(time*m_2)-exp(-time*p)) -
k_2/(k_2-p) .* (exp(-time*k_2)-exp(-time*p)));
S_s = (Sl_1 - Sl_2 + Sl_3 - Sl_4 + Sl_5);
R_sum2 = 1/R^3 * X_n .* (-R^2*cos(n*pi)./(n*pi));
SL_1 = DT * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (h_1+m_2) * tt*(m_1./(m_1+h_3)) .* (m_1/(m_1+p) .* (exp(time*nn*m_1)-exp(-time*nn*p)) -
tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-time*nn*p))) * R_sum2’;
SL_2 = DT * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (h_1+m_1) * tt*(m_2./(m_2+h_3)) .* (m_2/(m_2+p) .* (exp(time*nn*m_2)-exp(-time*nn*p)) -
tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-time*nn*p))) * R_sum2’;
SL_3 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_1) * tt*(m_1./(m_1+h_3)) .* (m_1/(m_1+p) .*
(exp(time*nn*m_1)-exp(-time*nn*p)) - tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-time*nn*p))) * R_sum2’;
SL_4 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_1) * tt*(k_1./(k_1-h_3)) .* (k_1/(k_1-p) .*
(exp(-time*nn*k_1)-exp(-time*nn*p)) - tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-time*nn*p))) * R_sum2’;
SL_5 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_1) * tt*(m_2./(m_2+h_3)) .* (m_2/(m_2+p) .*
(exp(time*nn*m_2)-exp(-time*nn*p)) - tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-time*nn*p))) * R_sum2’;
SL_6 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_1) * tt*(k_1./(k_1-h_3)) .* (k_1/(k_1-p) .*
(exp(-time*nn*k_1)-exp(-time*nn*p)) - tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-time*nn*p))) * R_sum2’;
SL_7 = DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_2) * tt*(m_1./(m_1+h_3)) .* (m_1/(m_1+p) .*
(exp(time*nn*m_1)-exp(-time*nn*p)) - tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-time*nn*p))) * R_sum2’;
SL_8 = DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_2) * tt*(k_2./(k_2-h_3)) .* (k_2/(k_2-p) .*
(exp(-time*nn*k_2)-exp(-time*nn*p)) - tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-time*nn*p))) * R_sum2’;
SL_9 = DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_2) * tt*(m_2./(m_2+h_3)) .* (m_2/(m_2+p) .*
(exp(time*nn*m_2)-exp(-time*nn*p)) - tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-time*nn*p))) * R_sum2’;
SL_10= DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_2) * tt*(k_2./(k_2-h_3)) .* (k_2/(k_2-p) .*
(exp(-time*nn*k_2)-exp(-time*nn*p)) - tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-time*nn*p))) * R_sum2’;
S_l = - (SL_1 - SL_2 - SL_3 + SL_4 + SL_5 - SL_6 - SL_7 + SL_8 + SL_9 - SL_10);
S_r = -4*K_T*alpha*G/M_T * S_l + (K_T*beta/M_T - (4/3)*G*K_T*alpha/M_T) * S_s;
% The charge on the electrodes
C = C_0 + C_x + C_T.*T_s; z = 1./(Z.*C);
ql_1 = DT * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* ((h_1+m_2) .* (m_1./(m_1+z)) .* (exp(time*m_1)-exp(-z.*time)) - (h_1+m_1) .*
(m_2./(m_2+z)) .* (exp(time*m_2)-exp(-z.*time)));
ql_2 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_1) .* (m_1./(m_1+z) .* (exp(time*m_1)-exp(-z.*time)) -
k_1./(k_1-z) .* (exp(-time*k_1)-exp(-z.*time)));
ql_3 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_1) .* (m_2./(m_2+z) .* (exp(time*m_2)-exp(-z.*time)) -
k_1./(k_1-z) .* (exp(-time*k_1)-exp(-z.*time)));
ql_4 = DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_2) .* (m_1./(m_1+z) .* (exp(time*m_1)-exp(-z.*time)) -
k_2./(k_2-z) .* (exp(-time*k_2)-exp(-z.*time)));
ql_5 = DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_2) .* (m_2./(m_2+z) .* (exp(time*m_2)-exp(-z.*time)) -
k_2./(k_2-z) .* (exp(-time*k_2)-exp(-z.*time)));
q_s = (ql_1 - ql_2 + ql_3 - ql_4 + ql_5);
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qSl_1 = DT * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* ((h_1+m_2) .* (m_1/(m_1+p)) .* (m_1./(m_1+z) .* (exp(time*m_1)-exp(-z.*time)) -
p./(p-z) .* (exp(-time*p)-exp(-z.*time))) - (h_1+m_1) .* (m_2/(m_2+p)) .* (m_2./(m_2+z) .*
(exp(time*m_2)-exp(-z.*time)) - p./(p-z) .* (exp(-time*p)-exp(-z.*time))));
qSl_2 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_1) .* (m_1/(m_1+p) .* (m_1./(m_1+z) .*
(exp(time*m_1)-exp(-z.*time)) - p./(p-z) .* (exp(-time*p)-exp(-z.*time))) - k_1/(k_1-p) .*
(k_1./(k_1-z) .* (exp(-time*k_1)-exp(-z.*time)) - p./(p-z) .* (exp(-time*p)-exp(-z.*time))));
qSl_3 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_1) .* (m_2/(m_2+p) .* (m_2./(m_2+z) .*
(exp(time*m_2)-exp(-z.*time)) - p./(p-z) .* (exp(-time*p)-exp(-z.*time))) - k_1/(k_1-p) .*
(k_1./(k_1-z) .* (exp(-time*k_1)-exp(-z.*time)) - p./(p-z) .* (exp(-time*p)-exp(-z.*time))));
qSl_4 = DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_2) .* (m_1/(m_1+p) .* (m_1./(m_1+z) .*
(exp(time*m_1)-exp(-z.*time)) - p./(p-z) .* (exp(-time*p)-exp(-z.*time))) - k_2/(k_2-p) .*
(k_2./(k_2-z) .* (exp(-time*k_2)-exp(-z.*time)) - p./(p-z) .* (exp(-time*p)-exp(-z.*time))));
qSl_5 = DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_2) .* (m_2/(m_2+p) .* (m_2./(m_2+z) .*
(exp(time*m_2)-exp(-z.*time)) - p./(p-z) .* (exp(-time*p)-exp(-z.*time))) - k_2/(k_2-p) .*
(k_2./(k_2-z) .* (exp(-time*k_2)-exp(-z.*time)) - p./(p-z) .* (exp(-time*p)-exp(-z.*time))));
qS_s = (qSl_1 - qSl_2 + qSl_3 - qSl_4 + qSl_5);
qSL_1 = DT * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (h_1+m_2) * tt*(m_1./(m_1+h_3)) .* (m_1/(m_1+p) .* (m_1./(m_1+z*nn) .*
(exp(time*nn*m_1)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn))) -
tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (tt*h_3./(tt*h_3-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn)))) * R_sum2’;
qSL_2 = DT * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (h_1+m_1) * tt*(m_2./(m_2+h_3)) .* (m_2/(m_2+p) .* (m_2./(m_2+z*nn) .*
(exp(time*nn*m_2)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn))) -
tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (tt*h_3./(tt*h_3-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn)))) * R_sum2’;
qSL_3 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_1) * tt*(m_1./(m_1+h_3)) .* (m_1/(m_1+p) .*
(m_1./(m_1+z*nn) .* (exp(time*nn*m_1)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn))) - tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (tt*h_3./(tt*h_3-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn)))) * R_sum2’;
qSL_4 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_1) * tt*(k_1./(k_1-h_3)) .* (k_1/(k_1-p) .*
(k_1./(k_1-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*k_1)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn))) - tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (tt*h_3./(tt*h_3-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn)))) * R_sum2’;
qSL_5 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_1) * tt*(m_2./(m_2+h_3)) .* (m_2/(m_2+p) .*
(m_2./(m_2+z*nn) .* (exp(time*nn*m_2)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn))) - tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (tt*h_3./(tt*h_3-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn)))) * R_sum2’;
qSL_6 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_1) * tt*(k_1./(k_1-h_3)) .* (k_1/(k_1-p) .*
(k_1./(k_1-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*k_1)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn))) - tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (tt*h_3./(tt*h_3-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn)))) * R_sum2’;
qSL_7 = DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_2) * tt*(m_1./(m_1+h_3)) .* (m_1/(m_1+p) .*
(m_1./(m_1+z*nn) .* (exp(time*nn*m_1)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn))) - tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (tt*h_3./(tt*h_3-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn)))) * R_sum2’;
qSL_8 = DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_2) * tt*(k_2./(k_2-h_3)) .* (k_2/(k_2-p) .*
(k_2./(k_2-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*k_2)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn))) - tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (tt*h_3./(tt*h_3-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn)))) * R_sum2’;
qSL_9 = DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_2) * tt*(m_2./(m_2+h_3)) .* (m_2/(m_2+p) .*
(m_2./(m_2+z*nn) .* (exp(time*nn*m_2)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn))) - tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (tt*h_3./(tt*h_3-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn)))) * R_sum2’;
qSL_10= DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_2) * tt*(k_2./(k_2-h_3)) .* (k_2/(k_2-p) .*
(k_2./(k_2-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*k_2)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn))) - tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (tt*h_3./(tt*h_3-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn)))) * R_sum2’;
qS_l = - (qSL_1 - qSL_2 - qSL_3 + qSL_4 + qSL_5 - qSL_6 - qSL_7 + qSL_8 + qSL_9 - qSL_10);
gamma = 1.116636565272108e-008 .* T_s -1.964971338584337e-006;
q = delta * (-4*K_T*alpha*G/M_T) * qS_l + delta * (K_T*beta/M_T-(4/3)*G*K_T*alpha/M_T) * qS_s + gamma .* q_s;
% Draw a figure of the temperature
figure(1)
hold on
title(’The Temperature of the cryostat, piezoceramic shell, and liquid as a function of time’)
xlabel(’Time (seconds)’)
ylabel(’Temperature (degree Kelvin)’)
plot(time,T,’r’)
plot(time,T_s,’b:’)
plot(time,T_l(:,50),’k--’)
legend(’Temperature of the cryostat’,’Temperature in the shell’,’Temperature half way through the liquid’)
% Draw a figure of the voltage on the piezoceramic shells
figure(2)
hold on
title(’The combinded piezo- and pyroeletric effect of the piezoceramic bulk transducer’)
xlabel(’Time (seconds)’)
ylabel(’Average voltage of the spherical shell (volts)’)
plot(time,V,’r’)
plot(time,q./C,’b:’)
legend(’The measured voltage on the shell’,’The analytically calculated voltage’)
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% Draw a figure of the stress inside the liquid
figure(3)
hold on
title(’The stress from the liquid on the inner surface of the spherical shell’)
xlabel(’Time (seconds)’)
ylabel(’Stress on the inner surface of the shell (pascal)’)
plot(time,S_r,’r’)
end
% Make a survey of the whole measurement series
if numberoffiles > 1
for f = 1:numberoffiles
if degree == 1
[V,T,parameters] = liquidtreat(strcat(’1-grads-måling (fyldt)\mop-1o-s’,
num2str(series),’-’,num2str(f),’.atm’),C_x+C_0,C_T,Z);
temperature(f) = 247+f;
lambda(f) = parameters(1);
C_v(f) = parameters(2);
K_T(f) = parameters(3);
alpha(f) = parameters(4);
G(f) = parameters(5);
delta(f) = parameters(6);
end
if degree == 2
[V,T,parameters] = liquidtreat(strcat(’2-graders-måling (fyldt)\mop-2o-’,
num2str(f),’.atm’),C_x+C_0,C_T,Z);
temperature(f) = 246+2*f;
lambda(f) = parameters(1);
C_v(f) = parameters(2);
K_T(f) = parameters(3);
alpha(f) = parameters(4);
G(f) = parameters(5);
delta(f) = parameters(6);
end
end
lambda
C_v
K_T
alpha
G
delta
figure(3)
hold on
title(’The thermal conductivity of the liquid (\lambda) as a function of temperature’)
xlabel(’Starting temperature for each measurement (degree Kelvin)’)
ylabel(’Thermal conductivity (W/mK)’)
plot(temperature,lambda,’b*’)
figure(4)
hold on
title(’The isochoric heat capacity of the liquid (C_{v}) as a function of temperature’)
xlabel(’Starting temperature for each measurement (degree Kelvin)’)
ylabel(’Isochoric heat capacity (J/kgK)’)
plot(temperature,C_v,’b*’)
figure(5)
hold on
title(’The isothermal bulk modulus of the liquid (K_{T}) as a function of temperature’)
xlabel(’Starting temperature for each measurement (degree Kelvin)’)
ylabel(’Isothermal bulk modulus (Pa)’)
plot(temperature,K_T,’b*’)
figure(6)
hold on
title(’The isobaric thermal expansivity of the liquid (\alpha_{p}) as a function of temperature’)
xlabel(’Starting temperature for each measurement (degree Kelvin)’)
ylabel(’Isobaric thermal expansivity (K^{-1})’)
plot(temperature,alpha,’b*’)
figure(7)
hold on
title(’The shear modulus of the liquid (G) as a function of temperature’)
xlabel(’Starting temperature for each measurement (degree Kelvin)’)
ylabel(’Shear modulus (Pa)’)
plot(temperature,G,’b*’)
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figure(8)
hold on
title(’The effective piezoelectric coefficient of the shell (\delta) as a function of temperature’)
xlabel(’Starting temperature for each measurement (degree Kelvin)’)
ylabel(’Piezoelectric coefficient (C/Pa)’)
plot(temperature,delta,’b*’)
end
parameters
liquidtreat.m
% liquidtreat.m
% this program controls the precision of the fitting algorithm
% and sets the parameters for the initial guess of the values in the fit.
function [V,T,parameters] =
liquidtreatdif(filename,C_x,C_T,Z,varargin) format long e
% Error catching
if ~isstr(filename)
error(’Write the name of the file you want to be evaluated.’)
end if length(varargin)==0
frequency = 10;
delay = 1;
else
frequency = varargin(1);
delay = varargin(2);
end
% Reads data
[datar,datai] = textread(strcat(’C:\Documents and Settings\Jesper\Dokumenter\Universitet\
Speciale\Måleresultater\’,filename),’%f %*[ + ] %f %*[i]’);
data = gendan(datar + i.* datai);
% Voltage, temperature, and time
V = data(1,:); T = data(2,:);
time = ((delay+1/frequency) * [1:length(data)])’;
% Make a guess for the parameters to use in the fitting procedure.
% Physical characteristics of the bulk transducer.
density = 7.70*10^3; % The density of the piezoceramic (in kg/m^3).
weight = 4.337*10^-3; % The weight of the transducer (in kg).
diameter = 18.81*10^-3; % The outside diameter of the transducer (in m).
thickness = 0.5*10^-3; % The thickness of the spherical shell (in m).
volume = (4/3)*pi*(diameter/2-thickness)^3; % The inside volume of the transducer (in m^3).
shell_volume = (4/3)*pi*(diameter/2)^3-volume; % The volume of the shell (in m^3)
area_outside = 4*pi*(diameter/2)^2; % The outside area of the shell (in m^2).
area_inside = 4*pi*(diameter/2-thickness)^2; % The inside area (in m^2).
% Thermal properties of air.
heatconductivity_air = 0.0204; % [W/mK] heat conductivity for air at 250 K.
heatcapacity_air = 1005; % [J/kgK] specific isobaric heat capacity for air at 250 K.
density_air = 1.342; % [kg/m^3] density of air at 260 K.
% Model parameters of the bulk transducer.
distance = 0.0025; % Distance from the cryostat to the piezoceramic shell (in m).
permittivity = 1.33e3; % Relative permittivity for pz26.
dielectric = 1250; % Relative dielectric constant for pz26.
alpha_r = 1.5e-6; % radial alpha for pz26 [1/K], reference Ferroperm
alpha_t = 4.0e-6; % tangential alpha for pz26 [1/K], reference Ferroperm
gamma = 8.8677e-7; % From the fit of the empty transducer
C_s = 358; % From the fit of the empty transducer
s_11 = 1.30e-11; % Elastic compliance of the piezoceramic
s_12 = -4.35e-12; % Elastic compliance of the piezoceramic
s_13 = -7.05e-12; % Elastic compliance of the piezoceramic
s_33 = 1.96e-11; % Elastic compliance of the piezoceramic
c_11 = 1.68e11; % Elastic stiffness of the piezoceramic
c_12 = 1.10e11; % Elastic stiffness of the piezoceramic
c_13 = 9.99e10; % Elastic stiffness of the piezoceramic
c_33 = 1.23e11; % Elastic stiffness of the piezoceramic
bulkmodulus = 1/(2*s_11+2*s_12+4*s_13+s_33); % The bulk modulus for the piezoceramic
beta = 2*c_13*alpha_t+c_33*alpha_r; % Temperature to stress coefficient.
poisson = s_13/s_33; % Poisson ratio of tangential to radial strain
rho = 1.204*10^3; % Density of the liquid at 300 K.
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% Parameters
lambda = 0.1330; % Thermal conductivity of the liquid at 300 K.
C_v = 1460; % Specific heat for the liquid at 300 K.
K_T = 5e9; % Bulk modulus.
alpha = 1e-5;%3e-4; % Isobaric thermal expansion coefficient.
G = 5e11;%3e10; % Shear Modulus.
delta = 5e-11; % Piezoelectric coefficient.
beta = 2*c_13*alpha_t+c_33*alpha_r;
% estimating the cryostat temperature
halflife_k1 = 10; k_1 = (-log(1/2)/halflife_k1); % [1/s]
halflife_k2 = 30; k_2 = (-log(1/2)/halflife_k2); % [1/s]
A = 1.15; T_end = (1/11)*sum(T(end-10:end)); % setting parameters
options = optimset(’Display’,’final’,’tolx’,1e-10,’tolfun’,1e-10,’MaxFunEvals’,1e5,’MaxIter’,1e4);
estimate = fminsearch(’Tfit’,[k_1,k_2],options,time,T’,[T(1),T_end,A]);
k_1 = estimate(1); k_2 = estimate(2); % [1/s]
% Writing the guesses
guess = [lambda,C_v,K_T,alpha,G,delta];
% Writing the constants
constants = [C_x,C_T,Z,gamma,C_s,k_1,k_2,A,T_end,lambda];
% Call the function ’fitset’ to fit the parameters to the data
parameters = fitset(guess,T(1:1200),V(1:1200),constants);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% fitset
% This program finds the best parameters to fit a function to a data series
function estimate = fitset(guess,input,output,constants)
% The optimset command lets you choose a number of settings for the fminsearch command
options =
optimset(’Display’,’final’,’tolx’,1e-15,’tolfun’,1e-15,’MaxFunEvals’,1e5,’MaxIter’,1e4);
% The program calls the function fminsearch to search for the best parameters of the function Vfit.
% Vfit contains the function we want to fit and works according to the least squares method.
estimate =
fminsearch(’liquidfitexp’,guess,options,input,output,constants);
liquidfitexp.m
% liquidfitexp.m
% Calculates the square distance between a data series and a given function.
% The parameters are fitted to a differential model made by a Euler loop.
function square_distance = liquidfitdif(parameters,T,V,constants)
format long e
% Delay and frequency are the same for all measurements
delay = 1; frequency = 10;
% Physical characteristics of the bulk transducer.
density = 7.70*10^3; % The density of the piezoceramic (in kg/m^3).
weight = 4.337*10^-3; % The weight of the transducer (in kg).
diameter = 18.81*10^-3; % The outside diameter of the transducer (in m).
thickness = 0.5*10^-3; % The thickness of the spherical shell (in m).
volume = (4/3)*pi*(diameter/2-thickness)^3; % The inside volume of the transducer (in m^3).
shell_volume = (4/3)*pi*(diameter/2)^3-volume; % The volume of the shell (in m^3)
area_outside = 4*pi*(diameter/2)^2; % The outside area of the shell (in m^2).
area_inside = 4*pi*(diameter/2-thickness)^2; % The inside area (in m^2).
distance = 0.0025; % Distance from the cryostat to the piezoceramic shell (in m).
% Thermal properties of air.
heatconductivity_air = 0.0204; % [W/mK] heat conductivity for air at 250 K.
heatcapacity_air = 1005; % [J/kgK] specific isobaric heat capacity for air at 250 K.
density_air = 1.342; % [kg/m^3] density of air at 260 K.
% Thermal properties of the system.
rho = 1.204*10^3; % Density of the liquid at 300 K.
alpha_r = 1.5e-6; % radial alpha for pz26 [1/K], reference Ferroperm
alpha_t = 4.0e-6; % tangential alpha for pz26 [1/K], reference Ferroperm
heatconductivity_shell = 1.8; % [W/mK] heat conductivity for pz26 - reference Ferroperm.
heatcapacity_shell = 420; % [J/kgK] heat capacity of pz26 - reference Ferroperm.
s_11 = 1.30e-11; % Elastic compliance of the piezoceramic
s_12 = -4.35e-12; % Elastic compliance of the piezoceramic
s_13 = -7.05e-12; % Elastic compliance of the piezoceramic
s_33 = 1.96e-11; % Elastic compliance of the piezoceramic
c_11 = 1.68e11; % Elastic stiffness of the piezoceramic
c_12 = 1.10e11; % Elastic stiffness of the piezoceramic
c_13 = 9.99e10; % Elastic stiffness of the piezoceramic
c_33 = 1.23e11; % Elastic stiffness of the piezoceramic
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bulkmodulus = 1/(2*s_11+2*s_12+4*s_13+s_33); % The bulk modulus for the piezoceramic
beta = 2*c_13*alpha_t+c_33*alpha_r; % Temperature to stress coefficient.
viscosity = 1.5e-10 * exp(6846/T(1)); % Viscosity of the liquid [Pa s].
% Constants
C_x = constants(1);
C_T = constants(2);
Z = constants(3);
gamma = constants(4);
C_s = constants(5);
k_1 = constants(6);
k_2 = constants(7);
A = constants(8);
T_end = constants(9);
lambda = constants(10);
% Parameters
lambda = parameters(1);
C_v = parameters(2);
K_T = parameters(3);
alpha = parameters(4);
G = parameters(5);
delta = parameters(6);
% Model constants
DT = T_end-T(1);
R = diameter/2-thickness;
r_partition = 100;
r = (1:r_partition)*(R/r_partition);
n = 1:10;
time = ((delay+1/frequency) * [1:length(T)])’;
% Simplified coefficients
nn = n./n; % Unit vector
tt = time./time; % Unit vector
rr = r./r; % Unit vector
zeta = pi^2/6; % From the sum of 1/n^2
M_T = K_T+(4/3)*G; % [Pa]
C_s = 1.291153397700358e+000 * T(1) + 1.532878795971905e+001;
C_l = rho*C_v + T(1)*K_T^2*alpha^2/M_T; % [J/m^3K]
C_A = T(1)*K_T*alpha*beta/M_T; % [J/m^3K]
B_n = n.*pi./R; % [1/m]
X_n = -2*R*cos(n*pi)./(n*pi) * (1+C_A/C_l); % [m]
h_1 = heatconductivity_air*area_outside/(C_s*weight*distance); % [1/s]
h_2 = ((lambda*area_inside)/(C_s*weight))*(2/R)*(1+C_A/C_l)*zeta; % [1/s]
h_3 = (lambda/C_l).*B_n.^2; % [1/s]
h_3b = lambda*pi^2/(C_l*R^2); % h_3 without n
m_1 = -0.5 * (h_1+h_2+h_3b) + 0.5 * sqrt((h_1+h_2+h_3b).^2 -4*h_1*h_3b); % [1/s]
m_2 = -0.5 * (h_1+h_2+h_3b) - 0.5 * sqrt((h_1+h_2+h_3b).^2 -4*h_1*h_3b); % [1/s]
p = pi*thickness^4*K_T/(8*0.01*volume*viscosity); % [1/s] Poiseuille factor
% Temperature in the shell
l_1 = DT * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* ((h_1+m_2) .* exp(time*m_1) - (h_1+m_1) .* exp(time*m_2));
l_2 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_1) .* (exp(time*m_1)-exp(-time*k_1));
l_3 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_1) .* (exp(time*m_2)-exp(-time*k_1));
l_4 = DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_2) .* (exp(time*m_1)-exp(-time*k_2));
l_5 = DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_2) .* (exp(time*m_2)-exp(-time*k_2));
T_s = T_end + (l_1 - l_2 + l_3 - l_4 + l_5);
% The charge on the electrodes
C = C_x + C_T.*T_s; z = 1./(Z.*C);
R_sum2 = 1/R^3 * X_n .* (-R^2*cos(n*pi)./(n*pi));
ql_1 = DT * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* ((h_1+m_2) .* (m_1./(m_1+z)) .* (exp(time*m_1)-exp(-z.*time)) -
(h_1+m_1) .* (m_2./(m_2+z)) .* (exp(time*m_2)-exp(-z.*time)));
ql_2 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_1) .* (m_1./(m_1+z) .*
(exp(time*m_1)-exp(-z.*time)) - k_1./(k_1-z) .* (exp(-time*k_1)-exp(-z.*time)));
ql_3 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_1) .* (m_2./(m_2+z) .*
(exp(time*m_2)-exp(-z.*time)) - k_1./(k_1-z) .* (exp(-time*k_1)-exp(-z.*time)));
ql_4 = DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_2) .* (m_1./(m_1+z) .*
(exp(time*m_1)-exp(-z.*time)) - k_2./(k_2-z) .* (exp(-time*k_2)-exp(-z.*time)));
ql_5 = DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_2) .* (m_2./(m_2+z) .*
(exp(time*m_2)-exp(-z.*time)) - k_2./(k_2-z) .* (exp(-time*k_2)-exp(-z.*time)));
q_s = (ql_1 - ql_2 + ql_3 - ql_4 + ql_5);
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qSl_1 = DT * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* ((h_1+m_2) .* (m_1/(m_1+p)) .* (m_1./(m_1+z) .* (exp(time*m_1)-
exp(-z.*time)) - p./(p-z) .* (exp(-time*p)-exp(-z.*time))) - (h_1+m_1) .* (m_2/(m_2+p)) .*
(m_2./(m_2+z) .* (exp(time*m_2)-exp(-z.*time)) - p./(p-z) .* (exp(-time*p)-exp(-z.*time))));
qSl_2 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_1) .* (m_1/(m_1+p) .* (m_1./(m_1+z) .*
(exp(time*m_1)-exp(-z.*time)) - p./(p-z) .* (exp(-time*p)-exp(-z.*time))) - k_1/(k_1-p) .*
(k_1./(k_1-z) .* (exp(-time*k_1)-exp(-z.*time)) - p./(p-z) .* (exp(-time*p)-exp(-z.*time))));
qSl_3 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_1) .* (m_2/(m_2+p) .* (m_2./(m_2+z) .*
(exp(time*m_2)-exp(-z.*time)) - p./(p-z) .* (exp(-time*p)-exp(-z.*time))) - k_1/(k_1-p) .*
(k_1./(k_1-z) .* (exp(-time*k_1)-exp(-z.*time)) - p./(p-z) .* (exp(-time*p)-exp(-z.*time))));
qSl_4 = DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_2) .* (m_1/(m_1+p) .* (m_1./(m_1+z) .*
(exp(time*m_1)-exp(-z.*time)) - p./(p-z) .* (exp(-time*p)-exp(-z.*time))) - k_2/(k_2-p) .*
(k_2./(k_2-z) .* (exp(-time*k_2)-exp(-z.*time)) - p./(p-z) .* (exp(-time*p)-exp(-z.*time))));
qSl_5 = DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) .* (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_2) .* (m_2/(m_2+p) .* (m_2./(m_2+z) .*
(exp(time*m_2)-exp(-z.*time)) - p./(p-z) .* (exp(-time*p)-exp(-z.*time))) - k_2/(k_2-p) .*
(k_2./(k_2-z) .* (exp(-time*k_2)-exp(-z.*time)) - p./(p-z) .* (exp(-time*p)-exp(-z.*time))));
qS_s = (qSl_1 - qSl_2 + qSl_3 - qSl_4 + qSl_5);
qSL_1 = DT * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (h_1+m_2) * tt*(m_1./(m_1+h_3)) .* (m_1/(m_1+p) .* (m_1./(m_1+z*nn) .*
(exp(time*nn*m_1)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn))) -
tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (tt*h_3./(tt*h_3-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn)))) * R_sum2’;
qSL_2 = DT * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (h_1+m_1) * tt*(m_2./(m_2+h_3)) .* (m_2/(m_2+p) .* (m_2./(m_2+z*nn) .*
(exp(time*nn*m_2)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn))) -
tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (tt*h_3./(tt*h_3-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn)))) * R_sum2’;
qSL_3 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_1) * tt*(m_1./(m_1+h_3)) .* (m_1/(m_1+p) .*
(m_1./(m_1+z*nn) .* (exp(time*nn*m_1)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn))) - tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (tt*h_3./(tt*h_3-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn)))) * R_sum2’;
qSL_4 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_1) * tt*(k_1./(k_1-h_3)) .* (k_1/(k_1-p) .*
(k_1./(k_1-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*k_1)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn))) - tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (tt*h_3./(tt*h_3-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn)))) * R_sum2’;
qSL_5 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_1) * tt*(m_2./(m_2+h_3)) .* (m_2/(m_2+p) .*
(m_2./(m_2+z*nn) .* (exp(time*nn*m_2)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn))) - tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (tt*h_3./(tt*h_3-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn)))) * R_sum2’;
qSL_6 = DT * A * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_1) * tt*(k_1./(k_1-h_3)) .* (k_1/(k_1-p) .*
(k_1./(k_1-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*k_1)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn))) - tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (tt*h_3./(tt*h_3-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn)))) * R_sum2’;
qSL_7 = DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_2) * tt*(m_1./(m_1+h_3)) .* (m_1/(m_1+p) .*
(m_1./(m_1+z*nn) .* (exp(time*nn*m_1)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn))) - tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (tt*h_3./(tt*h_3-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn)))) * R_sum2’;
qSL_8 = DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_1.*(h_1+m_2))./(m_1+k_2) * tt*(k_2./(k_2-h_3)) .* (k_2/(k_2-p) .*
(k_2./(k_2-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*k_2)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn))) - tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (tt*h_3./(tt*h_3-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn)))) * R_sum2’;
qSL_9 = DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_2) * tt*(m_2./(m_2+h_3)) .* (m_2/(m_2+p) .*
(m_2./(m_2+z*nn) .* (exp(time*nn*m_2)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn))) - tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (tt*h_3./(tt*h_3-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn)))) * R_sum2’;
qSL_10= DT * (1-A) * 1./(m_1-m_2) * (m_2.*(h_1+m_1))./(m_2+k_2) * tt*(k_2./(k_2-h_3)) .* (k_2/(k_2-p) .*
(k_2./(k_2-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*k_2)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn))) - tt*(h_3./(h_3-p)) .* (tt*h_3./(tt*h_3-z*nn) .*
(exp(-time*h_3)-exp(-z.*time*nn)) - p./(p-z*nn) .* (exp(-time*nn*p)-exp(-z.*time*nn)))) * R_sum2’;
qS_l = - (qSL_1 - qSL_2 - qSL_3 + qSL_4 + qSL_5 - qSL_6 - qSL_7 + qSL_8 + qSL_9 - qSL_10);
gamma = 1.116636565272108e-008 .* T_s -1.964971338584337e-006;
q = delta * (-4*K_T*alpha*G/M_T) * qS_l + delta * (K_T*beta/M_T - (4/3)*G*K_T*alpha/M_T) * qS_s + gamma .* q_s;
% The square distance between the function and the data series.
square_distance = sum((q./C - V’).^2);
Data files to go with these programs can be found at the site of this report at
Roskilde University Library, RUb.
